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to report that the said
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it. is the judgment of
Edward R. Parent of
ounty of Androscoggin,
: senators from the ninth
t.was not legally elected
ger act. as a senator from
1
that Henry L. Irish of
county of Androscoggin
ed as one of the senators
senatorial district and
be and become one of
senators from said sena-

From World’s

Plays

Greatest

Evening

Cozy Playhouse.

j

Frederick, Thursday.

The sunny South, laden with the sweet
scents of orange blossoms and magnolias,
is the scene of Pauline Frederick’s newest photoplay, “A Daughter of the Old
South,” which will be shown Thursday.
Miss Frederick appears as a beautiful
Creole girl whose love story, filled with
lights and shades, laughter and tears, is
charmingly told by the star in a series of
exquisitely heart appealing scenes. Supported by a company of excellent playMiss Frederick’s latest starring
ers,
vehicle is one of supreme importance to
her admirers the country over.
Chester Conklin and a group of pretty
girls appear in Mack Sennett’s two-reel
comedy, “His Hidden Purpose,” a halfhour of fun and laughter.

with.

atement is made by the
is understood that after
idenee, it was convinced
in ward four, Auburn, of
it the entire vote of the
thrown out. This gave
iraiity of the votes. This
ourse as pursued by the
the Kelley contest in the

I
i

i
1

L. j

State Frank W. Ball said
nent had no objection to
ing to the reservation ot
nbers; in fact it would reof his department.
It
person may apply for and
or him in the following
lumber 3000) his automoes before Dec. 1st, accomest with the fee.
Senate Bills.
Kennebec—Act amending
11utes relating to Sunday
that municipal officers of
men of towns may grant
,e carrying on of business
i of recreations, dancing
of entertainment on Sun-

buildings at Eastern
School at Castine, and
w

>552.44 to pay Edward
wiston for expenses of
case from Androscog.vhicli amount $500 is for
000 for Trull HospHal at
for York County Chiliety; $15,000 for Maine
ii, iJortland; §130,000 for
Co., Bath, to aid in cons' ferry boat, slips and aptu<* for bridge across the
in Allagafih Plantation;
r of Docian shore road in
for road repair in Orland;
bridge in town of Morrill;
: ighway in town of Frank: pair Jordan’s River road
of Trenton and Lemoine;
r highway from Saco to
7.43 repair of bridge be■t. and Edgecomb.
P. Gannett of Kennebec
bo-li the minority and ma: the judiciary committee
1 mg suffrage to women at
lections.
f Davies of Cumberland,
cigarette bills were taken
sid upon motion of Walkthe senate non-concurred
in referring them to the
emperance and sent them
e on public health.
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“Sporting

next

t:
4

It
■t,

tv

Life” and Floudini,

Wednesday

Wednesday.

The marvelous Houdini in the eighth
exciting episode of the serial supreme
“The Master Mystery” will complete one
of the finest programs offered this season.

edgings, sawdust, chips,

waste, shavings or fibrous main the manufacture of lum•‘ iters of this State.

■

Tuesday

Do you like melodrama? The real old
Drury Lane brand filled to the brim with
stirring action, suspense and genuine
thrill?
Who doesn’t?
If you do, you
should not fail to see “Sporting Life,”
Maurice Tourneur's superb picturization
of the famous Drury Lane success of
twenty years ago which will be shown

Andover—An act repealing
•ns
of the law forbidding

:

EMMA I. BROWN.
Emma I., wife of John M. Brown, died
7th of pneumonia, following the
She was born
birth of a child Jan. 30th.
Feb.

1

in Belfast March 20, 1000, the daughter
of Stillman J. and Mauny 'Nickerson)
Flood.

She

Grange and
her for

j
|

was
was

a

member of Riverside

beloved by all who knew

her many

womanly

qualities.

She is survived by her husband and their
nfant son, Richard George.; by her parents, by a half-sister, Mrs. Ethel Flood

widow of the late Frank J.
'lied Wednesday, Feb. 5th, at

in the Hills house on Miller
^,rs- Williams and her daughter

of-door

life

he

had

become

can

fate to govern their lives and actions,

pointing out examples such

as

Saint Paul,

Abraham Lincoln and Helen Keller, who
proved that they were masters of their
fate.

For the second lesbon Mr.

Roose-

velt was likened to the man who put all
his talents to work, who did whatever he
did with might and main, who was successful in various lines of endeavor, and
who can teach us not to be satisfied with
touching life superficially, winning a few
honors, but to make life a thing of earnestness, to sound it to the very depths. For
the third lesson Mr. Wilson sought the
secret of Mr. Roosevelt’s power, and said
that it seemed to him to lie in the fact
that lie like so many others who have |
been among the world’s successful ones,
felt himself ordained by divine power for
performing the duty of purifying politics,

redeeming this country from corporate
greed and disobedience to law. This made
of Mr, Roosevelt an ardent patriot and
reformer, one ever sacrificing all to his
principles, but those principles, grounded
in righteousness, justice, and this country’s high destiny. Four lines were quoted from Mr. Roosevelt’s favorite poem,
“The Happy Warrior,” by Wordsworth,

still very small and those whc are most
familiar with the fine work done in surgi-

brothel,

cal dressings are greatly disappointed that
more of those efficient workers have not

Ella J. Jackson of Gardiner, who
cared for her in her illness, Mrs. Vina F.
McTaggart of Belfast and Roland and

transferred their interests and energies
to the sewing department where they are
so much needed.
All former surgical

fast, by

three sisters and

one

Mrs.

workers who are not helping with the
sewing are urged to give what time they

j

can

to this work.

RESOLUTIONS OF RESPECT.
—

Whereas, The Angel of Death has again
entered our Grange, ami removed from
our midst our beloved Sister, Vevie L.
Rowe; therefore, be it
Resolved, That in the death of Sister
Rowe Honesty Grange has lost a most

PERSONAL
—

weeks’

illness,

will be sorry to hear she
had an ill turn Saturday and is again confined to her room.

Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer A Sherman will
Equity Grange held its regular meeting
Feb. 1st with a good attendance. A fine leave today for a week’s visit in Boston.
Hon. Arthur I. Brown returned to Aumer stocK of goods.
She will return in program was given and after the meeting
all retired to the dining room, where a gusta last Saturday after a brief visit in
about two weeks.
delicious oyster stew, crackers, pickles, Belfast.
Miss Annie L. Barr, Librarian, wishes
doughnuts and coffee were served.
Eugene R. Ellis has returned to Calais
all who have tin foil for the barrel she is
Primrose Chapter, Order of the East- after spending two months at his home
desirous of filling, to deliver it as soon as
in this city.
ern Star, gave a new and most imprespossible as she wishes to forward it to

headquarters.
The Belfast schools will close March
for their regular spring vacation.
Supt. E. E. Roderick is planning a course
in model training in observation work for
14th

A number of

Johnson,

is

ill with

followed at 8 with

afternoon,
picnic

19th.

a

in the

service,

saddened

that the first

Abner G. Gilmore has been in the W'al-

County Hospital the past week,
ceiving treatment for a severe cold.

She

as

it

was

James H. Cilley.

At the February meeting of the Directors of the Home for Aged Women thanks
were extended to Miss Melvina V. Parker

M.

been praying every day that her father,
whom she adores, may be returned home

Matthews for

jelly,

preserves

after

a brief illness of
influenza, followed by pneumonia. Mrs. Rowe was the
second daughter of Wilson N. and Jose-

phine Clements Patterson of Waldo, and
was born August 13, 1872.
April 28, 1894,
she was married to John Rowe and hei
married life was passed in Morrill on the
home farm.
Mr. Rowe’s parents each
had

illness extending over a year before their deaths and her ministrations
an

to them was ever most patient and devoted. Two children were born to Mr.

Rowe, Wilson E., born Nov.
3, 1906, and who died also of pneumonia,
Feb. 10, 1908, and Alice, born April 14,
1909.
She is survived by her husband,
honored and esteemed member.
Resolved, That while our hearts are daughter Alice, one sister, Mrs. Frank
I filled with sorrow and sympathy for the Webster of
Waldo, and an adopted sister,
husband and daughter, we must
sell) White of Belfast, and was 38 years ; bereaved
Mrs. Goldie Patterson Tyler of Knox.
acknowledge the wisdom of Him who
of age. She is survived by her husband, doeth all things well.
The funeral was held at her late home
their three children Vose, Maxine and
Resolved, That the Grange extend to Saturday afternoon, Jan. 25th, Rev. and
Vance, by her father, four brothers and the sorrowing family their heartfelt sym- Mrs. Nathan Hunt both speaking words
in this their great hour of sadness
six sisters, George Elmer White of Buf- pathy
of comfort, Elisha Brown, Arthur Hatch,
and grief.
falo, N. Y., Mrs. Rennie Bailey and Mrs.
Frank Brown and Richard
That in
and

Mrs.

Charles W.

Mr. and Mrs. John F. Walton of Gardicalled to Belfast last Saturday

ner were

to attend the funeral of their aunt, Mrs’
Sarah A. Hilton.
Miss Elizabeth S. Marsano has gone to
where she has employ-

Quincy, Mass.,

ment in the public schools.
taught in Old Town.

and

Miss Eva L. Holmes left

j

of

the

First

Portland and Lewiston.
Mrs. George O. Holmes returned last
from Portland, where she spent

Friday

several weeks with

Paul Hatch, son of I)r. John W. Hatch
of Montpelier, Vt., has graduated from
the Montpelier Seminary and is now' a
student at

n'<>ved

here

from

Winterport

Mr. L. O. White, Charles White, Mrs.
Mary Robertson and Mrs. Herbert F.
Hanson were called to Vanceboro last
week by the death of Mrs. Annie White
Johnston.
Albert E. Luce, District Supt.,
living in Bangor, was in Belfast
Saturday the guest of Rev. and Mrs.
Charles W. Martin, while on his way to
Castine and Brooksviile.
Rev.

now

Mrs. Lillian S. Douglass of Bath, RoE. Stevens of Ellsworth and Paul

land

Stevens of St. Johnsbury, Vt.,
Belfast ttie past, week, called

were

by

in
the

death of Ansel F. Stevens.
Mrs. Norman S. Donahue has been in
Hartland the past week the guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. M Lancey,
while Mr. Donahue has been in Winter-

port

on

L. of M. Extension Work

.siting
Rex Havener, who has been
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Haveuer, has returned to his home in New

Hampshire, where his wife and their
little son, Carleton Condon Havener, are
i spending the winter.
Mrs.

i

!

Moore,

Mattie

who

has

been

spending the winter with her daughter in
Kittery, was called to her home in Swanville by the sudden death of Herbert G.
MaddocKs, who for several years has
made his home with the Moore family.
Mrs. Ansel M. Lothrop returned from
Boston last Monday to visit her mother,
Mrs. A S. Heal, who is confined to her
home

on

Court, street with illness.

Mrs.

Lothrop has been doing Red Cross work
in Boston, while Dr. Lothrop is overseas
with the U. S. Dental Corps.
Sergt. Carroll L. Varney, formerly employed by the Maine Transportation Company on their cars between Rockland and
this city, who has been spending the past
year in sout hern training camps, has recently returned home from France and
arrived

this city Thursday.

in

Capt. Hall F. Hoxie left on the noon
! train last Saturday after spending a few
[ days with his family at their Church
street home. Capt. Hoxie was recently
| discharged from Camp Humphreys, Va.,
j where he was in the engineers’ corps.
He now has a position with the l S.
; Shipping Board at Washington, D. C.

(Walton) Hilton passed
Thursday morning, Feb. 6th, after
She was
a long and very painful illness.
born in Belfast, April 22, 1833, the daughter of the late John and Mary (Whalen)
Walton. October 23, 1871, she married
Archie M. Crommett of Weeks Mills,
Enoch C. Hilton, who died about ten
well known in this city as the nephew of
She
was
of
a
years ago.
retiring nature,
Miss Mildred M. Slater, will sail from
away

devoted to her home and its interests, and
was only when failing health made it

New York in

impossible for her to go on with her
household duties, that she left her home

has

it

and went to live with her

with the intention to conform to the general idea of trading at home and making

vited were

Middlebury College, Middte-

Vt.

bury,

j

Mrs.

sister-in-law,

Josephine T. Walton, at the old

homestead

family of

on

Lincolnville

seven

but

one

avenue.

sister

Of

a

survives,

Lucy,

wife of J. J. Hennessey of Butte,
Montana. The funeral was held Saturday

afternoon,

Rev. A. E. Wilson of the First

Parish Church officiating. The beautiful
floral offerings bore mute testimony to
the respect and esteem in which she was
'■

held.
H.

The bearers were Messrs. James

Howes,

Charles S. Bickford, Walter
Searsport, Burnham, Unity, C. and Fred C. Townsend.
Resolved,
respect to Sister
Merriam, Brooks, Jackson, Knox and Thorndike.
Ven monHis
She was born
ago.
*!i
Myra DollofT of East Millinocket, Mrs. Rowe’s memory, our charter be draped bearers
Capt. Seth M. Milliken returned MonThere was a profusion of flow- The delegation represented the following
•''i April 24, 1864, the daughter
that
a
for
Mabel
of
these
thirty days,
copy
Addie Hanson, Charles White, Mrs.
ers, loving testimonials of relatives and towns: Messrs. H. A. Shibles, Knox; H. day to New York after spending the week
and Susan (Howard) Thombe
resolutions
placed
our
upon
Hioor^'J
records, friends.
H. Hutchinson, Brooks; Gaunce R. Hun- in Belfast, where he was called by the
°f Searsmont, but the greater Wilcox, Mrs. Mary Robertson, Mrs. Florone sent to the family and one to the
Kitoi j ler'? life
ter and Mr. Webb of Unity; M. F. Parker, death of his mother. He was the
had been spent in Massa- ence Mayo of Belfast, and William and local paper for publication.
guest en
l
Her remains were taken to
Mr. Charles W. and Mrs. Augusta S. Searsport. The committee who were ap- route of Rev. Ashley A. Shith of
Wesley White, both in the U. S. Navy.
Minnie Hatch,
i Committee
Bangor.
to
for
the
March
pointed
arrange
last
supper
Friday, ac- The funeral was held Tuesday in VanceFrederick and Miss Mary Owen left consists of Messrs.
tNanf j'or“er,kerMass.,
marguerite rose, \
on
Ralph D. Southworth, He will return in a few weeks for a short
two daughers, Miss
Fiiet w 1 .^.y
Hattie
I
Paul,
be
annual
Resolutions. Monday on their
trip with St. Wilson Ellis, Edgar L. Harding, Ralph I. visit and plans to keep the home as it is
will also
‘‘of n ,iams °f this city and Mrs. boro, where the interment
Honesty Grange, Morrill, Feb. 5, 1919.
“runs wick.
Augustine Fla., as their objective point. Morse, and Harold S. McKeen.
made.
for the present
)

j..,

her daughter, Mrs.

Eben F. Littlefield, and family.

Mrs. Sarah A

church

Waldo county dollars count for Waldo
county. Another banquet along the same
lines will be given on a date to be selected in the first week in March. The committee who had charge of this banquet
were Messrs. John R. Dunton, Frank E.
Bramhall, Bert L. Davis, A. P. Goodhue
and M. R. Knowlton. The towns in the
county from which selectmen were in-

Wednesday

business trip to New York and Boston. On the way home she will visit in

Her former pas-

Martin

She recently

on a

for 18 months’ subscription to the Bangor
Daily News; to Mrs. J. W. Blaisdell for a

offered prayer and
the speakers who followed were: Mayor
Clement W. Wescott, on general topics;
Hon. R. F. Dunton, on the water question; James H. Howes, on co-operation;
O. E. Frost, on influence of church and
school; Superintendent of Schools E. E.
Roderick, on the schools, and B. L.
Davis on trading in Belfast, with H. H.
Hutchinson of Brooks, on the Brooks
The general theme was civic
schools.
betterment and solid business growth
Methodist

where he
& Pacific

bert L. Gray.

appies; to Mrs. Jesse II. Webber for
fruit pudding; to Miss Anne M. Kittredge

from overseas, hesitated recently as she
was about
to repeat the petition and

Rev.

the guest of -Mrs. .1. L. Sleeper.
to attend the Valentine bail.

George H. Gray is at home from Camp
Devens to spend a short furlough at the
home of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Her-

Sergt. and Mrs. Allan M. Howes entertained a house party at Pitcher’s Pond
last Thursday and Friday to enjoy ice for canned vegetables; to Mrs. Alice
boating and fishing. Their guests were White of East Orland for coffee, ice
Sergt. and Mrs. Dana B. Southworth, cream, vegetables and fowl; to Miss Inez
Miss Belle Keating and Frank Libbey.
E. Crawford for raisins, sugar and jelly;
A bright little Belfast girl, who has to the North church for fowl; to Mrs. C.

by the passing of Mrs.
Rowe, Jan. 23, 1919,

;s

came

Alphonso E. Collins will leave to-day,

H.

lector,

re-

Miss I.lewella S. Thorndike of Rockland

S. W. Shibles; business manager, James
Cilley; lineman, James K. Blood; col-

self day or night to go out of sight of the
house.
The liberty of being a farmer appealed to him as never before.

at home

do

l. McCorrison.

Patterson

is

Greeley; directors, L. C. Morse, J. J. Thursday, for Brighton, Mass.,
Walker, J. Fred Marden, Volney Thomp- will have charge of an Atlantic
son, L. Leroy Morse, O. W. Ripley, and store.

two weeks at home he did not allow him-

friends in attendance.

Morrison

Mrs. G. H. Jennings of Boston is the
guest for two weeks of her mother, Mrs.
Henry G. Hills of East Northport.

music

president, V. A. Simmons; secretary,
Clarence H. Smith; treasurer, W. J.

One Waldo county boy was so well
satisfied with his home on his return
year

of

Avis M.

from .lie effects of influenza.

ruary 3rd, the following officers were
elected: President, L. C. Morse; vice

supper

ing.

a

Miss

At the annual meeting of the Liberty
and Belfast Tel. and Tel. Co., held Feb-

after which all will adjourn
to Memorial hall for their regular meet-

from

program

Nettie Whitehead is improving
serious illness at her home on

from Springfield, Mass., while recovering

and readings
Ice cream, cake and coffee will be served.

Carter, Congress street, Wednesday
There will be

a

a

Mrs Charles H. Gullifer of Bath has
been \isiting relatives in this
city a few
days the past week.

It was postponed
evening.
from the regular meeting in January.
The business meeting will be held at 7.30

The Emma White Barker Tent, D. of
V., will meet at the home of Mrs. Ralph
Feb.

Smalley. During the
was draped in mourn-

Saturday

tined.

M.

Allyn street.

Madeline

The Belfast Teachers’ Association will
a social
for the school committee
and their wives at the Peirce school next

and the house is quaran-

scarlet fever

Isabel

Mrs.

give

cases

Mrs. Fred A.

from

ing.

of chicken pox has
been reported among the school children.
Robert P. Johnson, the little son of Mr.
and

sive memorial service last Friday evening in honor of their late member, Miss
ceremony the altar

the seniors, who are to take up teaching.

arrival at the island he did not respond to
the whistle signals and was soon found
to be missing.
Capt. McCorrison is said

'Vevie

ill at her

home ir. North Belfast.

looking up to her mother said: “I am going to cut out that part, for it don’t do year’s subscription to the same; to Elmer
Papa don’t come.” She re- O. Hall for beefsteak and roast beef.
any good.
with apparently less faith
George L. McCorrison of this city was considered and
drowned in Dorchester Bay last Saturday continues the petition for his safe home
THE CHURCHES
somewhere between Neponset Bridge and coming.
The funeral services of the late Mrs.
Services will be held next Sunday at
Spectacle Island. He was captain of a
Elizabeth Arnold Milliken were held at the North Church at 10.45 a. m. with
scow belonging to the Boston Sanitarian
Digestive Company that was being towed her late home at 3 p. m. Thursday with preaching by Rev. Wm. Vaughan.
He was seen by the draw- her only near relative, her son. Capt. Seth j
to the island.
First Parish, Rev. A. E. Wilson, mintender of the bridge when about 200 yards M. Milliken of New York, her distant ister. Regular preaching service Sunday
distant and by the men on the tug after relatives, Mr. and Mrs. George Cooper of at 10.45 a. m,
Sunday school at noon.
he had made fast the tow line. On the North Searsmont, also many Belfast All
cordially invited.
gf.orge

Ada Hart Roberts is

Frankel left last Monday for
New York to select her spring and sum-

Services will be held next Sunday at
tor, Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Bangor,
the Baptist church at 10.45 a. m.
Dr.
as applicable to him:
officiated, paying a tribute to her woman- David N. Beach of
Bangor will supply
“Who comprehends his trust, and to the to be the seventh
man lost in a like manly life as mother and friend. There was
same
the pulpit. Sunday school at noon; Chrisner in the harbor.
He was born in Knox an abundance of beautiful iloral tributes.
Keeps faithful with a singleness of aim;
tian Endeavor at 6.30 p. m. and evening
July 9, 1861, the son of the late Alvin The bearers were Messrs. Albert C. BurWho not content that former worth stand
service at 7,30.
Prayer meeting this,
and Joan (Rowe) McCorrison and lived gess, Charles E. Johnson, Charles F.
fast,
evening.
Thursday,
A.
Sherman.
The
infor many- years on the home farm on the Swift and Elmer
Looks forward persevering to the last.”
People’s Methodist church, Rev.Charles
Jesse Robbins road near Belmont avenue. terment will be in Grove Cemetery in the
W. Martin, Pastor, Parsonage, No. 7 Court
For about, eight seasons he w-as employed spring.
Red Cross Notes.
telephone 213-11. Sunday morning,
at the Hamilton Greenhouses.
For some time street,
Three
Swimming Records.
10.45; Sunday school, 12.00;
preaching,
he
sold
the home farm and with Miss Helen A. Hamm, one of the toll
years ago
Women of New England! Our solSunday evening, preaching, 7 30; prayer
diers and sailors have fought to make his family moved to Nyanza, Victoria operators of the local telephone exchange,
7.30.
democracy safe for the world. The ap- County, C. B. Last fall they went to claimed the record for sea bathing in and meeting this, Thursday, evening,
A cordial welcome is extended to all to
palling and appealing condition of the Boston where he had employment at the
out of season. She went into the water
civil population in Europe added zest and
come and worship with us.
Strangers in
U. S. Quartermasters’ Terminal and onlv regularly during November and also on
irresistible determination to their fighting
town especially welcome.
a
few
weeks
ago he took command of the Christmas day.
The weather records on
qualities. Today these people are withThe annual meeting of the Methodist
out clothing a nd the weather is cold.
scow.
He was well and favorably known that day show a temperature of 34 to 36
in
of
our
told
that
I am
many
chapters in Belfast and was for a number of years
church was held last Tuesday evening,
above zero, rain and a light fall of snow
\ it is difficult, to obtain women to make
a member of Equity Grange.
His son, w.th an easterly wind.Miss Lillian, the when the following officers were elected:
| garments which the French and Belgium
Trustees, W. A. Macomber, C. E. Frost,
I people have asked us to give them.
If Leroy M. McCorrison of this city, went
15-year-old daughter of Mr. and Mrs B.
F. O. Roberts, Don Gurour soldiers were willing to lay down their
to Boston on the receipt of the news of
L Davis, and a sophomore in the Belfast Ralph Bramhall,
lives to aid the civil population, are the the accident and was
Mrs. Alice Bramhall, Mrs. Georgia
given
every assur- fligh school, is now taking the honors tor ney,
women of New England going to fail in
ance
the Harbor officials
the re- winter swimming with the thermometer Dow, Mrs. Mary Whitmore; stewards,
j carrying on the work which t/iese men mainsbyof his father would that
be located. registering around zero and has suffered Mrs. Alice Bramhall, Sarah Stewart
have made possible?
The completion of the orders given out The remains will be brought to this city
Annie M. Frost, Ellen
She says it is the Mary Whitmore,
no ill effects from it.
by the New England Division will mean when recovered. He returned home TuesCressey, Evie Wright, Clara Cottrell,
greatest sport in the world.
the saving of many" human lives. This
Mrs. F. L Whitten, Georgia Dow, Ne he
is the last big constructive piece of work day morning accompanied by his mother,
The Board of Trade Banquet. The
who will remain for a few days.
Mr.
Pierson, Misses Ethel Frost, Ruth Maon our war program, and New England
Board’s lirst get-together banquet was
has yet to report any failure in her share McCorrison is survived by his wife, forcomber, Lena Sanborn, Lora Maxcey,
held in Memorial Hall last Thursday at
of war work.—James Jackson, Division mer
Annie Going, LaVerne Whitten, Messrs.
y Miss Lenora C. Johnson of Nyanza,
6.30 p m. and was a very pleasant and
Manager.
C. E. Frost, Edwin Frost; recording secC. B., and by eight children, Mrs. Christie
p-ofitable session. The supper was served
Our own allotment is far from com- A.
Pearson of East Belfast; Lieut. Leslie
retary, Mrs. Annie M. Frost; district
pleted despite the increased attendance G. McCorrison, now in Germany with by the ladies of the Baptist society and steward, Edwin Frosi; reserve district
desired in quality
was all that could be
We understand that
on certain days.
the 25th Canadian B. N., having been
steward, Mrs. Georgia Dow; communion
and in quantity. Covers were laid for 160
whatever reaches Boston by Marc.i 1st
steward, Mrs. Mary Whitmore; Sunday
three times wounded; Neal J., a fireman
guests and the tables were filled. It was school
stands a far better chance of speedy
on the Canadian Pacific R. R.; Leroy M„
superintendents, C. E. Frost, Miss
shipment, and therefore a far better of East Belfast; Mrs. Helen Josephine expected that about twenty members of Annie Going; president of
Epworth
of
Selectmen
in
the county
the Boards
chance of doing the work of relief for
Haskins of South Boston, with whom
League, Mrs. Georgia Dow; president
would avail themselves of the invitations
which these garments are intended. There
Ladies’ Aid, Mrs. Mary Whitmore; presiher parents were living; Harry H. and
extended them to come to the city for
is plenty of hard work for those who do
dent Dorcas Guild, Miss Bertha Whitten;
Kenneth C. of South Boston and Norman
the banquet, as the guests of the Board,
not care to run machines. Everybody"
Jr. Dorcas Guild, Miss Anna Swetl; trier
L. of Searsmont
A twin brother, Edwin
Music for tile
but only a few accepted.
Give one day a week
l can be kept busy.
McCorrison of North East Harbor and a
j of appeals, Edwin Frost; members Layoccasion was furnished by Lillian Dexter, men’s
if you cannot do more.
Association, Edwin Frost, C. E.
Mrs.
Lenora
of
Lewiston
Deering
sister,
pianist, and Dean Knowtton, violinist, and Frost; members campmeeting association,
A stick-pin has been found in the rooms, also survive.
a
popular program was given. Charles W. A. Macomber, Edwin Frost.
which will be restored to its owner upon
S. Bickford, president of the Belfast
identification.
MRS. JOHN ROWE.
Board of Trade, acted as toastmaster
MRS. SARAH A. HILTON
The Saturday afternoon attendance is
Seldom has our community been so and was certainly equal to the occasion.

Johnson of Brockton, Mass., by a halfbrother, Stillman J Flood, Jr., of Bel-

Belfast—Act incorporating
Water District. The act couil right of eminent domain Evelyn at home.
The fuueral was held
from any source in the city at her late home Monday at 1 p.
m., Rev.
the towns of Northport,
Arthur E. Wilson of the First Parish
Swanville, Searsport and j
The bearers were:
I tings, or from wells or reser- church officiating.
to lay pipes in the city
Messrs. Harry Carter, Arthur Thompson,
io acquire the plant and
John Boynton and Keith Brown.
lhe Belfast Water Co. The
be managed by a board of
ANNIE W. JOHNSTON
ted by the city council of the
"''■last. The chairman shall reAnnie White, wife of Dr. Stillwell
Per year, and the others $50
"strict is given the right to Johnston, died Feb. 4th at their home in
and notes necessary to acVanceboro of pneumonia following in-*• purpose.
fluenza. Mrs. Johnston was the daughter
Lottie a. williams
of Leonard O. and the late Sarah (RusA

and Doyhood from weakness to
strength, and how by exercise and out-

Tahnadge, Monday.

Fannie Ward,

Portland—Resolve approfor the purpose of erect.i in Portland to comniemanniversary of tile admisnio the Union, monument
'rial to the soldiers in this
Maine entered the Union.
Portland—Resolve appromi) for the purpose of cele"ith anniversary of Maine’s

1

infancy

be overcome by superior faith. He urged
his hearers not to allow this doctrine of

Fannie Ward’s popular success will be
far surpassed by “A Japanese Nightingale,” the first of the Pathe Extra Selected Photoplays, which will he shown on
Tuesday. Some of the scenes are of surpassing beauty and the romance, based
on Onato Watana’s widely read novel, is
unfolded with rare skill and feeling.
The story has an unusual record in that
it was first a “best seller,” then one of
Broadway’s big dramatic successes and
now finally is shaped into a pictorial masterpiece, wi h a potent star; a picked
company, the majority of whom are skilled Japanese players; and the artistic and
sympathetic direction of the mastercraftsman, George Fitzmaurice. It is so
lyrical in its feeling, so rich in color and
emotion that Aiden Sedgwick, author and
critic, lias called it a “singing picture.”

Bills.

:ng resolves appropriating
introduced in the House,
'100 to repair road in Belbuilding road between Blueworth; $5000 to be paid the
"la Dicora of Boston, whose
ted from injuries received
eg on State highway; $0000
< across Mainstream in Hario rebuild road in Biuehili;
pairing highways in the town
■$•>00 for Hartland Academy;
n repairing road in
Milbridge;
nr road in
Township No. 7,
$2000
in
aid
of the
nunty;
larity of Waterville for the
nnent of the poor; $500 to
Maine exhibit at the New
i;t Show m 1919; $2000 for
Seed Improvement Associa-

church took for his subject last Sunday
“Lessons from the Life of Roosevelt.”
Commenting on the struggle to raise his

The official War Pictures and a LyonsMoran comedy will complete Friday’s bill.

comedy.

•on

s,

Rev. A. E. Wilson in the First Parish

evening.

“Tne Studio Girl,” Paul West’s adaptation from “La Gamine,” by Pierre Veber
and Henri de Gorsse, directed by Charles
Giblyn and .a select Star Series production starring Constance Talmadge, will
be shown on Monday.
As Celia Laird,
this captivating comedienne adds another
to her list of portrayals of “regular”
American girls She escapes from a loveless marriage with the village lout by
hiding in the tonneau of Frazer Ordway’s
car; lie is returning to New Y ork after a
vacation at Cliff Haven, Celia’s home
town, and she bail struck up a warm
friendship with him there. Frazer is engaged to another girl hut he soon realizes
his real love for the little country maiden.
How she aids him to get out of this “entanglement” and also to evade the charge
of abduction for which the village constables come to arrest him, make a thoroughly enjoyable picture of delightful

resolves appropriating
produced in the Senate

House

He especially referred to Col. Roosea naturalist, a traveler and an
author.

velt as

physically, Mr. Wilson found
lesson, which was that seeming

Constance

.f

and arts and crafts. Each of these departments has at its head a specialist in
the work. The Seminary is gaining rank
each year in the educational world.
At the present time the moral standard
at Montpelier Seminary is very high, and
there is a genuine Christian atmosphere
throughout the school. There is a most
friendly feeling between the city churches
and the school, which has not been noticeable before.
It has been I)r. Hatch’s
aim to establish a school which is a home
to students gathered from widely separated points. In this he has been remarkably successful, as is shown by our
wonderful school spirit arid the love each
of us has for Montpelier Seminary, our
school home, and for Dr. Hatch, our beloved principal.
We earnestly hope that
he may be able to remain with us for
many years, and continue the wonderful
work which he is now doing.”

Lincoln and Wil-

son.

Vivian Martin, Saturday.
Vivian Martin will be seen in the
character of a little scrub lady in her next
Paramount picture, “Mirandy Smiles,”
which will be the main attraction next
Saturday. Mirandy works in the “Opery
House in a small, Middle Western town
and it is there that she meets Teddy, the
musician, who plays in the “Opery”
House orchestra.
And it is there that
the romance starts that carries tiie story
to a delightful conclusion.
A Pathe News and comedy will also be
shown making a line week-end program
for young or old.

-'<m.

\

Washington, Jefferson,

CENTS~

Mrs. I.

port. resident:

fate

he had just previously preached on this
great man.
Mr. Vaughan also spoke of

Friends of Mrs. Edwin S. Bowker, who
pleased to see her out after five

were

—

Ex-Sheriff Samuel G. Norton has been
in regard to a ! seriously ill at his home off Northport
we take the following
former well known Belfast and Winter- avenue, but is now gaining.
the

ish, military training, physical training

Milliken and devoted a part of his
to Theodore Roosevelt, although

sermon

FIVE

The News of Belfast

recent issue of “The

his first

Rev. William Vaughan at the North
church conformed to the request of Gov-

the de-

a

powerful

In

closing he dwelt on the simplicity and democracy of his manner of
living and the idealism of his home life.

ernor

W. HATCH

“Dr. J. W. Hatch came to us five years
ago last spring, from Bangor, Maine,
where he had been district superintendent
in the East Maine Conference. Dr. Hatch
is a graduate of Bucksport Seminary, and
of the University of Maine.
Since Dr. Hatch has been principal of
Montpelier Seminary, the school has
made steady advance. By his untiring
efforts the Seminary has
improved,
financially, socially, and educationally.
careful
Hatch’s
Dr.
Through
management the school debt has been greatly
decreased, and he has made it possible
for the seminary to continue and prosper.
During the past five years there have
been extensive improvements on all the
buildings. They are now in better condition than ever before. The school has
also gained in the confidence of Vermont
people, as it is shown by the liberal way
the people of Vermont subscribed to the
campaign fund last year. The large student body of this year also suggests this,
since the Seminary never had as large a
student body before. Dr. Hatch has also
succeeded in creating a more friendly
feeling between people of the city and
the school.
During the past live years
the school has improved educationally,
until it is now considered one of the finest
boarding schools in the State. Additional
to the four general departments, this year
we have a
model rural school, which is
the only one in the State, a class in Span-

had a large influence in all
public positions he had been connected

dancers appear in all manner of cdstumes
and glittering jewels.
All are masked
until the usual time—twelve o’clock—
and then the unmasking takes place.
This is a time of danger for the little
heroine, played by Miss Allison, but it
all turns out for the best and the fun and
gaiety is fully sustained through the

Jay.

Theodore Roosevelt at the Baptist church
last Sunday
evening. He gave a brief synopsis of his
life and emphasized his
wonderful versa-

which had

lightful Metro comedy-drama in which
charming May Allison is starred, and
which will be seen on Friday, a masked
ball takes place at a yacht club which is
the last word in beauty of setting and
costume for a picture production.
In this brilliant scene two hundred

and resolution were
Thomas for considera-

dr
: is

In “A

Bangor spoke

JOHN

Phoenix,”
Montpelier, Vt., Seminary periodical,

From

He enumerated the different
tility.
things that ex-President Roosevelt had
engaged in and with his wonderful energy
and enthusiasm had made a success of.
He also spoke of his
high moral character

t

May Allison, Friday.
Successful Adventure,”

DR.

Sunday.

Prof. Calvin M. Clark of
of the life and work of

at
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La France

en

a

short time
route

to

on

the S. S.

Rome,

where he

official appointment as stenographer in diplomatic cirles. Mr. Croman

mett is

one of Maine’s bright your g men
graduate of Shaw’s Business College in Augusta. He will visit in Brest

and

a

and Paris

gii

his way to Rome.

Wedding

Bells.

Flanders-Estes. Everett S. Flanders
and Mrs. May Estes were married last
Saturday at the residence of Mrs. Edith
Danforth. The ceremony took place at
7.30 p. m., Rev. David Brackett of East
Belfast officiating with the single ring
The bride wore a becoming
service.
gown of white lace over pink silk and
a
shower
carried
bouquet of pale pink
carnations. She was attended by Miss
Ora Danforth, who wore white lace over
pale blue silk. The groom was attended
by Wilford E. Coombs. A short reception followed the ceremony when assorted refreshments were served by Mrs. Ada
Robbins and Mrs. Rose York. Mr. and
Mrs. Flanders will make their home at
155 High street for the present

The United States Post Office Depart-

Journal

The Republican

asking for constructive criticism, and
suggestions for better service in handling
the mails.
We want to suggest in behalf of Waldo County that it would improve our service, and be very pleasing
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iSING

Terms.

Co.

to us, if Mr. Burleson would restore the

one

We presume this does not much interest the P. O. D.
What the department desires, or what, perhaps, the deter.

Inch length in column,
and 35 cents for each subsequent insertion

In advance. $2 00 a
in Terms
$1,00 Ur six months; 50 cents for three
months,
Subscript!

will be to
A few weeks ago the allied peace conference invited the warring factions of
a

an

State

who has spent 25 or 30 years in the work
dispatching, transporting and deliverno

further suggestion will

generally believed that the Bolsheviki be needed.
would send delegates to the conference,
An inspector of mines named Walsh
there was some hope that the other factions would do so, when some plans might has been making a study of air condibe made to make a concerted movement tions in coal mines and he finds that huto establish order in Russia. This hope midity has much to do with the health of
In mines where humidity was
has proved to be without foundation. It miners.
from 70 to 80
workers
the

per

unless Lenine and Trotsky are
arrested, tried and executed, and their

dupes

dealt with in

a

and

accomplices

are

worse

than in mines.

are

reign of formation as to the effect of humidity on
Bulsbevikism would be virtually ended health.
The leaders of this menace are entirely
Mr. Wilson seems to be entirely enunscrupulous and have no regard for hugrossed in his idea that the world, or the
man life.
They are desnerate men bepeople in it, are just what he thinks they
cause they know that when order is reought to be. The sooner he abandons
Ail
stored in Russia their doom is sealed.
that habit of thought and gets down to a
the hope they have is that they may be
practical realization of what the world,
and
when
able to utterly destroy Russia,
or the people in it, really are, the sooner
this is done they will have stirred up dis- ,
he will get down to practical business.
content elsewhere sufficient to enable
a
prominent Socialist paper
Vorwaerts,
them to upset the government of other
of Germany, says:
“It appears more and
countries.
Already their propaganda is
more as if it were the intention of the
active in Austria, Switzerland, Denmark,
Western imperialists to leave to Mr. WilNorway, Sweden, and even in the United son
the merely musical and declamatory
States. Some day the Bolsheviki must !
roles of the performance, and to reserve
be forced into complete subjection. There
to themselves the business end of the
was a
time, not long ago, when it w'as show. We
Germans would prefer an
and
a
few
thought that fond, clothing,
honest policy of stand and deliver, to a
Allied troops, would establish order and
policy of imperial aggrandizement adornpeace in Russia. We know now that this
ed with ethical and oratorical phrases.”
Nothing will estabwas a great mistake
lish order in Russia but overwhelming I
were

done the lawless

to be

tives’

force. There is no reason to think that
the League to enforce peace will meddle
with the Russian crisis. This may not
seem consistent but we think it is true.
It follows then

that the United States

troops there should be withdrawn as soon
There was a period when
as possible.
there seemed to be

two

question, hot today but
commander-in-chief
is

to

this

appears.

The

sides

one

the

of

American

Face

j
I

I did not have

medicine,

it,

‘Fruit-a-

Fruit Liver Tablets.

or

fiOc. a

box,

At dealers

6 for

or

$2.50, trial size 25c.
from F-RUIT-A-TIVES

Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

Corporal

Pearlie C.

Haynes

in

Germany.
Corp. Haynes of Company C of the
56th Pioneer Infantry, A. E. F., is now

Germany. In a series of home letters
under dates ranging from Dec. 1st to Jan.
14th he tells of routine work and the
in

places the Company have been quartered
in.
In writing from A hus, Belgium, he
says: “Just a few lines to let you know I
am still among the living.
I hope all are
well at home.

The

and it won’t be long
be at home.

We

is

war
now

over

before

at last
we

will

having good weath-

are

for the time of year.
We landed in
France and came directly to Belgium and

er

Smashed,

going towards Germany. We have
been sleeping in pup tents, but are now
quartered in houses making it much more
are

Would You Tell Her?
Back of

praising

Most gratifying was the result. It
relieved my liverandstomach trouble,
cleaned up my yellowish complexion
and put new blood in my body.
"While I am no backslider from
‘New Thought’, I feel there may be.
times when a help to nature may be
necessary ; and if so, I believe that
‘Fruit-a-tives’ is the highest result of
New Thought in medicine”.
A. A. YOUNG, Schenectady, N. Y.

|

1

Eye Gone,

not In the habit of

am

gave up thinking
and took a natural

This

water in our rooms, is a prevention of
influenza. It may be worth much more
than it will cost, to have scientific in-

If this

summary manner.

61.fi per cent of the
sick with influenza. Where

degrees,

humidity was 80 to 85, 52.4 per cent;
humidity was from 90 to 95, 39.2
cent; where humidity was 95 to 100,

ditions

I

YOUNG

the

will,

now

if

has

be

WE ARE THE PEOPLE.
Some time ago Secretary Daniels asked
Congress to allow him to purchase certain
wireless systems and urged that an appropriation of 83,000,000 be made for that
purpose. Congress did not grant him authority to buy the systems, neither was
the mailing of the above appropriation
This did not deter Mr.
even c ansidered.
Daniels from making the purchase, He
went r.ght ahead, bought the systems and
paid for them with money from an appropriation made for another purpose. Mr.
Daniels is not the only man who takes .he
Here is

gress.

hands and defies Con-

own

another: Senator Over-

Democrat, is chairman of the
Senate Propaganda Committee which has
been making a general investigation of
propaganda or various sorts. Cne Mr.
Stevenson, who had been a member of
the New York bureau of the Propaganda
Section of the Military Intelligence Service, was called before the Senate Committee and made certain disclosures which
seem to have incensed Secretary of War
Baker. On the next day after Mr. Stevenson had testified to the committee, Mr
man,

a

an order that the New York
bureau should be immediately closed. He
also issued a statement which in effect

Baker issued

said that Mr. Stevenson

was

not connect-

ed with the New York bureau.

There-

Mr. Overman produced documentary
evidence showing that Mr. Stevenson
had, prior to giving his testimony, been

upon

connected with the service. Mr. Baker,
through Gen. March, chief of staff, then
promulgated the following order:
The chief of staff directs that all officers, employees or persons in the Military Intelligence Division he informed that
the information in their custody is confidential, and cannot be released to Sena-

tors, Congressmen, Congressional

com-

mittees or to others in official or private
life in Washington or elsewhere without
the approval of the Secretary of War.
Mr. Burleson took over the cables without any authority except his own desire,
and in a general way conducts himself as
if he were the lord of all.
These three men, supposed to be the
servants of the people and obligated by
oath to obey the

law,

assume

to be higher

in authority than Congress. In fact, Mr.
Baker orders his subordinates not to
testify before Congressional committees.
We might mention some other people who
doing things with all the assurance

are

personal feeling of supremacy
can give, without obtaining the advice or
consent of those in whom authority to do
is constitutionally placed. It may be that
which

this is

a

an

exemplification

freedom” which has been

proclaimed. It is more
clude, however, that a

of the “new

so

vociferously

reasonable to con-

mania for power
has dethroned common sense in certain

official craniums.

A boy in the opposite corner of the
wanted a letter written.
“To my
girl,” he explained in a low voice. “Bring
your chair up close so the other fellows
won’t hear everything I say.”
I obeyed, and the letter began.
It was
the simplest and most straightforward of
love letters. The writer did not search
fur polished phrases; the words came
tumbling out faster than I could write
them, straight from the heart, beautiful
in their sincerity. Then he said something about, their having a little house of
their own some time and there he paused.
“Would you tell her?” he asked me.
“What?” I asked, taken by surprise.
His head was done up in bandages so
that only one eye showed; his right arm
was in a sling.
He dismissed the arm
wound as nothing
“It’ll be all right,”
he said.
“I can work for her, but—I’ve
lost my right eye, and my face is badlv

no

mail

a

glad to know there won’t be a third.
Our Regiment has been over here a little
over three months, but we have travelled
some.
We have been through France,

sent to

one prominent farmer in every
town, lie being selected with especial
view to his fitness to size up the conditions in his locality. The questions related to many phases of town and community life and to the matters of livestock, acreage and crop production.

reporting.

Greatest

ot

Next

comes a

far.

but I would not trust them very
will tell you more when I get

I

home.”

They received their first mail from
home in 38 days when at Adenau Dec.
24th.
and

for
war

bakes better.

Milled
to V

SWAN-WH1TTEN CO.
EXPERIENCED

to

John W. Batehelder, Northport, to A.

Stockton

land

Springs;

By

for

a

IN

a

In

A. gymnasium and
clean entertainment for youth.

Punish Hun

MERCHANT MARINE

(Mon needing sea service to
he rated during such servi.ro

t ik
qualify fully for license, afo
as Junior OfRc.-rs, on pay.)
Na-> 'gaiim-.
Shipping r.o.inl S«'|ino!< in New England :
Rockland. Me.; Glouc sin and < nmbi idg<\ Ma>s
Engin.
cUusotts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, Mass.

terprising

on

the

men

to

lower taxes.

farms,”
settle

one

more

en-

KENDALL •£

is over.

in

Propagandists

tourists, more business
the farm, better training of juvetown wards, better mail service,
summer

Three Germans have been convicted in
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directory

dairyman.
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Orono, Me., Feb. 6.—Thirty-two University of Maine men lost their lives in
the war, 11 were wounded and four have
received the Croix de Guerre for bravery
in action, according to an announcement
made today by President Robert J. Aley.
Thirty-nine of these were residents of
Maine.

He

was

at Berncastle the last of De-

cember and is more pleased with his surroundings, as he considers it a prettier
place. He says, “the talk is now that we

going to Russia; but I hope ail the
rushing we will do will be for the boat to
come home on.”
He broke his glasses in
South Carolina, broke another pair on
the way from Spartanburg to New York;
had a pair fitted in St. Nazaire, and later
lost them, and was unable to get fitted in
Germany. He speaks of dreaming of
home and of holding his baby Jean on his
knee and heard her saying Daddy. He
“I was some disappointed when I
says:
woke up.”
are

Wisdom

Whispers

“A Doctor’s Prescription, FamMore than 100 Years

JOHNSONS
Anodyne LINIMENT

You would not know here when Suncame, if you did not have a calendar.

(Internal as well as External use)

day

Under date of Jan. 4th he said it had not
been cold enough to form ice. At the
same time last year they were at Camp

Green,
|

|

I

N.

C., and

had snow

and cold weather.

on

the ground

With

messages for

those at home comes the

expression, “I

get

so

lonesome at times I don’t know

what to do with

myself.”
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Farm and Home,
$2.00
McCall’s Magazine, 2,70
Woman’s Magazine, 2.60
Thrice-a-Week World,2.50

The publications included in our clubbing offer may be sent to different ad-

Why Not

dresses.

Send in your

subscription

to the

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB CO.

Have

Good Coffee

I spent Thanksgiving in Belgium and
Christmas in Germany. They are going
to give us a good Christmas dinner.”

Republican tonal

The following clubbing offers are for
to The Journal paid one year
in advance:

to make everything pretty.
All the boys
are writing home today, Christmas.
We
morrow.

dist

subscriptions

going to

as

very

_.jtSKV.j**....

in- 1

back beyond Coblenz to11 always remember 1918

HOVERS

and addres-

American

Always

move

ite name

KENDALL AND WHITNEY, Est. 1853, Portland, Mains

_!

a

expect to

of

The edition is limned. Write today.

souvenirs, but have not

we

^MERs'hANP Po0K

everything essential to the New England farmer.
reliable, dependable authority. The result of 6! sears

A 176 page

the Armistice parade in

thought

Copy of The

were

and

green Christmas, but it snowed
about three inches last, night, just enough

have

WN,rN_;

Right!

Know about SEEDS, INCUBATORS and

watch fob with American and German
flags crossed upon it. At Treves recently
a thousand postcards were confiscated byAmerican officers They pictured a beautiful German woman with a handful of
strings and at the other end of the strings

Spanish Influenza, Colds. Bronchitis and Pneumonia should be
better ventilation of homes and public
treated externally.
halls, more united elfort in civic better“For your protection use
ment, better social conditions, a more in- i
MINTOL in this connection.”
telligent management of town affairs, i

been allowed to send any until we reached this place.
We are certainly having a
snap now, but don’t know how long it
will last.

KENDALL

WHITNEY'S (ATA1.05

BOSTON

American

I suppose the Third Maine is
well drilled by this time. I would like to
some

HATHAWAY
STREET,

For Yo ur Free

Belfast.

send home

MILK

Write- Right Now

come home, now the
I would like to have been

see

101

Get Started

men on

nile

HORATIO

Section Chief,

The other needs in

this list include: Better living conditions,
better men to take care of the highways,
more

to

y

comparatively tiny French, British
soldiers dancing to ;her
farms; two caprice.

six

on

Apa

j

tions, nine urged the need of more public
three “Something to keep the
men

COURSE

IN
NAVIGATION, six weeks, fits for
license or higher; open to .men of two years’ deck exprri,
coastwise, or equivalent in fisheries, or on lake, bay or soun
FREE COURSE IN MARINE ENGINEERING, one mor.tb
assistant engineer’s license or higher; open to men of m
engineering exp* rienee, including locomotive and s‘at «•?
machinists on marine engines, graduates of technical sc!:,
oilers and water tenders.
FREE

Army Zone.

the line of civic and social condi-

spirit,

THE

in Monroe.

Three need general instruction

Y. M. C.

U. S. SHIPPING BOA

the

DECK OFFICERS
and ENGINEERS

in

and more interest in advanced agricul- military courts for circulating enemy
propaganda among American troops. The
ture.
Eight said their towns need to propaganda lias been given away' as posttake more interest in boys and girls clubs; cards and sold in stores. One shopkeeper
was convicted
of offering for sale a
one called for juvenile club leaders, one
for

WANTED
TO BE TRAINED AS

Stockton Springs.
Albert S. Ames and Simeon B.

Along educational lines, four want agricultural instruction in their public
in farming, while others suggested demonstration, conferences, farming advisors

MEN

j

S. Heal, Belfast; land in Northport.
Edward Lester Benner et al
Belfast,

Nickerson,

2

ESTATE.

J. H.

call for better

in-

■2

fellows to

us

at home to

U. of M. Men Lose Lives in War

Stops Suffering

your grocer for
WILLIAM TELL—ami
prove for yourself that
it dues go further and

eluded photos of dear ones, the natural
longing for home appears and he says, “I
will be some glad when the time comes

There was only one thing to say, and 1
believe it is the truth.
I said: “If she
loves you, she won’t care what your face
looks like.
She loves you because she
found you fine and good and worth loving, and she will love you more now because you are so brave.”
“Then I’ll tell her,” he said.
And tell her he did, gently, but as
truthfully as he had told me. As I wrote
those words that some girl in America
will read, I pitied her from the bottom of
my heart, and yet I knew that if she is
the kind of a girl that boy thinks she is,
she will be brave and will love him even
more now, because he so much needs her
love.—Phila. North American.

This wonderful old family medicine
quickly conquers Coughs, Colds,
Grippe, Sore Throat, Cramps, Chills,
Sprains, Strains, and many other
common ills.
Soothes, heals, and

Corp. Haynes mentions his

Ask

more men

Joseph C. Grant, Unity Plantation,
Farwell, Unity; land in Unity.

all

All received their Christmas boxes
as

towns in Waldo county are as follows:
Belmont—Farm help, better roads, better schools, church, trolley line.
Brooks—Labor and co-operation.
Liberty—Instruction in pruning and

Merrifarming, more farm improvements, more
farming and less working out, better thew, Stockton Springs, to Sarah H
preparation of the ground, keeping strict Batehelder, do.; land and buildings in
accounts of costs and receipts on the Stockton Springs.
!
T. N. Pearson, Morrill, to William
farm, more system, greater acreage of
more
of
Whitcomb, Belfast; land in Morrill.
pastures,
crops, improvement
Delia M. Neailey, Northport, to Calvin
silos, more encouragement in the raising |
of crops, use of more lime on the land, F. Neailey, do.; land and buildings in
more
up-to-date farming, more faith, Northport.
The Unity Lake, Land and Improveconfidence, energy and enthusiasm in
ment Asso., Unity, to James L. Merrick,
farming.
Ten mentioned organization as one of Watervilie; land in Unity.
the greatest needs of their town. One
Henry L. Mitchell, Bangor, to John K.
specilied the need of a frui. growers’ as- Harvey, Frankfort; land in Frankfort.
Joseph C. Plourd et al., Monroe, to
sociation, another village improvement
society, and two want to see farmers’ JohnS. Bowden, do.; land and buildings

want

friendly,

revival; another, "some influence to induce people to go to church; a third, a
moral spiritual awakening.
The greatest needs reported from the

The following transfers of real estate
were recorded in Waldo County Registry
of Deeds for the week ending Feb. 10, 1919.

Some of the needs suggested in the
were:
Better

reach home in March.
We are in a winter resort, but I would not be fussy about
direction you look you can see nothing
but mountains. The Germans seem to be

The wheat from which this
flour is made is grown in
the Miami Valley in Ohio,
and the rich limestone soil
gives it a delicious flavor
and wonderful baking qualities, superior to any other
flour I have ever used.
At the same time, it goes
so much further that you
really save flour by using it.

old-fashioned Christian

TRANSFERS IN REAL

line of farm management

young

In any

WILLIAM TELL Flour,
but it will give your bread
a richer and a better flavor.

I school equipment and privileges. This need to James H.
Perkins, do.; land and buildj was mentioned by 33. There are 49 calls ings in Belfast.
for more farm laborers, 29 for manufacThe Pittsfield National Bank, Pittsfield,
turing plants, 44 co-operative buying and to John F. Dyer, Burnham; land and buildselling, 29 for better marketing facilities, ings in Burnham.
23 for better co-operation among farmers,
Fred C. Cunningham, Bangor, to John
14 for the utilization of water powers, 19 K.
Harvey, Frankfort; land in Prospect.
better transportation facilities, 29 the
Charles H. Lindsey, Prospect, to the
raising of more pure-blooded animals, 24 Town of Prospect; land in Prospect.
more livestock, 18 more sheep husbandry,
The Belfast Savings Bank, Belfast, to
17 the raising of more hogs, 21 more Allen H. Patterson, do.; land and buildcredit from the banks, 15 cheaper and ings in Belfast.
better fertilizers, 14 steam and trolley
Louisa A. Wood, Unity, to Edgar L.
connections, 10 cheaper grain, 10 better Wood, do.; land in Unity.
orcharding.
Charles S. Hill, Boston, to Robert K.

schools.

to do
wrh

Waldo—Creamery, some men to farm
a
large scale, small manufacturing
business.

the needs, as judged by these reports, is
! better roads. On that point 85 of the reports agree.

own

on

One of the most interesting features of
the survey is the list of greatest needs of
the towns, according to the judgment of
larmers

a*n

only easy
baking

not

business.

Thus far responses have been received
from more than 200 agricultural towns.

tne

It is
your

Searsmont—Spraying, proper care and
pruning,
grading,
fertilizing, proper
transportation.
Thorndike—Better roads, better schools*
better fire protection, corn canning factory, better system of handling farm

The league recently began a survey and
sent out a questionnaire, a copy being

Belgium, have crossed the Rhine River,
and are now in Germany.
We expect to

being here in very cold weather.

glass eye?”

ous for

1 have had

am

I couldn’t say anything for a minute. I
felt the other eye watching me.
Such
courage and pluck and straightforwardness as were in that look!
“It must be pretty hard for a girl to
have a man come home mutilated the
way I am,” he said.
“Do you think it
will make a difference to her? Do you
j think a
girl can love a man with a face
that has been all smashed to pieces and

Thirty-two

life.

my

for Christmas. This is the second Christmas I have been away from
home, but

disfigured.”

a

in

month and could not send any home.
I suppose all at home are getting ready
for

room

_

law into his

C(1 more

hotel,”

for farms.
Palermo—Labor and fertilizer

stage where our boys agreeable.
They had a dance here
swept through 10 victory the real hero- Thanksgiving and I
laughed myself
ism occurs, there in the plain-swept hoshoarse to see some of our boys trying to
pital wards with no excitement to supply dance with the girls. They go like race
the glamour.
It takes a real hero to be horses.
It was great fun. In the mornbrave when the danger has gone and the !
ing w'e had a parade for the people,
days ahead look gray and dreary.
marched to church, stacked arms outside
In France Clara Savage, foreign corre- !
and marched into church,
this is one of union branches established in their towns.

busy with affairs which
bis way, entangle us spondent for Good
Housekeeping, turned i the towns in Belgium that was not deseriously in European affairs, but we aside from the tidp of men hurrying to!
stroyed by the Germans. Everything is
hope ho will attend to our own concerns the front, to do her part in a little hos- ;
awful high ami scarce too.”
e
our
soldiers
to
withdraw
long
rough
pita! behind ihe lines. Listen to her story j
Later he whites from Adenau, Gerfrom Russia, where they are lighting and of just one of the heroes of
the American !
many. “lam feeling fine and never weighlying in the face of superior numbers.
advance:

army

“a better

spraying, good seed, fertilizer,

what in their opinion is needed to stimulate husbandry in this State.

any material medicine as I am an
advocate of New Thought, but some
time ago, I had such a bad attack of
Liver atid Stomach Trouble that I

suggests bul does not prove that ventilation of our rooms and evaporation of

occur-

rences,

murderous

“

18.5 per cent.
Mr. Walsh says that in
our houses in
winter, the humidity con-

intention is to “spread civil war all over
the world with all the horrors of civil
This foreshadows tragic

MR. A. A.

where

Speakgone farther than that.
ing for himself and his followers he
states over his own signature that their
has

war.”

were

Agricultural and Industrial League.

League, whose home office is in this city,
to ascertain from the farmers themselves

of

ing the mail,

censored.

PORTLAND, Jan. 29. Much has been
written about the conditions of agriculture in Maine, but it lias remained for
the State Agricultural and Industrial

Then, if President Wilson will
appoint somebody as postmaster general

out into the open and tell the world what
they wanted to do. Although it was not

were

needs

to Texas?

one

church attendservance, two for better
One farmer reported that his
ance.

Mr. Burleson from the

remove

hotels,

of summer

His last letter was also from Berncastle and another “a respectable hotel.”
and he was still without his
Considerable religious spirit was maniglasses, but
hopes to find some in Coblenz. The report fested in the batch of answers submithad reached them that no mail was to
ted. There were five calls for churches,
leave the States after Jan. 15th for the three for resident pastors of unoccupied
Third Army. He says it rains a little every churches, one for a church and permaday there, but he rather it would than nent pastor, three for better Sabbath obHis letters

office which he holds and send him back

conference. This was, in
invitation to them to come

appears that none of the factions have
kill
auy desire for anything except to
each other as rapidly as possible. Lenine

to it.

snow.

proving the mail service all over the
country. If this be the case, “may we
not suggest” that the first thing to do

RUSSIA.

Russia to

Under date of Jan. 7th he says it is not more houses for rental, mental fitness a
cold as it is at home in November. He qualification for service on the school
referred to a picture of a friend seen in a board, a better community spirit, better
home paper and sent messages in regard law enforcement. Five urged the need
as

partment wants us to believe it desires,
is suggestion of the best means of im-

year;

purpose,

Believes “FRUIT-A-TIVES” Highest
Result of “New Thought" In Medicine*

railway mail service between Belfast and
Burnham.
But this is only a local mat-

square, one
f>0 cents for one week
For

A TEACHER OF
“HEW THOUGHT”

ment has sent cut thousands of letters

Belfast, Maine.

lie
of getting the best of clear,
you
delicious Coffee
You
can

sure

Every Day.

can

get

minimum of trouble and the greatest
You can
convenience, right on your table.
make coffee the delight of your family and the
envy of your friends hv using

i-t with

Universal Electric
Percolating Urns
They make healthful, aromatic coffee of delightful flavor and they do it every time. They
take the guess work out of coffee making.
They assure you perfect coffee, not most of the
time but all the
electrical way.

Electrical

time,

percolators

sold at all our
$17.50 and $20.00.

kind,

FIRE

a

if you

make it the

and urns, the Universal
stores.
Prices $11.75,

Penobscot Bay Light & Power Company

We

SALE

closing out our entire stock
groceries, which were recently dam
agea by fire, at very low prices. Coiru
in

are

and

look

around

and

gain? we are offering.
evenings.

YOUNG’S

see

Open

GROCERY

the bai
Saturda

STORE

THE JOURNAL
WANTS AGENTS IN EVERY TOWN
IN WALDO COUNTY

To Solicit Subscribers for the Paper

Will

Labor, With New Vision, Calmly Faces
Pig Problems of Reconstruction
The
to

war

a new

thing to Am'erica,

to labor,

to

capital,

government—to all of us. With the war
methods, new ideals, new inspirations.
have had unusual problems to solve, and we have

have
We

has been

come new

employed

unusual methods in

solving

them.

Labor, perhaps more than any other single element in our society, has never hesitated in
adopting
j
those new methods, in adjusting itself to the changed
1
viewpoint, in putting its best foot forward. Only labor
has insisted upon knowing that what was found necessarv to do would be for the benefit of all and in fur-

good. The new year may be considered as almost
time to come. Readjustment, reconstruction faces
We have passed through the fires of hell and we have
a new vision, fired with a new zeal to deal forth
justice
and to rid the world forever of the destructive forces
uumon

new

morality

our

-v

and

the best that is in

destroy

d workers of America did not need this

■

new

year

calmly

and

confidently,

secure

in

having done its uttermost in the performance of a
to give service for the good of all our people and our
nt that good will, justice, freedom and democracy will
whole world.

or

of

corner

ered
°f

more

overcharging

nonsense

or

ground and

lies.
seen

the

The RepubliPublicity Association, through its

can

keep accounts,

rec-

story and make an exhibit.
1 he accounts and records
kept, clearly
a

part of the total

as

The State champions and the second
and third place winners for 1918 are as
follows.

Canning—Marian Griffin, Levant; MarPresident, Hon. Jonathan Bourne, Jr., jorie French,
Steuben; Frances Irish,
today gave out the following statement Turner.
Cooking and Housekeeping
from its Washington Headquarters:
Ethel
Warren; Helen Lyman, Orono;
“It is fortunate for the future of the Hart,
Frances Davis, Bridgton.
American Republic that the issues beflint Corn—Jerome Quimby, Brooks;
and
Democratic
tween the Republican
Ralph Lombard, Casco; Sherman Lord,
parties have become clearly defined upon Lebanon.
Sweet Corn—William Russell, Gray;
vital fundamental principles of govern—

the boys

1 have

The club mambers

ords, write

score.

WASHINGTON, Feb. 10.

the

has failed to receive this absolutely free
service, then up goes the howl from the
men of such outposts.
either

Each year members of the boys* and
girls' clubs, conducted by the Agricultural Extension Service of the
University !
of Maine, set up new records in
profit and !
production in the agricultural and home
economics projects.

and exhibits count

Vital Issues Drawn

has been overlooked and neglected,

army

Champions.

demonstrate that farm accounts are valuable to show where the biggest
profits
can
be made.
The exhibits help the
boys and girls to know good products and
bowels.
good seed. In the story they review the
Sold by all druggists, big or little, work
of the whole season and bring toDruggists, as a rule, are
everywhere.
gether
the things which have helped or
to substinot
do
try
They
honest.
very
hindered them in the work.
tute something else for Dr. True s Elixir,
In picking State champions not
only
because they know its value. Many drug- are
profit and production taken into congists use it in their own families.
sideration, but accounts, records, stories

and the minute some little

out-of-the-way nook

are

uorifices of blood and wealth. Labor’s motives have always
weal. Its hopes have always been bound up inex■se of the great
majority of the people. Its viewpoint
"How much good for how many people?”
faces the

right;

their

State

1.

“The second is that every complaint
against this service of love is a further
proof of the thoroughness and completeness of that service.
For so thorough
and so complete has been this service
that these complainants have grown to
accept it as a matter of course, as being

us.

cleansing fire,

HEALTHY BOWELS

“I 8ee by the
NICE, France,
Nine-tenths of human si kness, from
papers” that the returning soldiers are
to old age, comes from stomach
infancy
I kicking about the “service”
they receiv- or bowels being out of order.
ed from the Y. M. C. A. over here.
Headaches, tired feeling, nervous debefore the eyes,
“That was to be expected. There will pression, weakness, spots
sleeplessness, irritability,
be the usual kicks and complaints and bad breath,
dizziness and many other signs of sickinvestigations in all lines following this ness stop, if you treat the stomach and
war.
There always is. But there are bowels right and get them into working
two fundamental ideas^o be remembered
The prescription, known as Dr. True’s
I with regard to the “Y.”
Elixir, has done wonders for sick people,
because it is
“The first is that it was entirely a matmen, women and children,
ter of volunteer service, a service of love the one remedy that you can rely on to
set tilings right in the stomach and
and sacrifice.

“The claims of

ianion

ir

the Y. M. C. A.

on

Jan.

AMUEL GOMPERS, President American Federation of Labor

p

Cressy

cov-

workings

in more different places than
officer in the United States Army,
and I have never seen yet any variation
in charges. The “Y” buys its goods in
the U. S., transports them across 3,500

tl^“Y”

ClarenceTitcomb, Farmington; Ellsworth !
M. Carville, No. Leeds.
Garden, Small—Waneta Blake, Gardi- ;
ner; Margaret Hanley, Thomaston; Margaret Gobson, Calais.
or more important
miles of water, gets them to the front more clearly defined
Garden, Large—Howard Salisbury, j
that presented today.
than
issue
Nicolin; Lois Hallowell, Thomaston;Edna
and then sells them for less than they sell
stands
for
InM. Hayes, Gardiner.
“The Democratic party
in the U. S.
For instance: Pall Mall
Potato—Bernard Eastman, Knox; D.
ternationalism—the exaltation of worldRoid McPherson, Presque Isle; Harvard
cigarettes, in the U. S. 30 cents; here, 17
interests above National interests—the
cents.
Robert Burns cigars, in the U.
Sylvester, Etna.
subordination of the interests of America
—John C. Speed, Sebec
S. 10 cents; here, 8 cents. And other
Station;!
H. Frederic, Farmington; Doris
to the interests, or supposed interests, of Chas.
things in the same proportion.
Readfield.
Brown,
the
earth.
of
The
the aggregate nations
“Another thing, and this is a provable
Poultry—Catherine Hayes, Gardiner;
party, having absolute confi- Richard
fact: The Y. M. C. A. has given away— Republican
McLaughlin, Whiting; Lelia
American
inof
the
dence in
superiority
Quimby, Cambridge.
absolutely free—more than all the other
of the Ameriany

Not since the issue was drawn
the
question of the indissolubility
upon
of the Union has there been presented a
ment.

WRIGLEYS
The Flavor Lasts

^

Puts Dollars in the Bank; Iron in
e Will; Steel in the Backbone

i

organizations

that is

point

■g

ly
n

dollar

one

a

came

week

on

when I made up my mind that
things that were not necessary,”

recently. “I was spending every cent I earned,
for extravagances. In the course of a few months I had
But what was of far more value than this, my thrift
to me

will power in carrymy .-elf-imposed task. It was hard to lead such a plain
nee, but the very difficulty of it made it mentally benema.'ter of

myself.

I had

developed

following the line of least resistance and spending
id have had what may be called a better time. But at
1 have been nothing better than a pauper, and in
my
have become an object of charity. I am comfortably situ! ave peace of mind.”
o on

impressed by this man’s anecdote for the reason that it
By one of the great truths of life. Too many people
merely from the standpoint of saving money, which is
real story.
It is for this reason that thrift is essenThe man who looks upon thrift as only a dollar-andlie no

further than the

primary

true.

1 have

class in his understand-

jeet.

putting dollars in your bank account it is putting
steel in your backbone, squareness in your jaw. This
iv of men in America who have been
conspicuously

1-

life poor.
It explains also why so many rich men’s
to the levels gained
by their fathers.

seen

some

one

mighty

question: If

out

you

set

could have your pick of all the men in
your own home town, could you pick out
hundred

a

men

that hundred

and not have some

turn

out

to

And the “Y” does not have

be
a

the nation

lemons?

party would sink the individual in Socialism.
It would paralyze the efforts of
the individual, to equalize the supposed

chance to

“pick out” men. It is a volunteer organization, it has to take what it can interests of the aggregate—attempting
get; and naturally it gets some awful to place all upon an equality of reward
things. And just as naturally these regardless of differences in effort and ac“grouches” are shipped out to the points
The Republican party
complishment.
where they can do the least harm, and so
believes that aggregate advancement is
men at these points have been unfortuno more nor less than the sum of individnate enough to meet these poor repreual advancement, and that every reasonBut you
of “Y” service.
would not have the “Y” put their poorest men in the most important positions,

sentatives

able inducement must be offered to

war

accomplishments of the most capable and
most energetic.
Discouragement of inanybody can bring charges against any- dividual
initiative, enterprise and effort,
body for anything. And when you hear as
proposed and practiced by the Demoa man kicking, because an organization
cratic party, must inevitably retard the
that gave him something did not give
development of the whole. The progress
him enough, or did not give it to him in
of this nation has been measured by the
the way he thought it ought to be given
attainments of its most highly developed
to him, he is in mighty small business.
individuals in
line of endeavor—
“I have lived

a

“scattered” life.

months.

1 have known

them

has done more,

strange though

'■vents in

rican

history,

republics

since the

to

secure

unity of interest and
'"aggie between democracy
ir

■

Warning

it may seem, to pro-

the

efforts of

independence,

action.
and

a

century

which made

a

It

required a situation
autocracy to prove whether

built of paper or concrete.
l nited Mates entered the war

castle

•an

common

was

predictions

its Webslers and

■

press and
itod States and

public sentiment that were almost unanipro-ally. In every capital of Latin Amer■at of a country engaged in the conflict or neutral, there
pro-United States and pro-ally demonstrations and enthusympathy. In no capital were there spontaneous prostrations.
Of the ninety millions of peoples living in
it can be safely said that seventy-five millions were syme United States and the allies in their
fight for the vica

ratic

principles.

m-America and
the

past

*

a

new

Pan-Americanism,

now

actively

work of the Pan-American Union and fostered

a war, must
appeal to the governments and peoples of
i South America and cause them to so strengthen this

the western hemisphere shall become and remain
■1 force for the preservation of peace and for the advancehighest principles of democracy, civilization and Chris!t ure that

E-W[,r[j|
EiiU,

50th

Anniversary

'-

r,,

feb 6—The 50th anni1

orporation of the town

city was celebrated tole and appropriate exer'■ Mayor Alexander C.

Wtr,.

Governor Milliken,
an invitation
presented by AdjuGeorge McL. Presson.
*e to
accept

HW.''-\Wa8
1

C^laren Cry
C a°1FLETCHER’S
Asto

R l a

Roose-

and

as

Burbanks,

Schwabs,

and

KEMPS
BALSAM
for Coughs and
Sore Throat

has been sent

GUARANTEED

your patronage is solicited.

For Piles or Hemorrhoids
External or Internal, Blind 01

No one should dispose of a
War Savings SUmp for less than
44.23. To do otherwise, is not only to be

of other lands.

ownership or operation of industrial enterprise as calculated to destroy initiative

cheated, but is encouraging illegal buying for private gain.—War Savings Com-

and impede progress.
“We shall abandon nationalism when

mittee of New England, from Mrs. Myra
B. Lord, Publicity Director.

we

Bleeding, Itching

Burning.
One application brings relief
at all druggists

abandon

individualism.

communism.

We

shall

We

shall

adopt
to have

we

cease

rivalry among nations when we cease to
have rivalry among individuals. We shall

NAVY HUSKIES TO SUBMIT
TO TESTS FOR INFLUENZA.

to

cease

Fifty healthy young

have contests

among

nations

when

we cease to have contests among
individuals.
We shall have both communism and internationalism when we
attempt to set aside the law of the survival of the fittest.’'

men, volunteers from the naval detention
barracks at Deer Island, were transferred
to Gallupe Island Wednesday where they
will submit to influenza tests conducted

by

a hoard of government experts.
Special quarters were provided at the quarantine station, where the men will be sub-

GREAT DIFFERENCE IN COST.

jected to every known

[

Think of the difference in cost between
taking a professionally prescribed medicine and taking flood’s Sarsaparilla. You
know that ordinarily it is considerable.
In times like these when everybody should
be economical it is well worth saving.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla affords the least
expensive of all treatments for the common everyday diseases or ailments of the
blood, stomach, liver or kidneys. Many
physicians use the same substances as its
ingredients for these diseases and ailments, but these substances are better
compounded in Hood’s Sarsaparilla than
they can possibly be in a prescribed medicine which is put up in a small way, with
fewer facilities, and when the physician’s
fee is added, costs a great deal more.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is prepared by skilled pharmacists in one of the largest and
best equipped laboratories in the world, is
wonderfully successful, and highly recommended to these who would recover health
and strength with the minimum necessary

outlay.

don’t disappear of
The housewife of Holland would algrow
slowly but most as soon be without food as withsteadily,
health
with
undermining
deadly certainty, until you fall a vic- out her “Real Dutch Drops,’’ as she
tim to incurable disease.
quaintly calls GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
Stop your troubles while there is time. Oil Capsules.
They restore strength
Don't wait until little pains become big and are responsible In a great measure
Don’t trilie with disease.
aches.
To for the sturdy, robust health of the
avoid future suffering begin treatment Hollanders.
with GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil CapTake three or four every
sules now.
Do not delay. Go to your druggist and
day until you are entirely free from insist on his supplying you with GOLD
pain.
Take
MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules.
This well-known preparation has been
them as directed, and if you are not
one of the national remedies of Holsatisfied with results your druggist will
land for centuries. In 1G96 the govern- gladly refund your money.
Look for
ment of the Netherlands granted a the name GOLD MEDAL on the box
special charter authorizing its prepara- and accept ro other. In sealed boxes,
Kidney troubles
themselves.
They

thr*»e sizes.

18-3.

Proprietor,

or

Gianite

State

Fire

Insurance

Company,

Portsmouth, JN. H.
December 31, 1918.
$
Mortgage loans.
Assets

Send Free Sample of Ointment to

Real estate.
Collateral loans
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank

Humphreys' Homeo. Medicine Company
Street, New York.

156 William

18.274 03
53,800 00
0 00

1,272 993 75
165,289 58

Gross assets
Deduct items not admitted.

<403

ARTICLES

176 507 85
0 00
21,440 2i
19 634 74

4"0
PICTURES

EACH
MONTH

$1,727,940 16
79,605 99
POPULAR fclECHAN'C

SICK STOCK
BOOK

on

Admitted assets. $1,618,334 17
Liabilities December 31, 1918.

treatment of Horses, Cows,

Sheep, Dogs and other animals,
free.
Humphreys’ Homeopathic
erinary Medicines, 156 William St.f

sent

VetN. Y*

Notice of Sheriff’s Sale,
STATE OF

It opposes government

adopt internationalism when

Careful drivers if desired

etc.

W. G. PRESTON.

Interest and rents.
All other assets...

1918

buckboards,

Telephone—stable. 18-2; house,

typify develop-

be refunded.

STREET, JUST OFF MAIN. STREET.

(COMPOUND)

ment under the stimulating influences of
opportunity. Socialism measures its at-

out by the
“As natural accompaniments of its In
Treasury Department
against the sale of War Savings Stamps ternationalistic and Socialistic procliviof the 1918 issue to unauthorized parties. ties, the Democratic party tends toward
While recommending all who can do so paternalism, government ownership and
Because of its Nationalism,
to retain their stamps until maturity, free trade.
and receive the interest thereon, it is and in harmony with the spirit of Ameriplainly stated that ,f a sale must be canism, the Republican party believes in
made the stamps should be taken to a protection of American producers against
local post office, where the price paid will unfair competition with cheap products

tion and sale.

I have single and double hitches,

innumerable

tainments in terms of Bergers and Liebneckts, and Trotzkvs and I.enines.

and Transient Stable.

IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON

WITCH HAZEL CiLiTMEN

Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.

other individuals who

STAMPS.

means of innoculation in order that an exhaustive study
of the “cause and mode of spread” of influenza may be made.
fror. Milton J. Kosenau of
Harvard,
who holds a commission in the navy, will
supervise the latest experiment. Observations and suggestions were made by
Dr. Joseph Goldberger of Washington,
Dr. G. M. McCoy, director of the hygienic
laboratory at Washington, Dr. J. J. H.eagan of the Chelsea naval hospital and
several representatives of the public
health service. The experiments are expected to last set eral weeks and frequent
reports will be issued.
The 50 men chosen were selected from
several hundred volunteers. They faced
the ordeal with cheerfulness and interest,
their accompanying physicians said.
A previous experiment conducted iast
November and December proved ULable
to find a sign of influenza among the 63
men selected.

Livery, Boarding

:?s’

..

S

^_-

PRESTON’S

its Fultons and Edisons, its Hills
Harrimans, its Morses and Bells,

KIDNEYS WEAKENING?
LOOK OUT!

——-——-

rates

I.incolns and

States

Boston. Feb. 5.

hum:-

"AFTFR

velts,

were

the enemies of the United States and the allies that if
lies participated in the conflict she would find that Panvas a mere term and not a
reality, and that her sister
ntral and South America would desert her in the crisis.
the actual facts when the armistice was declared? Of
m
republics reaching from Cuba and Mexico on the north
md Chile on the south, 13 had actually broken relations
on enemy of the United States and the allies;
eight of
further and declared war; seven only remained techniut nearly all of these were benevolently neutral and were

by

OF WAR SAVINGS

Washington, Feb. 5. Sixty days
before the armistice was signed and when
the situation on the western front had
reached a critical stage, Marshal Foch
cabled the fuel administration “If you
don’t keep up your petroleum situation,
we shall lose the war.”
Another message received in October said in part:
“Senator Berenger writes:
“Highest
command informs me that position has
become so serious that change in military
operations will have to be contemplated
until increased deliveries of gasoline in
B’rance are to be made possible.”’ Observation by the American people of the
“gasolineless Sunday” request, fuel administration officers said today, enabled
Senator Berenger later to declare “Petroleum will have played as great a part in
the victory as blood itself and will have
proved the life blood of victory.” The
fuel administration, said the Earl of Curzon
on
Nov. 21st, estimated that the
United States furnished eighty percent of
the allied petroleum requirements.

every

I

have known many people in many lands.
I have lived with the “Y” in France for
five

GASOLINE.

terests of other individuals but with ultimate resultant good to all, through the

the Y. M. C. A.” just bear in mind that

United

ity among the American republics than any other infiubdaration of the Monroe Doctrine in 1823.
"
rid struggle came on there had been no great event or

en-

development of the individual,
not at the sacrifice of the rights and incourage

would you?
“So when you read in the papers some
headlines about “Charges brought against

SAi-E

By JOHN BARRETT, Pan American Union

own de'tiny, through which it will
example for emulation by all the

“As the Democratic party would sink
in Internationalism, so that

of

And I tell you, the “Y” is all
right.”—Will Cressy in New York Star.

irity
eatly

its
an

WHY THE BAN WAS PLACED ON

believes

rest of the world.

few have.

Among American Republics
Promoted by World War

problems,

that not only the welfare of America but
the welfare of the world will be best promoted by leaving this nation free to work

But to those making this charge,

I would like to ask

people to fi d the best solutions for

social and economic

for men in Y. M. C. A. uni-

poor excuses

forms.

in my life

can

“As to the charge that some “Y” secretaries have been grouches, 1 know that

S. W. STRAUS, President American Society for Thrift

,y

stitutions and in the ability

here put together.

over

All three kinds sealed
in air-tight, impurityproof packages. Be
SURE to get WRIGLEYS

County

of

W aldo,

Net unpaid losses.$
Unearned premiums.

977

All other liabi iti-s
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities

200 000 00
336,590 27

97,.'65 57
58 39

36.9-9 y4

~

MAGAZINE

SJSDEALERS
FCH SALE BY AU
or eoad 20c for
Apk them to 9how yon a
*'i<* latest ipsuo, postpaid. ^ early auLscription
£2.01) to all parts of ti.o I'm ted States,
iia pocoessiens, Canada, and Mexico.
POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE
6 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.
(-.3

Total liabilities and surplus.$1,648,334 17
JAMES PATTEE & SON. Belfast, JOSHUA
6
TREAT, Jr., Winterport. Agents,

MAINE

ss.

Judicial Court
Equity.
Mathews Brothers
Suprebi e
IN
vs

George H. Wilbur and Lester c, Wilbur, copartners, and islesboro Inn Company and
State Street lrust Company.
Docket No. 154
Whereas, in the above entitled action
brougnt by the plaintiff to enforce a lien
claimed by said plaintiff upon the Islesboro
Inn and lot on wnich it stands, situated in
Islesboro, in said County, and hereinafter described, said plaintiff recovered judgment IN
REM against said property for forty-four hundred dollars ($4400), together with interest,
three hundred and thirty dollars ($330), and
costs taxed at forty-three dollars ($43), making a total of forty seven hundred and seventy-three dollars ($4773), as appears by final
decree in said suit dated December 24, 19 8,
now on file in said court; and whereas under
said decree it was ordered that if said sums
should not be paid within thirty days from the
uate thereof, with interest from its said date,
said property should he sold by the Sheriff of
the County cf Waldo at public auction to the
highest bidder for c eh at the office of the
Clerk of said Court in said Belfast, on the
twenty-first day of February, A. D. 1919, at
ten o'clock in the forenoon; and whereae said
tnirty days nave elapsed and said sums nave
not b en paid, now therefore, 1, Frank A,
Cushman, Sheriff of said County of Waldo,
by virtue of said decree and order of said
court and the authority thereby vested in me,
hereby give written notice as provided in said
decree, that I shall sell at public auetion to the
highest bidder for cash, at the office of the
Clerk of said Court in said Belfast, on the
twenty-first day of February, A. D. 1919, at
ten o’clock in the forenoon, the building known
as the Islesboro Inn and the lot of land on
which it st; nds, situated at Dark Harbor, socalled, in Islesboro, in said County of Waldo,
on land conveyed by Samuel Dixon to said
Islesboro Inn Company by deed dated October
31, 1916, recorded in V\ aldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 329, Page 415, said lot on which said
building stands being the first parcel described
in said deed and being all of the parcel of land
marked “E” on plan of “grounds appertaining
to the Islesboro Inn, Dark Harbor, Islesboro,
Maine,” on file in the Registry of Deeds of
Waldo County, according to survey of H. P.
Farrow, 1907 10, and O. H. Tripp 1911. said
Hotel lot being further described as follows,
to wit; Beginning at a stone bound set at the
corner of the town road near the driveway or
avenue to the Islesboro Inn;
thence north
fifty-one degrees forty minutes east, five hundred and two feet to a point marked by a bolt
and marked “B” on said plan; thence by irregular curved lines as indicated on said plan,
first easterly crossing the path leading from
Islesboro Inn to the Dike or Dam at Dark Harbor; thence southerly to a point near the
northwesterly side of the roadway leading to
the wharf on East Penobscot Bay opposite to
a point marked Psewer pipe” on said plan;
thence southwesterly along said roadway to
its intersection with the town road; thence
curving westerly and northwesterly along said I
last mentioned road to said stone bound and
place of beginning, containing four and fifty- 1
three one-hundredtbs acres.

j

Dated this twenty*seventh day of January,
A.. D. 1919,
FRANK A CUSHMAN,
Sheriff of Waldo County,
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Boyington

EYE SIGHT SPECIALIST
30 Years' Experience
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life.

Water Power

Undeveloped

Unlimited Raw Material

44 South Main Street, W interport, Maine.
Office Days—Mondays and Tuesdays.
Calls promptly attended.

AND

Good

Farming Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.
Communications

I

For

Influand
enza, Colds
Sore Throats. All

Spanish

druggists.

are

invited

when

and

regarding

will

addressed to any

MAINE

CFNTKA1,

local it

rr

receive attention*

or

agent

of

the

to

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU
Sw3

MAINE

CINTRAL

Thin Ice.
She whirled upon her silvery skates.
The plaudits of all commanding,
But she tripped in one of her figure eights
And lost her amateur standing.
Cartoons Magazine.

WANTED
housekeeper in a family of three.
A middle-aged woman preferred.
MRS. A. B, STAN1IAL.
A

Belfast. Maine.

WANTED
A HORSE FOR HIS K.EFP until May
1st. Must be a good driver, sound, kind
and not afraid of automobiles.
DR. ELMER SMALL.

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND. MAINE.

For

Sale

Low price second hand parlor
and kitchen stoves.
J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

V/ANTED
HOME EMPLOYMENT
BRAIDING rugs for us is pleasant,
easy
well-paid work. For particulars, address
PHELPS & P1NK.HAM, Inc.,
302 Anderson St., Portland. Me.
14w48

Peptiron,—The Combination of
Pepsin, Nux, Iron, Celery.

Into

This is what makes Peptiron of
wonderful therapeutic value, and so
successful after influenza, the grip
and in blood and nerve troubles,
anemia, paleness, nervous weakness
and ihe exhausting worry and anxiety over the world war.
It is a real iron blood and nerve
tonic, especially beneficial in the
weakness following the influenza and

worn-out, brain-fagged

to

grip,

men,

delicate women, school-tired girls,
and to fast-growing hoys, invalids
and convalescents, the aged and infirm. It actually puls iron, a natural
strengthener, into the blood, and restores the wasted red corpuscles.
f1' ”"'dst knows its great merit.

LING0LNV1LLE
Leslie Gray
Sunday.

was

BROOKS.

FREEDOM.

IT PUTS JHE “PEP"

at home from Camden

is

Mrs. Kate A. Lane

It is quite sickly in town and the doctor
kept very busy.
to live with their son, James Palmer.

Mr. and

Mrs. T. P. Williams and daughter Deborah are with Mrs. Williams’
Mrs. A. M.

Small,

in honor

gram

daughter, |

ness

of

a

memorial pro-

Theodore

was

largely attended.
agricultural extension

was

Sunday

a

Mrs. P. H. Grant were busi-

The Freedom Lumber Company and the
Banton Bros, are doing a rushing business.

Mr. Arthur Nado of Monroe has moved
into the upstairs rent in the Walter H.
Young house.

They have a large number of men employed and are calling for more help.
What Freedom really needs is a large

Mr. Elwin Dickey and son Clarence
have been loading pulp here at the station
for C. O. Varney.

'

United States.
of

The Extension School on Soil Fertility
is being held at the Grange hall this week
and is well attended.
Don’t forget the mask ball at Tranquility hall on Fridav eve., Feb. 14th. Good
music; excellent management. A baked
bean supper will be served.

W. H.
Clement; spray of white flowers,
bean supper and sale on Thursday evening, Thompson; spray of white pinks from the
Feb. 13th, at the home of Mrs. Lillian Pythian Sisterhood; spray of white flowof
Mahoney, and hope for a liberal patron- ers from Freedom Academy; spray
of
spray
Sampson;
Arthur
Mrs.
pinks,
age
the Primary school,
The “Once in a While Club” met at pinks and roses from
Florence Boynton.
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stevens spray of pinks,
“Ladies Aid”

The

will hold

a

cently.
Mrs. h. c. Buzzell of Belfast has been

visiting her sister, Mrs. W. H.

baked

Orrin Green has received his honorable
from the U. S. Navy and is

j discharge
spending

Mrs. Elbe Rankin-and Mrs.
Annie Lermond acted as hostesses. The

the

winter

with

Mr.

and

There was a whist party at James S.
Crockett’s Saturday night. Sixteen people were present. Refreshments of home

w ill hold its next meeting on MonArthur K. Blood, a cook whose name
day evening, Feb. 24th, at the home of
Mr. and Mrs Richard Lermond, this oc- was mentioned recently in the casualty
casion being in honor of the birthdays of lists as slightly wounded, is the son of
Miss Callie Lermond and Stanley Gray. Rafe Blood of Morrill, although the list
Special invitations will be announced. gave him as from Belfast, he having enHe has three brothers
An ant quarian supper will be served. listed from there.
He was in the field arMrs. Lydia Stevens and Mrs. Velma Ord- also in France.
tillery.
way will act as hostesses.

is

Mrs. dames Richards has been seriously
ill the past week,
Mrs. Perley Larrabee has been confined
to the house this week with a bad cold.
Mr. llariand S. Pattershall of BrooKs
spent Sunday with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Melvin A.

Pattershall.

The ten thieves are around again. Mr.
James Richards’ hen house was entered
Saturday night and all of his hens were
stolen.
Mr.

Guy Pattershall

w

tives.

seas

over

given

a

cor-

duty.

Mrs. Emma P.
returned

Mass.,

Sylvester of Concord,

Saturday.

home

called here

was

was

elcome by many friends and relaHe has just arrived home frcm

She

by the death of her

mother Mrs. Susan L. Mason.
Miss Ethel Savery has returned home
from Castine, where she is taking the
teachers’ training course, on account of
the illness of her mother, Mrs. Ered N.

Savery.
Mr. and Mrs. Leander Bean wish to

ex-

press their gratitude to Messrs. Fred and
Theodore Wood, A'onzu Nickerson and
son, who came with a machine and worked up about four cords of hard wood for
them.
We read in the papers of two Belfast
ruung ladies who take their dips in the
ky waters of Belfast Bay. They are not
the “only pebbles on the beach.”
William R. Mason of East Belfast prefers
taking nis dip in the icy waters of Goose
River.

SWANV1LLE CENTER.
Mrs. Wm. Curtis is

gaining

and is up

around the house.
The farmers in this vicinity harvested
their ice the past week.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thompson of
Waterville were recently guests of their
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Thompson.
Miss Etta

Evans,

who has been very ill

•t the home of Mrs. Charles
Walker,
where she has worked for years is
gainand
is up around some.
ing
The Center is quite

a

busy place with

the logs coming into the
millyard, but
with the addition of more snow several
more

teams will

begin hauling.

Children Cry
FOR

FLETCHER’S

CASTOR IA

sand-

were

a

severe

attack

Fred Palmer of Monroe

the guest

was

of McKinley Datum last Sunday.
i

Mrs. Leon Trundy of Searsport was the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Chester Trundy.
Saturday.
Mrs Jack Bridge arrived from Mont-

real Friday, called here by the illness of
j her
mother, Mrs. Harriet F. M. Phillips.
The old friends of Mr. Ralph Cunningwere glad to see him as he had not

ham

been in town for several years.

He has

been recently released from the Navy.

Tuesday night, Mrs. Garry Cunningham had the misfortune to fall and break
both bones in her left

j wrist, putting
Alice Cather1

in

Belfast,

arm

just above the

the wrist out of joint and
hreaking the right shoulder in the joint.
Dr. Foster Small of Belfast was immedi-

ately summoned and she is doing nicely,
suffering but little pain.

Beals, who passed away two years ago.
They had 12 children, of whom 7 are still
living: Clarence and Frank of Montague,
Fred of Monroe, Henry of Brooks, Mrs.
S. A. Strickland and Edward L. of Ban-

three cases of pneumonia at
N orth Searsmont, Mrs. Alice Stover’s
are

daughter Marian, and Margaret, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George Thompson, and
Miss Emily F. Miller, who is seriously ill. gor and Albert of this town.
He also
The other two patients are improving.
! leaves one sister, Mrs. Albert Damm.
Cobb & Paine have taken their delivery ! Services were held at the home of his
teams off the road and discharged their son Albert, Sunday by Rev. A. E. Wil-

|

Ralph Fowler, who has been in i son of Belfast. Interment in Greenlawn
their employ about twelve years. Mr. Cemetery.
All of his children except
Fowler has made many friends on the
the eldest, were able to be
Clarence,
route by his kind and obliging manner,
present.
and will be greatly missed.

clerk,

ROBUSTNESS
Nature has not been prodigal
with everybody in the matter
of robustness.
Many, all
through life, must stand guard
and combat colds, coughs,
bronchitis or perhaps more
serious pulmonary ailments.
For nearly five decades

SCOTTS
EMULSION
has been helping to turn
weakness into strength. For
those whp are delicate, with

lungs,

weak throats and
debility and
anemia, the definite nourishing and tonic qualities of
Scott’s are of special value.
a

proneness to

Scott Sl

so

long

as

operation is

they

are

Is made only on an
Electric Toaster

not borne

You get perfection in toast, served hot and
ing, by the use of an electric toaster. Just con:
with your lamp socket and in a few second
toaster is ready for use.
Every piece of brood
toast is magically transformed. It is evenly b

delightful in consistency, and served HOT.
12 slices of
Electric

perfect

toasters

Prices

toast for

sold at all

one

ce

our store*

$5.Q0, $6.00 and $8.50

tonnage which the United States will possess at the
period will, if properly and economically operated, furnish a
ocean

merchant marine that should make

j

our

industries

secure

Penobscot Bay Light & Power Corns

in this transition

period.

!

“Me—und Gott”; Why the Former Kaiser
Called Upon His Gott in Vain

An

Investment I

Character-Buildir

By HEREWARD CARRINGTON, Ph. D.
While the ex-kaiser was insisting upon his partnership—“Gott-mit
uns,” “Me und Gott”—the German army was performing deeds of cruelty
and barbarism which are unparalleled in history. And we know that these
deeds were performed by the soldiery under strict orders from the high
command.
How are we to reconcile these two apparently irreconcilable factors ?
At first sight we seem to be in a madhouse, dealing with insane persons.
It may be objected that the kaiser was merely posing—that he cvas
not sincere. His religious convictions, however, appear to be genuine. We

only suppose that, believing in his divine right, he believed he could
do no wrong; nothing mattered so long as Germany conquered. From
this viewpoinTwe can understand “terrorism.” The divine German right
to subjugate the world explains it. This was the view of the kaiser and
the German aristocracy, without a doubt; and we can at once see that
from this standpoint a man might be at once deeply religious and extremely cruel.
But what kind of a God can this man have? Surely not a God of
love; it seems rather a God of hate, an angry, wrathful and revengeful
monarch, a partisan of war, strife and might. He is a medieval, anthropomorphic Deity, corresponding to the older Teutonic conception of Thor.
In short, the Gott of this man Ilohenzollern was the product of his
own brain, of his own imagination.
William IT created a being vThom
he worshiped and admired, which was a more or less counterpart of himself—more glorified. The God which the kaiser worshiped, to whom he
prayed, is absolutely different from the being worshiped by the allies—
as different as light from darkness, love from hate,
sympathy from destruction and fear. The kaiser’s Gott was, in fact, a typical God of hate—
as opposed to the spirit of love, peace and justice.

$300

Campaign

Belfast Federation

BOY

SCOUTS
OF AMERICA

February

16th to

22nd,

Indus

The Scout Movement is
non-military, non-sectariai
and lion-racial. It is not a charitable
institution,
tional institution maintained by
far-sighted moth*
others who recognize the pitfalls which
threaie.
make companions of others whose
moral, intellect
cal future have not been matters of
parental cnnsim
It takes the boy at the time of life
when he
new and bewildering experiences
of adolescence
to
wholesome
thoughts
and worth while activn
required environment and incentives that lead i
better man—a better citizen.
«■

Answer the Call
Every contribution
in

to the

Boy Scout Campaign is

character-building, promoting

a cause that i>
Send your contribution to Orrin J Dick,
Boy Scout Campaign, Pythian Building, Belfast V

zenship.

was

Andrews.

tender

ships,

the expense of

not care in

The total

Mr. Emery Cunningham, one of our
employed by O. E. Frost in !
oldest and most respected citizens, passed
wood turning for the ship which is buildHe was a
away suddenly last week.
ing.
enman whose many sterling qualities
Mr. and Mrs. George Andrews and two
deared him to all who knew him. He
daughters have returned to their home was a kind neighbor, a good citizen and a
;n Rock port after spending three weeks man much devoted to his home and famwith their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
ily. In early life he married Miss Melissa
There

opinion

can

SWANVILLE.

Mr. James Googins has returned home

Miss Annie Parsons spent the weekend at Charles Grant's in Frankfort and
James Knowlton’s.
W ith the passing of Mr.
Emery Cunningham it leaves Swanville with a small
list of time honored citizens.

and coffee

the past few weeks with
of rheumatism.

letter recent-

week

pie, cookies,

served, after
which whist was enjoyed by all. Mrs.
Boody has been confined to the house for

j

last,

its trial trip.

freshments of chicken

ly announcing the birth of
ine, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Skinner of San Francisco, Cal.
after spending

on

wiches

struction company.

where he

as

stationed at Fort Baldwin as sur-

The Pythian Sisters gave Mrs. Isabelle
Boody a surprise party last Thursday
evening. There were 14 present. Re-

gone to Boston, where he has employment driving a truck team for a con-

a

now

Bath

Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Jackson have

J. W. Skinner received

served.

were

geon, is about to be transferred to some
other Post. The Capt. was the surgeon
on one of the new destroyers built at_

SLARSV10NT.

EAST bFlFAST

etc.,

Capt. Norman R. Cook of Brooks, who

Brown.

C.lub

dial

made candy,

Frank

Mrs.

long

end of that

his parents,

few weeks with

in the

A. K. Green and family.

Monday evening, Feb. 3rd, and royally
MORRILL.
entertained several guests not members of
the Club. Among those were Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Gurney of Moniville
Frank Dickey, Mr. and Mrs. HowardElms, were visitors in town one day last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Hurd and Mr. and
Mrs. Emma Hamm of Belfast is stopMrs. Ed. Goodwin. A delicious banquet
a few weeks with her brother, John
ping
was served consisting of clam chowder,
Rowe.
and
cakes
of
varipies
crackers,
pickles,
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn of Knox
ous kinds; also baked beans, doughnuts
and Mrs.
and coffee was furnished by Mrs. Stevens were Sunday guest* at Mr.
Woods.
all
Charles
and
did
each
to which
ample justice.
The evening was most pleasantly passed
Mr. William Woods, who has been
vocal and instrumental music, Mrs. stopping in Boston since last October,
m
Effie Goodwin presiding at the organ, ac- returned home last week.
companied by Dr. E. F. Gould, violinist.
Honesty Grange entertained Waldo PoThe hours sped ail loo quickly. A. S.
It was a beaumona Tuesday, Feb. 4th.
Kelley was present with his new Edison, tiful day and there was a large attendwhich added greatly to the entertainment.
ance.
At the close of the occasion all joined in
Mrs. Matia Wadlin, who has been vissinging, “WTiere Shall We Go From
iting relatives in Massachusetts, returnHere,” after which ice cream and cake
ed last week and will spend the rest of
served.

a

plan,

shipping.

Bowden,

who has been in very poor health for
several weeks.

on

was

who

has just returned from six months service in France, visited P. H. Grant re-

pinks and roses, Sunday school; a large
crespillow from the Knights of Pythias;
M.
cent of white flowers, H. B. and E.

what

I do not hesitate to say, however—not as a
politician, becaus®in
that I have never had any part—that the real
development of any great
enterprise depends on the individual initiative of the American business
man.
I do not believe that we will ever get the full economical development of any great branch of American
industry that is not developed
under private enterprise and by private capital.
Our great outlet for all manufactures must be foreign markets. How
are we
going to get into the foreign markets? The shipyards of the
United States during the year 1919 are capable of producing with ease
and economically between eight million and ten million tons of ocean

parents, Mr. and Mrs. James S. Crockett.

Earl,

care

what form the people pay the bill. If the governships themselves and operates them at a loss, the people
pay the bill. If the ships are operated by private concerns and a loss
accrues that is made up in some form of
subsidy, the people pay the bill.

Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Waning of Damariscotta spent the week-end with her
Mr. Walter Cochran and son

so

I do

several days owing to

and sister; spray of white pinks, Dr. A.
M. Small and Mrs. Small; spray of daybreak pinks, Helen Knowlt.on; spray of
of
white pinks, Philip Williams; spray

I do not

groat legislators at Washington, may be best

ment operates the

has been unable to teach for
a severe cold.

S.,

in 1). H.

her many friends, as the abundance
of flowers from her classmates and many
friends testified. A pillow, basket and
crescent from her parents and brothers

TO AST!

operated economically
by any one or few
but by the whole people. No American
shipbuilding can be profitable
or successful or enlist
private capital today as shipping is now operated.

Mrs. Hattie Clifford has been in poor
health for several weeks, but is now able

won

our

for the operation of these

and

trouble.

nervous

The funeral services of little Levone
Clement was held in the church Feb.

Hot

of ours unless we do what is more important than the
construction of ships, and that is to devise the ways
A great merchant
and means for their operation.
Its sucmarine is essential to the United States.
cessful operation is not for the benefit of any one man
of business, but
or class of men, or for
any one branch
it is for the good of every individual citizen of the

(

6th, Rev. Mr. Berryman from Unity of- to be out of doors.
ficiating. W. H. Thompson conducted
Mr. Ralph Gullifer and sister Alice of
Her body was placed in the
Mrs. Bessie Wentworth, Spiritualist the funeral.
Waterville were week-end guests of Dr.
CemeHill
over
in
Pleasant
tomb
Sunday.
in
Augusta
receiving
speaker, was
A. E. Kilgore and family.
loved by all
Miss Georgia Hall of Belfast is a guest tery. Little Vone was dearly
Miss Esther Hedman, language teacher
Her
her.
disposition
knew
sunny
Hall.
Benson
who
Mrs.
of her parents, Mr. and

has returned home.

Piping

We may construct one hundred million tons of
ships, but they will have no value ,to this great nation

hotel, or a large boarding house, so as to
Mrs. Lucy Bowden has been confined
accommodate the public to a better ad- to her bed for several days with a bad

Miss Ruth Hurd of Rockland passed
the week-end at her home here.

Miss Flora Young, who has been at the
W’aldo County Hosnital for several weeks,

Such Delicious
Golden Brown

By CHARLES M. SCHWAB

callers in Belfast Saturday

Mrs. Hannah Small has been in Unity
for several days, caring for her brother
who is sick.

school was
The
in session several days the past week in
the grange hall. They had a good attendance and much interest was shown.

vantage.

Roy Allen of Belfast
guest at L. S. Russ’.

Merchant Marine

During the Transition Period

ping hay and potatoes at the station.
Mrs. Harry Robinson of Belfast visited
her brother, Harry Peavey and family,
Saturday.

j

Roosevelt

Sunday evening, Feb. Oth, gt the church.
It

a

Daniel B. Plummer is buying and ship-

for the present.

Mr. I. P. Grilhes held

America’s Need of

Mrs. Belle Estes spent the week-end
with relatives in Belfast.

Mr and Mrs. Palmer of Pittsfield have
come

business caller

was a

in Belfast Monday.

Bowue, Bloomfield, N. J.

CARD OF
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THANKS^

Sherman Law Is Out of Business in
Reconstruction of Railroads
»■"

■---

The Knox Branch, A. R. C., is making
garments for the French children.
S. H. Shihles and family spent Sunday
with Paris Dyer in Thorndike.
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Aborn were Sunday
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Onas. Woods in
Morrill.
P.

Mitchell,

State

,1

■

■,

J

leader of
was

a

the

business

caller at B. L. Aborn’s one day the past
week.
The Boys and Girls Agricultural and
Canning Club was organized at the Knox
Centre school last Friday with the following officers:
President, Mark R.
Shibles; vice pres., Wallace Ward; secretary, Alma Woodbury; treasurer, Bertha Harding; entertainment committee,
Henry Vose, William Whitney and Elouise Shibles. Another club will be organized at East Knox next week.

pooling

of equipment and terminals.

4. The unification of passenger ticket offices.
5. The elimination of the frills of the business, such as observation

to

her work in Waterville.

R.

■■

2. The elimination of unnecessary trains and duplicated service.
3. The more economical loading and routing of freight.

A. M Shibles.

Boys’ and Girls’ Clubs,

■

We must take government control of the railroads as now in effect
as a fact—and let that be our point of departure.
And we must agree
that the present system of operation has in it certain merits which must
never be sacrificed.
Most of them, indeed, embody reforms for which
railroad officers have clamored these many years.
First and foremost the Sherman law is out of business. It was tossed
out of the window by Fairfax Harrison and the railroad war board as soon
as war was declared; but President Wilson and Mr. McAdoo chloroformed
and embalmed it on the 28th of December, 1917.
Let us briefly suggest the other obvious blessings of the present
1. The

Nancy Crosby has returned

for which no adequate fare was paid, etc.
6. The frank recognition of the necessity on the part of government,
which adds to the expenses of operation, to find the increased rates $md
fares with which to pay those expenses.

cars

These

great gains, and it is the duty of every railroad man to see
they are brought clearly to public attention. We must face the
fact very frankly that the decision of this momentous issue is
absolutely
are

to it that

in the hands of the

as an

observer

public.

As

one

We wish to extend thanks for kindWe wish to thank our neighbors and
friends for their kindness to us in our re- nesses received, especially to the Daughters of Veterans, during the illness and
cent bereavement also for the
many
death of our mother and for the flowers
beautiful flowers sent to the funeral.
sent to the funeral.
Mrs. Leon H. Clark.
Miss Emma Sylvester,
Mr. and Mrs. E. L. Clark
Mrs. Auce Mitchell,
and Family.
*
Wm. r. Mason.

with

practical

railroad experience and

of*government operation throughout

the

world,

I

am con-

vinced that the most economical operation can be attained under
private
ownership. And the gains w'e have obtained from government operation
can all be retained under private ownership.

CENTER MONTVILLE.
Miss

Margene Foy

is in Belfast at R. L.

Cooper’s.
Miss Esther Banton has gone to New
a course in nursing.

York to take

CARD OF THANKS

was

in Freedom Mon-

ter

day.

Miss Beulah Lape is working for Mrs.

Mrs.

Arthur Jackson

By T. P. SHONTS

Little Chauncey, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Harden Erskine, is ill with influenza.
Mrs. E. A. Foy is ill with influenza.
Her mother, Mrs. Frank Whitcomb of
Waldo, is caring for her.
It is said that two horse collars and a
fork have been stolen from Mrs.

manure

from the Capt. of
E. F. relatii

<

Batt. A.

Frank

Burrill of

l nity

was

in town

their only son, Guy W
Co. C. 321> t
A. E !

last week.
Johnnie Nutter is hauling lumber for

Maynard Hall.
Chester Craney of Swanville
town recently.
Mrs. V. B.

was

Mr. Frank J. Plummei
Route 4, Brooks, Me I
Dear Sir: In reply
Dec. 23, I wish toad:
son, Corp. Guy W. PU,,
in action Oct. 15, and
in the cemetery at Son:

in

Ells is working for Alfred

Trask in Unity.
Walter Banton is working in (Juigg’s

Corp. Plummer

was

j

dier. Up to the time of
been with the Comps
j
F.
who
has
H.
been
Mrs.
Jackson,
sick, always leading his
squs
is able to ride out.
death was a great loss
as well as to his conn! i'
Mr. anti Mrs. Pearl Berry of Knox were
Corp. Plummer was
in town last week on business.
men in my Company.
1
Mr. and Mrs. William D Bowler were fond of him on account
tention to duty, and li
in Palermo Saturday visiting relatives.
mill in Palermo.

honor, becoming

more

1

c

Mrs. Emma Busher has purchased the ; ing his action upon time express for Comp
George Worth stand at Freedom village.
Su.
sympathy.
M. M. Wentworth has returned home
Capt. Fon
has
been
emhe
where
from Kingman,

ployed for several weeks,

LEGISLATIVE N

Leander Bowler and family of North |
The committee on In
Ps!ern», Wild have beeh very sick with Game will give a pub
: Mall of Representives
influenza, are much better.
I gusta, Tuesday, Fcbru
Judson flail was quite sick last week uti an Act to provide foj
and was attended by Dr. Small of Free- ot resident hunters.
Also an Act to anu
At last reports he was gaining.
dom.
Chapter 33 of the Re
Hall & Joy of Lowell, Mass., have pur- amended by Chapter
chased the store hereof Myrick & Thurs- Laws of 1917, relating t
of deer.
ton, and will take possession this week.
Mr.

and

Mrs.

Prescott

Kowell

Also

and

arm

Also

an

Act to extend

t

moose.

ERNEST F. CLAS

Correct Weigh*

Highest P"ce5

I
present payi
prices possible for scrap
rags, and
paper,
rubbers,
terials. Rubbers, 6c.; raim
For correct weight and p;
SAM FR1'1
call
am

LOST
A large BUNCH OF KEYS belonging
to the High School has been lost. Finder
may receive reward from the Principal.

Act to

an

Chapter 33 of the Remamended by Chapter 'I
Laws of 1917, relating tbiles in hunting.

daughter, Mrs. Olive Stewart of Freedom, were guests Sunday of Will Rowell
Helen Arey’s place, and F. W. Mason h;s
and family.
lost a grindstone and a glazed sash from
the Smith place near McFarland’s CorAt the Sophomore prize speaking at
ner.
He fears they may take the house Freedom Academy last week the honors
later. Mr. Mason is an amiable man, but
Baxter Whitten recame to Montville.
it is suspected when he locates the
thief,
if he can find some one to furnish the ceived the prize for boys and Hazel Penrotary motion, that he will hold his nose ney the prize for girls.
to the grindstone until he repents

Last Friday between Salmond street
and the shoe factory, a black hand bag
containing a sum of money. The finder
will please return to Miss Lulu L. Smalley
or the Journal office.

I

Mr and Mrs. Frank
Monroe have received

Lee Carter is home from Belfast.

regime:

KNOX

COkP. GUV Vi

WEST MONTVILLE.

at

16 Cross St

j

|

b

Tel. 229-4
See the name of Sam Freedm

1

g,

Supt. E. E. Roderick requests all parents who have pupils to enter at the
mid year term beginning next Monday,
Feb. 17th, to report to him as soon as

At a recent meeting of Thomas H.'
Miss Emily F. Miller of Belfast and
Marshall Circle a pretty lunch was servSearsmont
is critically ill with pneued in honor of Mrs. Dora J.
Bridges, De- monia at her home in North Searsmont.
.pVfcRTISEMENrS.
partment Patriotic Instructor.
s
It was
possible.
Miss Bernice Harriman has received
her birthday and a handsome cake
was
|
New
the
Ediertises
two German helmets from John H. Webb
llf., a
The Women’s Alliance of the First presented with a bouquet of pinks.
A
Miss
be
given by
to
;
of the Headquarters Troops now stationParish church will meet at the home of pleasant time was spent, all
enjoying a
Li1,113 ,r‘ Man’ll 7th.
ed in Germany. They came sewed up in
of
cake.
piece
Mrs.
Arthur
Ritchie, Church Btreet, this,
Light & Power Co.
Ha
trie toaster which Thursday, afternoon at 3 o’clock.
burlap with the name printed on cloth
A
There was a large attendance
Monday sewed to the bundle. With the helmets
eu-brown hot toast. paper on France will be given by Mrs.
afternoon at the High school to listen to
,-atrc advertises picture Eugene L. Stevens.
were some buttons and pieces of uniform.
the debate on the question,
j
week.
“Resolved,
;(ic
Harriet White, little daughter of Mrs.
for
Rehearsals
the Co. F, minstrels are That Woman’s Suffrage is
)wen Bros, carry the
Possible in the
Rena White, celebrated her eighth birtht hats.
being held in the Waldo Lodge hall in the United States.” The question was
very
day last Saturday with a theatre party at
Odd Fellows Block and are meeting with well argued on both sides and
showed
.vester, Mrs. Alice
j
the Colonial, later adjourning to Darby’s
IN
K. Mason publish a a good attendance. The chorus will be of careful preparation with Bartlett Whitj
for ices and a large birthday cake. The
mixed voices and there is no reason ac- ing and Hillard Buzzell for the
affirma!iioy auveruses ror cording to Mr. O’Leary who is directing tive and Robie
Marriner and Everett little, guests were Alice Brown, Eleanor
j
|lc' e, L,}. >s1
the show, why it should not be the climax Morse the negative. The judges, Mrs.
Stephenson, Eleanor and Mildred Talbot,
S.
Stockton Springs, in
Helen
Vinal, Ernestine Webber, Thelma
attractions of this kind in a number of ! A. Parker and Mr. and Mrs. John R.
equipment of their
Dexter.
years.
decided
in
favor
of
Dunton,
the
including undernegative.
The Grand Pilgrimage of Delhi CounJohn F. Rogers, who has been emplojfc- ; Principal John A. David, in behalf of the
Pearl street, oilers ed for some time as machinist at the teachers and pupils presented sub-mas- cil, Princes of the Orient, will take place
|
A banquet
machines.
Leonard & Barrows’ shoe factory, com- | ter Mervin L. Ames and bride, formerly to-morrow, Friday, evening.
Aduesman wanted.
will be served at 6.30 and all candidates
Miss
Julia
G.
with
a
his
work
Littlefield,
pleted
there
last
His
chafing
Saturday.
j
457, Augusta,
and ticket holders are requested to be on
associates expressed their good will by j dish and tray, and also expressed the
nes gives notice that
hand promptly. The Gates of the Desert
ial course in hair- presenting him with a very handsome ! school’s congratulations.and best wishes.
will be closed at 7.30 and the Pilgrims
ircatment and will leather covered chair.
He appreciates : Mr. Ames accepted the gift with words
March 1st f or old and
will
enter the Sands at once, as they
There is a
the gift and the spirit that prompted it. of appreciation for their good will and
the way is long and
Robert P. Curtis succeeds him in the thoughtfulness.
By request, Mrs. Ames number over 50 and
i Bay View street,
Very truly yours,
dangerous.
factory. Mr. Rogers will devote all his played as a piano solo an original march
o do general houseThe honor roll of Belfast men in the
I time to his machine shop business at his Robert P. Chase has recently dedicated
to the B. H. S.
service compiled by John Cochran Chap>uts publish an adv. | residence on Main street.
ensign for funds, Keb. I
“The End of The Road.” Through ter, D. A. R., has been corrected so far
Miss Ida Gardner, the popular concert
butions may be sent
the courtesy of George C. Thompson, at as possible and copies placed in the City ;
contralto, will be at the Colonial Theater the Colonial
and the Wal- j
Theatre, all Belfast women Building, the Public Library
:shes an adv.in regard on Friday
Mr, and Mrs. L. S. Southard who went
The honor roll of the
evening, March 7th, and will
As nothing defido Trust Co’s. bank.
University of
and
over
16
of
years
girls
age will be perlothing store from
to St. Cloud, Fla., last fall for the benefit Maine has 32 graduates who gave their
sing side by side with the New Edison
of
William
be
nite
could
learned
H.
Colmitted to see, free of charge, this Gov|
home
last
lives in the service, eleven were wounded
of the former’s health,returned
re-creation of her voice. Fred D. Jones is
■rrises for live fow1,
lett, Everett Curtis and Carl E. Greene, j
ernment film, “The End of The
Road,”
Monday. They prefer the fine weather in action and four cited for bravery.
issuing complimentary tickets for this
■; ises a list of ,barto be shown at the Colonial Theatre at 4 those names have been dropped from the
we are enjoying to the damp chill of the
Among those who died was Albion K.
occasion and invites all music lovers in
1 st, but may be added if it is found they
o’clock this, Thursday, afternoon.
where they were obliged to wear Bolan of Winterport, who died Oct.
Repsouth,
this
and
the
community
throughout
id family and Mrs.
17,
resentative women all over Maine are are eligible. It is desirable to have the fur coats
every time they went out and
1918, of pneumonia and scarlet fever.
publish a card of county to call or write for these tickets.
roll correct and the public is invited to
with the Government in
j
co-operating
to
it
water
turn off the
every night
keep
Miss Gardner comes here at Mr. Edison’s
examine it and in case of omissions notiLetters from Leon Shute of this city
this worn,.
Miss Florence Nye of the
Mr. and Mrs. fi. L. request to give this wonderful tone
from freezing.
test,
the Misses Ginn, or Mrs. E. P. Frost.
who recently returned to Waltham,
fy
f thanks.
and Dr. Sarah Sweet WindMass.,
Department
that Belfast people may have an opporM. L. Mitchell and family received a to resume his
Men having a voting residence in another !
former position with the
head of the New England staff of the
the
to see if they can distinguish be- sor,
night
announcing
tunity
Tuesday
telegram
Waltham Watch factory, state that
city or town at the time of entering the
Hirsh in Mobile,
women physicians, commissioned
they
by the
tween the living voice and the instrudeath Feb. 11th of their elder daughter, are
t :oy are now having
service, are not to be included.
comfortably situated. Mr. Shute is
Lrovernment to speak on social
hygiene,
ment.
of Charles Ernest Lynds now
wife
Velma
Sarah,
:/a and there have
foreman of a department in the facwill be present, the latter explaining the !
The North Church Guild held their anNo particulars have
of Detroit, Mich.
re.
The piano pupils of Miss Amy E. Stodtory with twelve girls working on autoThey have had
Dr. Windsor presented the nual meeting Monday evening with Mrs
pictures.
been received and no funeral arrange- matic machines
it has just broken. dard will give a recital at her studio, 68 film to
making the watch es2,000 Lewiston women Sunday, to Herbert L. Seekins. The following offi- ments have been announced. The symcapements. He looks after the machine
Church street, this afternoon at 3.30
11 of Mrs. Walter
1,000 in Bangor Monday and 1,200 in Au- cers were elected for the ensuing year:
is
extended the
of the community
repairs and with Mrs Shute they are very
o’clock, a Valentine Party will follow' gusta Tuesday. It is a picture of vital President, Mrs. Fred R. Poor; vice presi- pathy
,u over sea service
family in their sudden and severe bereave- pleased with their new position in that
the program:
all
interest to
women and girls over 16.
■te draft examinadent, Mrs. Herbert L. Seekins; secretary, ment.
city
of the Hussars,
Spindler
Miss Esther F. Evans; treasurer, Mrs. :
he States and is Charge
The Country Cousin.
(2 pianos)
Thomas H. Marshall Circle, Ladies of
Margaret
Board of Trade Committees. PresiE.
The
i
Bramhali.
Frank
was
evening
Sew Jersey,
Marguerite Owen, Beulah Young
Stahl, the third artist to appear in our
the G. A. R., observed Lincoln Day at dent Charles S. Bickford of
the Belfast
in sewing for the Girls’ Home.
Miss
spent
Stoddard
Hope
Dorman,
the minstrels to be
very popular and worth-while entertaintheir regular meeting Tuesday afternoon. Board of Trade has
Valse Impromptu,
Raff
appointed the followTea and cookies were served. Plans
ment
February by Co. F
w’as
chorus
with
heard
The
singing
course,
program opened
Tuesday evening
Hope Dorman
ing committees for the ensuing year:
were discussed for raising money in the |
eld in Odd Fellows Nocturne in a flat,
Liszt at the Baptist church in one of Booth
of America with Mrs. A. N. Snow at the
New Industries—V. A. Simmons, H. H.
It
wras voted to have two
coming
year.
Marguerite Owen
lion of Frank E.
latest successes, The Counpiano. A talk on the birth and early life Stevens, M L. Slugg, R. L. Cooper and
1 Tarkington’s
each
and
at
hostesses
serve
Beethoven
meeting
light
do attendance and Minuet in g
try Cousin. Miss Stahl also made a most
of Lincoln was given by Mrs. Alice Gan- M. R. Knowlton.
Ora Wade
The meeting
refreshments.
Monday
Finance James II Howes, C. W. Wes; and the program
lasting
the
impression
preceeding
imperNevin
non; Proclamation on Lincoln Day was
Narcissus,
[
cott, O. E. Frost, W. J. Dorman, T. Frank
evening, Feb. 24th, will be held at the
will he an enter- j
Marian Small
as
she
On
F.
Lincoln’s
Flanders
Abbie
sonation,
Fields
read by Mrs.
read,
Putman;
Parker.
home of Miss Amy E. Stoddard.
Selection from "The Huguenots,’’
to last.
and other war time poems. The comedy
favorite poem, Why Should the Spirit of
Advertising—F. E. Bramhall. R. I).
Meyerbeer is in four acts and
At the Ward alley last Monday evening
notone of the many
Mortal be Proud, by Mrs. Rose Fairbroth- Southworth, H. H. Coombs, B. L. Davis,
inder the auspices !
Marvel Orchard
F D. Jones.
the French team won from Pinette in a
the Armory this, Norwegian Song,
er; The Gettysburg Address, by CommanGrieg characters lost a particle of individuality
Rooms—L J. Pottle, Clarence E. Read,
score of 2184 to 2109
and the winners
Idres Rogers
as they appeared and disappeared under
der Thomas Gannon; American Ideals, by F. F. Graves.
will be one of the
With Song and Jest,
would like to meet any of the faster
Flagler
her
Farmers Co-operation—L. A. Payson,
magic
The
Dora
Lincoln’s
Blessimpersonation.
author’s
S. Bridges;
season.
The hall
by Mrs.
Mabel Swett and Miss Stoddard
R. II. Howes, Edward Evans, A. P.
criticism of the would-be smart set ana piayers in the State. The score:
v i
ing, Mrs. Frank A. Riggs; Lincoln as
decorated
and

Belfast.

HIGH GRADE

1913

Salesman Wanted
We have

THE SMALLEST

Clothing Store
BELFAST

1918

j

_

THE

LARGEST
Reason.

BERT L. DAVIS.

an opening for a salesman
or
young man of the highest grade who
can be developed into a salesman.
Must
be the sort who can meet the
leading men
and women of this section of Maine on a
plane of equality. No other kind need
apply. Small salary, expenses and commission at the start.
More salary as he
proves able to earn it.
To be eligible for
this position a man must have a
fairly
good education, good size and appearance,
and
neatness, dignity
an ability to talk
convincingly. He must have good courage, plenty of perseverance and a willingness to work the small towns.
He must
have established in his home
community
a reputation for
honesty and fairness. He
must be a man who is willing to start
sm* 11, and who has full
confidence in his
ability to work up. If you are such a
ma a, write
fully about yourself, your age,
education, experience, the proof that you
are a high gra^e salesman or
your reason
for believing you can develop into a
high
grade salesman. Address
P H. W., Box 457, Augusta, Maine.

; a

1

Some Bargains
i have 8 Norwich

freeze, waterers,

Sonatina,

y

.c
«•

ore

not secured balthem at the door

\ on
e

all tickets will

Reinecke
Bohm

Beulah Y'oung
Polka Mazurka,
Paul Tuttle

Laughing Water,

door.

sarcastic references to present-day distinguished people were wonderfully well

Ellen Chapman
Silver Stars,

Lichner

3

brought out by the reader. Her referto Theodore Roosevelt’s impromptu
indorsement of the play as he rose in his \

ence

Millington

1

i

Ora Wade and Idres Rogers
box at the close of the third act in its
reported. While it Spinning Song,
Ellenreich I
early
presentation in New York, was
or ws during win- !
Grace Hatch
where they can find First Loss,
Nancy
Schumann | most opportune and impressive.
d that in some of
John Vickery
Price, the courageous little country
v
have been seen Rustic Fiddler,
Presser !
cousin, must have been a girl after the
i 1 this season.
Our
Fern Orchard
Colonel’s own ideals.
Miss Stahl will
•r continues with the i The Color
Felton
Guard,
Wei- !
average.
Doris Wilson
always have a warm welcome in any
dermometer regis- I Dance on The Green,
Presser future entertainment course in this city.
iy, 22 to 32; Friday, I
Helen Payson
The next entertainment will be Thurs1 to
39; Sunday, 22 i In Joyland,
Presser
day evening, Feb. 20th, by Lincoln Mc29; Tuesday, 10 to !
Louise Gray
! ie variation in the
Allegretto,
Beyer Connell on “Runism or Peace Time
time.
Linwood Pattee
Menace.’^

t>
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Fans,
Lunch Clorhs,
H mdkerchiefs,
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427

power

old Staples, Leander Canning, Floyd Winchester, Paul Graisbury, Theodore Davis
and William L. Cook.

right

j

Orland Orchard

n
iv
oe

you the

only evidence by which you

usual event

work with

tickets

This

are

is

a

lone test with

a

real live artist—not with

Fred D. Jones,

a

Bradbury,

its vocal soloist and busiof
un- !

was

Mr. Bradbury had

got by him with

an

:

Jones, the affable and
landlord, furnished a menu

Mr. E. A.

including several out-of-season dainties.
Following the feast Mr. Bradbury expressed his pleasure in thus publicly acknowledging the many favors the Band
has bestowed upon its city in war time
activities, gladly and willingly answering
every call to help. It meant a real pleas- ;
ure to anticipate for the summer season. \
when Mr. Bradbury intimated that he had
plans tor a public benefit to be given at j
his Northport avenue home. Mr. Ham- \
mons responded, voicing the sentiment of
all in thanks for the banquet and for the 1
many other courtesies and benefits Mr.
Bradbury has so willingly bestowed upon
the Band. A smoke-talk followed after
which Mrs. Bradbury and a few friends
appeared to enjoy a short concert with

picture.

B£'faStE£nephongraph Distributor.

Mr. Charles

actual surprise. Covers were laid for 25
at a long table decorated with red carna-

exhausted.

|

j

a

vocal selections. Mr. Hammons says Mr.
Bradbury has been one of the principal
influences to hold the Band together,
when so many of its members have been
called into service and the boys returning
will find the organization as ready to receive them as it was to send them away
with patriotic selections.

Marine Steam

Fireman,

Engineer,

Call and

them,

see

or

Etc.

telephone

SUE M. PARTRIDGE,
AMY L. WILSON.

the public

!

roborative evidence.

Full

QCqaq,

f

v

«F YOU

-jT,

reed

cm

Portland
Meat

Scrap

Portland Cracked Bone
Portland Bone Meal
Portland Bone and Meat Mt-a!
F«d\ m

liber-tty

“The Eggs Eav For It"
Increase
ttre

your

sh ir-

worth Kf.

..{ p.V.

in

fits, for fr.- ’»
v these
days,

,•

,gS

Ihnuind Portland Bran<$
of ) our Dealer
Portland Rendering Co., Portland, Maine

Marine

Oiler (marine).

Applicants will
not be assembled for examination, but
will be rated on their physical ability,
training, experience, and general fitness
as shown by their applications and cor-

ex-

information

BELFAST

Domestic Laundry
M rs. E. H. Emerson,

concerning the examination, and the rePROPRIETOR.
quired application blank can be secured
from the secretary of the local board of
Having leased the store, formerly occucivil service examiners at Portland, Me., pied by the Chinese laundry, I am preor from the Secretary of the First Civil
pared to do work of all kinds with fancy
Service District, Customhouse, Boston, silk waists and dresses a specialty.
I relmb
Mass., with whom the application should spectfully solicit your patronage.
be filed not later than March 15, 1919.

will and Frank E. O’Leary

compliment to the musical talent
Among the young people of
Belfast who will take part in the chorus
are the following:
Mrs. Basil R. Allen,
Mrs. Carolyn (j. Dickey, Mrs. Thomas E.
Bowker, Mrs. Hugh Young, MissesGeorg;a Hall, Marion Farsons, Virginia Dutch,
Hazel Heald, Lillian Dexter, Eleanor
Bruce, Geneva Stephenson, Mary Cassens, Doris Allen, Ethel Dexter, Frances
The male
Macomber, Doris Clifford
part of the chorus is composed of the following: Charles F. Hammons, Ross I.
Hammons, Rudolph Saunders, Earl Grant,
A. P. Goodhue, Fred Sylvester, Melvin
O.
Dickey, Truman Roberts, Robert
Knowlton, Thomas Kennedy,Carl Dickey,
Lewis Snyder, Raymond Blazo, Frank

many

the arrival of the Band
playing familiar airs. It was only after |
all were seated in the dining room that 1
the genial clerk of the hotel realized that

'"want all music lovers in this community to hear this interesting and convincing test.
in peison at oui store or by
0nipumentary tickets will be distributed to those who apply
tail
You and your friends are urged to attend. We advise you to apply early before all

Asst.

of Bangor, the director, is indeed very
pleased with results, while he has paid

Last

manager, the surprised guest
honor. The first intimation of the

CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLIMENTARY TICKETS

r

Hammons,

resourceful

really judge.

Under his

a

of Belfast.

ness

|

to

State.

to be staged here this month. The young
people in the city have taken hold of the

the Belfast Band’s genuine friend and
honorary member, tendered them a banquet at the Windsor Hotel with Charles

Gardner,

the

office of Lighthouse Inspector, Portland.
Positions at Portsmouth, New Hampshire:

best features of the opening in the coming Company F. minstrel show which is

debate at the next meet-

Saturday evening

tions.

over

The catchy songs and the large chorus
of some fifty voices will olfer one of the

general talk on Scout work. The
patrols and new officers will be announced
in a few days. Already the matter of the
coming summer hike is being considered.

F.

all

ceptional attraction

was a

A “Bangup” Band Banquet.

April 1, lftlft:

(Form 1025) should be filed with the Secretary, Board of Civil Service Examiners,

the

bined male and female voices offers

—

She will sing
side with Mr Edison’s re-creation of her voice! See if you can tell, without watchmotion of Miss Gardner’s lips, which is the living voice and which the re-creation.

request, offer

O’Leary,

ment and it is hoped that with the funds
received from the coming drive, that the
Scout movement in the city may have

the popular concert contralto,
on Friday, March 7, will, at Mr.
can

Frank

known

a

on

ary Fireman, Surveyman.
The position
of Assistant Lighthouse Keeper exists in
the Lighthouse service only. Applications

well known Bangor man and
in the minstrel line is well

direction the minstrels will present new
features and the fact that it will be com-

searching test: definitely—convincingly -conclusively. Come

Miss Ida

and vicinity, will be held
Asst. Marine St.

a

to take care of the large number of boys
who are this year uniting with the move-

Ellis.

test

before here.

his w'ork

the strength it needs. Three new names
were presented at this meeting and there

It is one thing to make so strong
a claim: it is another to
prove
it. We HAVE proved it, not
once but ever 1500 times. Mere
than one million people have
witnessed tone tests in which
the living artist was pitted
against the instrument. And
in not one instance has the New
Edison failed to meet this

heard

director,is

ing between Scouts Donald Knowlton,
Harry Bowen, Harold Staples and Elmer

astonishing

vice, and various other branches of the
i
Government Service in Portland, Maine,

seem

has been appointed as the assistant secretary and treasurei. Plans are being made

There will be

hear this
and judge.

!

and it would
that in this mid-winter production
that a real minstrel would present a lot
of younger talent which has not been

The entertainment committee for
the next meeting consists of Scouts Har-

there in the room. No human
ear can detect
the slightest
shade of diffeience between the
living artist’s interpretation
and that of

—

United States Civil Service examinations for the following mechanical trades
1
and similar positions in the Engineer Dej partment at large and the Quartermaster
j Corps, U. S. Army, the Lighthouse Ser-

Engineer, Blacksmith,
Blaster, Carpenter, Cement Worker, Conthe last week in the month of February, crete
Finisher, Electrician, Engineman,
and there is every reason to believe that
Foreman, Handyman, Marine Engineer
it will be the success of the winter.
A1- (on Steamer
Wilson, salary S1980 a year),
ready the chorus of some fifty voices is Helper, Blacksmith's,
Helper, Carpenmaking great headway and it looks as if ter’s, Helper, Electrician’s,
Inspector,
the public would be given a real treat in
Dredging, Dumping, Marine Fireman,
that line. There will be a large number
Mate, (>ilcr (marine), Overseer, Station-

a

Laces,

II. S. McKeen.

Lincoln by j W. Towle.
Membership^ Wilson Ellis, Orrin J.
salute to
Dickey, Norman A. Read, Lynwood B.
Thompson, Allan M. Howes.

“O’Leary Says So” is the slogan in this
city and from the cards and the success
of the big rehearsals which are daily on
the program, there is no reason why
everybody should not say so in connection with the coming minstrel show
which is soon to be staged by Company
F, of the Third Infantry of the Maine
National Guard in this city.
The big
show will be given a couple of nights in

tion.

Edison
offers you, Aladdin’s was limited.
For, if you own a New
Edison, a group of the world’s
greatest artists is constantly at
It is exact'y as
your service.

though the singers

the Flag.

c

a

on

White;

Peking.

Embroidered Scarfs,
Filet Collars,

Scheming—John R. Dunton, I. T. Dinsmore, C. B. Holmes, L. A. Webber, M.

large attendance
at their meeting Monday evening and the
interest now centers on the coming drive
for funds in the interest of this organiza- of
specialties introduced

the Power ot Aladdin
the
COMPARED
which Thomas A.

Geo. D. Mahoney; remarks
Comrades Hassan and

•*-*

—

The Boy Scouts had

>ssess

«

ta
»-<

sn

Goodhue,

W. Juan; Letter from
the Crown Prince to the Ivaiser, by Mrs.

President, Georgia

u
a

v

—
~

non-

We Have For Sale

j

Camden will furnish

Air-Lock, 5-gal.,

warm water at 20 below,
cost $3 each and worth it as egg producers; my price is 51.50, or -510 for lot. Also
3 “Can’t Freeze” 2-gal. complete, cost
$1.75, my price $1.00, or $2.50 for lot.
A so 17 removable bottom, sanitary waterers, 2-gal.,cost $1 25, my price 75 cents,
or $10 for lot.
Also 5 same as above, 1gc.l., only 50 cents each. All are galvanized iron in good conditon.
Also have
left one extra line oak flat top desk, worth
at least $60, my price$40. One Ideal Globe
letter file, 7 5 drawers, a beauty, worth
•5150; will sell for $50. Will take part cash
and monthly payments.
A few oak card
flies at half price. Am open to offers if
you think price is too high, but be
quick,
for I am going South, probably next
week,
to remain until June.
E. F. HANSON, Belfast, Maine

POOR’S

Mills.

The

Ladies

Sewing

Circle met Tuesday afternoon with Mrs.
!

Arthur Higgins.We were all saddened
; by the sudden death of Emma (Flood)
j Brown from pneumonia. She leaves an
1

infant

son.

The husband and relatives

have the sincere sympathy of all.Mr.
and Mrs. Irvin Wood have an eight lb.

girl,

born Monday, ret). iOtli....l.cu Wade
is at his home with Mr and Mrs. J. A.
Hartshorn. He has been in the service.

!

.C. A. McKinley has returned to Camden.Mrs. Jane Cole has received word
from her son Carl that he will soon be at
home.

1

He has been in

France.The

farmers have been

The

Undertaking Business
IS ABANDONED BY

AIMLS & MERRITHEW.

STO“™,Si

who oiler for sale equipment of the busiincluding a horse-drawn underness,
taker’s wagon or ambulance.
Write,
telephone or call.
AMES A MERRITHEW.
Feb. 11, 1919.
3w7

BARGAINS
IN

Sewing Machines.

harvesting their ice One $78.00 Singer, (used 2 months) $35.00
the past week.Mrs. Lester Wilson was Two $72.00 Singers, (slightly used) 30 00
Downs, Nathan Heald, Albert Morey, ] called to Greenville by the illness of her One New Home,.10.00
One Helpmate,.10.00
Wilson Clements, Thomas Craig, Avard daughter, Mrs. Frank Smith. She is exOther machines as low as $5.00. Lc ok
Craig, Charles Getchell, Edwin Morse, pected home this week.
these over before buying elsewhere.

Knowlton,

Dean
Robert

Keating,

Theodore
John

Bramhall,
Casey, Russell

Miss Lena Nye is the pianist.
are being held

Fletcher.

The rehearsals this week

-j

GEO. B. SANDERS,
27 Pearl Street, Belfast.

Incubators

in the Odd

Fellows hall and they are
Expecting to install a Mammoutli Hot
making good progress. The costumes Water Hatching Machine, we offer for
sale our regular equipment, consisting of
have already been ordered and will pre12 Cyphers 390 Egg Incubators.
sent

some

new

features.

The attraction

will be presented at the Armory and it is
assured that the middle of the last week
of the month will be the dates of the
show.

It is expected that

Company

F.

1
240
Also
2 Automatic Brooder stoves—each 500
chick capacity.
Phone 243-4, or write
PINELAND POULTRY FARM,
ti
Belfast, Maine.

will give a big street parade on the day
of the opening night and that there will
be

some

features introduced in the show

well worth seeing.
The
one of the best which
has been seen in Belfast and will be the
first appearance of the Company on the
The
street during the winter season.
end men will be selected this week and
with bones and tambourines it is assured
that there will be a rial show.
which will

be

Will spend the remainder of February in New York, where she
will take special courses in hairdressinp and scalp treatment.
She will reopen her parlors March
1st and welcome all her old and
new customers.
3w7

CARD OF THANKS

parade itself will be

Liberal Prices.

Any Quantity.

Sanitary;
pArru>c
b

rerry

Market

We wish to thank our neighbors and
friends for their recent kindness and also
for the flowers sent to the funeral of our
father.
Wm. F. Stevens and Family.
Mrs. Lillian S. Douglass.

Miss a day

'by

Waiting

ALADDIN’S LAMP OUTDONE

from

lar Mechanics

of medicine.

Thousands of New

February PopuMagazine.

To the world, at large the cessation of
was almost as great a surprise

hostilities

you lose your pay or the benefits resulting
fuH day’s work. Usually the ordinary illness that
you to lay off' can bo prevented if you select the

a

Treaty.

H. H Windsor, in the

By

sickness and

compels
Tight kind

for the

as was

official

the breaking out of the war.
In
circles, the end was confidently

counted

England people

was

have for years depended upon the genuine “L. F.” Atwood

on

for several weeks hefore it

accomplished.

So engaging of every
was the prosecu-

effort of mind and hand

keep them from getting sick through careless
eating, taking cold, sluggish condition of the liver and bowels,
and tendency to rheumatism. A quick relief for constipation. Keep your bowels in daily active condition and you’ll
seldom get sick. Remember only ONE CENT a dose, 50 cents
for a GO dose bottle of the genuine “L. F.” made only by the
L. F. M'-dicinc <’<>., Portland, Mo.

Medicine to

tion of the war, there seemed little haste
for thought of what the final settlement
shall include.
No problem which has ever engaged a
congress of nations compares with the
responsibility and magnitude of the work
before the Peace Commission.

The

Passing

ot

the Buffalo

London

Stories ot

Facts Not Published

Everybody has hea.d about the buffalo
and how numerous they were on the
Plains years ago, but today there are not
many men left who know from personal
observation how these ungainly wild

Air

Raids.

Before.

The first Zeppelin raid over the actual
City of London was on Septembers 1915,
when damage was done to the amount of
The casualties were exover 52 000,000
traordinaryly small in proportion to the

cattle lived.

destruction of houses and business premises, the chief reason beingthat theworst
seasons up and down ttie country from
fires were in City warehouses, which are
Alberta to Mexico, west of the Missouri i always deserted at night
The gutting of
river almost to the Pacific Coast, their one big silk warehouse alone meant a loss
principal range however being just east of 520,000. The excitement caused was
of the Rocky Mountains and eastward to infinitely greater than on the occasion of
about middle Nebraska. Once they ranged previous raids. This was natural in view
clear east to New York State at least, but of the fact that for the first time the ZepI pelins were clearly seen from many parts
that was before the white man came.
Sixty years ago they ranged the plains of London.
in countless thousands and practically
ceased to exist in 1885, except in YellowFarther east, there were terrible scenes
stone Park and one or two other isolated
A bomb fell on a
in the Poplar district.
spots where a few head still survive, as is school, killing and mutilating many chilthe case on the Flathead River, where dren.
It penetrated the roof, and after
some of the Allard herd got away and
killing a little girl passed through the
into the mountains while en route to
top story floor into the room below, where
Canada sever#! years aso.
In the old several boys were killed, finally exploddays the herds drifted north in the spring ing in a class of infants where there were
and south in the fall, following the feed,
sixty-four mites. Twenty children were
which grew with the seasons.
taken to the hospital; three of them were
All the Plains Indians depended on the dead and four died afterwards. Twelve
bufTalo for meat, clothes, teepee cover- of the wounded children were five years
ings, and about all else that they needed old. There were many deaths in the
for every-day life. Plenty of buffalo in street in this quarter and many small
the country meant happiness and plenty houses destroyed.
A bomb also fell on
in the Indian camps, while lack of buffalo an Islington school.
in the country meant starvation for the
Indian except for what little meat he
During one raid an aerial torpedo fell
could get by hunting deer, elk, and other in the Green Park, shattering some winsuch animals. Antelope usually migrated dows in Devonshire House and in the
about the same time and along with the Kitz Hotel.
Mr. Winston Churchill was
butlalo herds, so the Indian could not in Wimborne House at the
time, in the
usually get antelope when he couldn’t long room that runs out of the park, of
get buffalo.
which the windows were broken. If the
One day the Plains would be black airman had released his torpedo a second
with feeding thousands of the big hump- earlier it would certainly have killed the
backed animals; the next day they might Minister of Munitions. Another torpedo
all begin to move south and they would fell m the river
opposite the Houses of
then flow by a given point in a
steady, Parliament, and threw up a volume of
living river of huge cattle; the next day water to a height of 60 feet. A shell
it. might be impossible to find a
single also fell opposite St. Margaret’s, Westanimal within a day’s ride. They came minister.
aim went, drifting over the land
as the :
feed and water conditions dictated.
On the night of March 7, 1917, the
In !
summer they lived on the
high, grassy startling “Aurora Borealis” raid was explain.* -of Montana, Saskatchewan, Ai- perienced. That was the raid in which a
beria and the North, thousands and thous- 6001b.
bomb damaged more than 400
ands of them. In the winter
they drift'd houses in Warringtou-cresent, Maida
to the pandhandle of
Texas, Mexico, and Vale. Six of them were absolutely desthe arid Southwest
troyed, and among the victims was Mrs.
iNowlic re in the Jvvorld
has| there ever Lena Ford, authoress of the popular song,
existed, so far as man’s knowledge runs, “Keep the Home Fires Burniug.”
such an immense herd of
magnificent
food animals—yet we, as a
nat'on, threw Christian Endeavor State Conthis
away
supply of heef by killing the
herds for their skins.
Think of it! And
vention Feb. 21-23.
buffalo leather was about the poorest ex- i
!
cuse for leather that ever
was known, as
The annual State convention of the
it was porous as a
sponge, though it
would wear, if rightly
tanned, like alli- Maine Christian Endeavor Society will
galor hide.
be held in Waterville, Feb. 21, 22 and 23
The buffalo was a very methodical ani- 1
at the First Baptist church.
“Christian
mal if left undisturbed. Slow
moving,
stupid in a way, lie asked nothing of life Endeavor in the New Day” will be the
except that he be given plenty of
theme of the meeting.
A strong list of
grass,
water
and sunshine. Given these he
speakers lias been secured. Among them
would feed, then work his slow
wav by
are Rev
Aklen Clark of India; Rev.
the easiest grade lo the nearest
water
'ai d anything wet was
David N. Beach, Jr., formerly Y. M. C.
water to a buf.d'h, drink, rest, feed, drink and rest in A. secretary in France, now
occupying a
never ending cycles from
the day he was similar
position at the University of
but u to the day some Indian
gal hered him
III and dried his flesh
in the summer sun Maine; Rev. Daniel I. Gross, pa tor of
to eat when winter came.
Woodfords Congregational church, Port-

Fifty

years ago

they migrated with the

j

Indians killed buffalo by the thousands
at a time by
running them over cliffs
‘malice
piskun” by the Blackfeet) but
they never wasted any meat, or hides.
Ibe.se big killings by the
Indians were
simp.;' harvests of meat and skins which
they took when they could from migrating herds and cured to
time as the herds should
the Indian never wasted

lessly.

last until such
drift back—but
or killed need-

Tin feeding habits of buffalo
resulted
m their
moving over the same

ground
many times, therefore they made
deep
trails from water to

feeding-grounds,

and
these trails were always in tile
shape of a
brari -lnrig tree with the roots
to water
and the tops or “limbs”
stretching out on
the ridge; and
feeding grounds.
By ustinct tne big animals followed a
ow, easy grade from the highest
point of
the feeding-grounds to
water, and this
grade was always
so buffalo
maintained,
trails always looked as
though they had
been laid out by a civil
engineer—there
rise or fal1 m any
trail and they were
always good roads to
iollow.
Indeed the Union Pacific Railroad is
practically “built on top of a buffalo trail
from Omaha to Ogden and

^f,"TL.a,lyabrupt

somewhat beyond

Wolves

always

hung about the hefds

ready to pull down sick or disabled animals.
A wounded buffalo
always went
to water to die if he
could, so every water
nole was surrounded with bleached
bones.
I hey perished
by thousands sometimes in
crossing high or icy streams, but they
came and went like the
tides until the
white man came and killed
them needlessly as he does everything.
Mrs

Roosevelt Sails.

New York, Feb. 5.
Mrs Theodore
Roosevelt was among the
passengers on
the French liner Lorraine which
sailed
from here Wednesday. She will visit the
e
of
gra
her son, Lieut. Quentin Roosevelt, who was killed in an airplane battle
over the German
lines, and also plans to
spSnd several weeks with her
sister, Miss
Lmily Carew, who is doing war work in
Italy. She will also visit her sons, Lieut.
Gol. Theodore Roosevelt and
Capt. Kermit Roosevelt.

Children Ory
FOR FLETCSiER’S

CASTORIA

land, formerly
Hampshire

officer of

an

State

the

E. Union; Rev.
Charles E. Robinson, pastor of the Congregational church of Waterville, moderator of the Congregational State Conference; Rev. A. S. Phelps, D. D., pastor

Baptist church, Waterville, president State Sunday Scliooi
Association;
r

irst.

Union officers and Jeaders.
Entertainment is
provided by the Waterville
churches on the “Harvard
Plan,'1 lodging
and breakfast free.
Delegates will attend
church Sunday morning with their hosts.
1 he United
Society of Christian Endeavor
and the Maine Bible
Society will have a
lableof books and supplies for examination and sale.
A reunion of Summer
School Alumni will be held
Saturday
noon.
Announcement of the place will
be made at the
opening session. Delegates of various numbers will be
present
from Young People's

Societies, Junior
Societies, Sunday schools and churches
from all over the State.
Pastors are delegs es ex-officio. The Junior
rally last
wa® so largely attended
and so kelpye,af
w ** oe
repeated this year unTl
the direction ot Mrs. Carl
C, Coffin,
the State
superintendent of junior work.
Barge delegations from
Waterville and

der

surrounding towns

are

expected,

JOBS FOR ALL.

Every

Soldier to Have One if Wanted.

Washington,

Feb. 5.
“Every soldier
who puts on the uniform of the United
States, who fought or trained to fight,
will have a job if he wants
one,” Secretary Baker said today in delivering the
opening address at the 14th annual convention of the National Rivers and Harbors Congress.
He emphasized the duty of
American
business men to co-operate in this direction and said that every chamber of
commerce, board of trade, or other similar
organization should realize the need for
its participation.
The vital thing in America at this
time,
Secretary Baker said, was for everyone
to get to work, and river and harbor
projects would find profitable employment
for a large number of men.
Secretary Baker said that the warended with a complete
military victory and
if the armistice had not been
signed when
it was, large numbers of the
enemy
would have been surrounded and
captured. The greatest
ally, he said, was

right.”

PERUNA
Made Me

Mr. Louis
Merrimac St.,
Y., writes:

a

^Vell Man

Young, 205 Suffered thirty
Rochester, N.

I suffered
for thirty years
with chronic bowel trouble, atom—
ach trouble and
hemorrhages of
the bowel*.
We bought a bottle of Peruna
and I took it
faithfully, and I
began to feel better.
My wife persuaded me to continue, and I took it for some
time as directed.
Now I am *
well man.**

New

C.

yean

with

•tomach

trouble and

hemorrhages of the bowels.
Liquid or Tablet Form
____I

"New lamps for old! new lumps for
old!”
That isn’t exactly what the Longwood Unit for War Relief work in
Brookline is calling, but it does take
odds
and
ends
of
all
manner
of things, pass magic hands over
them, and presently from these heaps
of
worthless
materials
seemingly
emerge neat piles of most attractive
garments, warm for winter, cool for
summer, and a delight at all times to
the eye.
Can you not see some tiny Marie
skipping down the streets of a French
village slowly rising from its ruins,
wearing the cunuingest of little
dresses,—a full black skirt with pretty
red flowers dotted over it, a red and
black velveteen eton jacket and bonnet, red ribbons on her flaxen braids
and a neatly hemmed handkerchief in
her tiny pocket? Underneath are little petticoats, waists and drawers as
neat and warm as your own child
would wear.
You

would never guess that this
bright velveteen came from a shoe
factory all glued for “Juliets” and
then discarded; that it was reclaimed
by the Unit, laundered to dispose of
the glue, and then made into coats
and bonnets; that some of the underwear was
once
the backing of that
same velveteen,
that some had done
service for bigger folk and been cut
down; that part were made from mill
ends of woven underwear, and a part

came uum scraps from

men’s running
drawers, obtained from a sporting
goods house; that a certain pretty
coat and bonnet wms once a portiere
and that the same portiere's interlining is now turned into half a dozen
small coats and hoods; that this cunning little dress was once a shirt on
the back of a Boston banker. An old
bathing suit made into a dress is the
joy of an Italian lass. Old bed ticks
have been turned into bloomers, rompers and overalls for small boys.
By
the time this reaches your eye these
same oderails may be actually doing
service on a tiny French boy as he
helps his parents clear away the debris of their former home that they
may build a new one, for the garments
are sent out as soon as made.
The service has grown until there
are now eighty-five branches in Massachusetts and New Hampshire.
Moreover che work has been given official
recognition by the War Savings Committee of New England as one of the
finest examples of real thrift of which
they know, and it has been made the
basis for a salvage department of the
committee with Mrs. H. Parker Whittington, the originator of the Longwood Unit, as director.
Not only
will the garment making be encouraged, but the department is putting
into action a plan whereby Junk men
will give Thrift and War Savings
Stamps in exchange for the waste material that accumulates or is thrown
away in the majority of households.

THKIFT STAMPS AS
VALENTINES,

A THRIFTY

That St. Valentine’s Day is approaching is indicated by displays in the windows of the stationers of cards and
various trifles bearing vivid crimson
hearts and other appropriate emblems.
The character of the day, however,
has considerably changed, and an inquirer was surprised when told recently that the exchange of valentines
is now oftener between women or persons
who delight to send occasional
friendly greetings, than between sweethearts or would-be lovers.
The more
sentimental sort are especially intended for children, and some charming things are shown. The hearts and
arrows and Cupids still adorn them,
but many are also of military character. with soldiers in khaki, sailors in
blue, tiny Red Cross nurses, and even
guns, tents and other paraphernalia of

QUARTETTE

Eleven days of February, the 12th to
the 22nd inclusive, offer
unique opportunity for special appeals to the loy-

alty, consecration and zeal,—all the
qualities inherent in the finest Wpe of
patriotism of the American people,—and also to the tenderer sentiments
which give charm to everyday
living
The mere mention of the
of

birthdays

Washington and Lincoln carries an incentive to patriotic fervor and all of its
component characteristics, and timehonored St. Valentine’s Day arouses
the more delicate emotions of the human heart.
This is a wonderful galaxy
of occasions for the display of sentiment; but these are practical days,
and to omit a suggestion of the now

all-important Thrift would imply a deplorable lack of up to-dfiteness.
Even in the domain of
frugality, how
ever. Washington and Lincoln serve as
wa r.
conspicuous examples to posterity, for
Next to St. Nicholas, St. Valentine is each in his way was a
shining exa
patron saint of children. The ad- emplar of what economy of resources
vent

of the postman

nil

the

14t.h

of

may

stand

for.

The

Father

of

his

February is hailed with squeals of de- Country was one of the: wealthiest men
light, and the secrecy which shrouds of liis time, yet in a larger way there
the personality of the senders of the is no greater example of thrift than
valentines adds a fascinating touch of that of General
Washington himself
mystery.
during the war for independence, and
Most, of the pretty missives come his thrift was of time and
opportunity

from grown-ups, from the sisters and
cousins and aunts who grasp every opportunity to contribute to the happines of their small relatives,-- and
anything original for the purpose is
eagerly sought. Thrift is the watchword of the hour, and why should not
the valentine be used to emphasize its
importance? Why not utilize the new
Issue of Thrift and War Savings
Stamps? Attached to a pretty valentine, especially one of patriotic character, a little green Thrift Stamp
would be prized by the recipient for its
intrinsic worth, and would also convey
several important suggestions, such as
economy, patriotism and helpfulness.

well as of money. His care of his
soldiers and conservation of his
supplies brought victory from what at
times seemed inevitable defeat.
Abraham Lincoln came from a home
where the utmost thrift was
necessary
for bare existence. Thrift was ingrained in every incident of his early
life.
He would willingly endure any
privation for the purchase of a book
irom which he could absorb the education he craved, which was thrift of the
best sort. Saving in itself is never so
wholly commendable as when it is
practised for the purpose of making
possible the best things in life.
inis year good old St. Val., patron
1
saint of lovers and children, seizes the
novel opportunity for exploitation by
WISE SPENDING.
attaching to his tender missives tiny
Are you a wise spender? Wise Thrift Stamps or their more valuable
spending is regarded as a highly im- big brothers. War Savings Stamps.
But when all is said, for an example
portant preliminary to thrift by the U.
S. Treasury.
As part of its campaign of thrift combined with affection our
for promoting popular savings through thought reverts to the love story of
Thrift and War Savings Stamps dur- ! Benjamin and Deborah Franklin.
It
ing 1919, it has issued through its is true they were not born within the
Savings Division the following defini- mystic circle of dates included in the
tion of wise spending, which merits eleven days mentioned, but the arthe thoughtful attention of every fam- rival of the Father of Thrift was but
ily and every individual who would get a few days in advance. He saved that
he might enjoy the real things of life,
ahead in life:
“Wise spending implies the balanc- and when the infant American Repubing of all needs and of all means of lic needed his aid. he gave not only his
meeting these needs and, after balanc own private fortune, won by thrift,
ing needs against means, spending in but almost by his personal security
such a way as to meet the most urg- alone obtained loan after loan for the
ent needs, even if lesser ones have new governtnt n t
In the celebration of the birthday
to be left unsatisfied; in essence it
means a sort of budget making. When festivals of the two great men whom
all Americans revere, and the annual
a family, city or state makes a
budget,
what it dues essentially is to take a tribute to the legendary patron of
comprehensive view of both needs and lovers old and new, it is not unfitting
to
include a
thought of Benjamin
income.
“Perhaps the most important and Franklin and- War Savings Stamps.
difficult problem in connection with
wise spending (or saving) is to realDon't save to support future idleize the relative importance of future ness, but to live well now and in the
as compared with present needs.”
future.
as

____

Catarrhal Deafness Cannot Be Cured
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure catarrhal
deafness, and that is by a constitutional
Catarrhal Deafness is caused
remedy.
by an inflamed condition of the mucous
lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube is inflamed you have a rumbling
sound or imperfect hearing, and when it
is entirely closed, Deafness is the result.
Unless the inflammation can be reduced
and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will be destroyed lorever.
Many cases of deafness is caused by catarrh, wbioh is an inflamed condition of
the mucous surfaces.
Hell’a Catarrh

Medicine acts thru the blood on the musurfaces of the system.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Catarrhal Deafness that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Medicine.
Circulars free. All Drug, ists, 75c.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
cous

LOST
AN AMETHYST WATCH CHARM,
Finder will be liberally reset in gold.
warded on returning same to_
E. A. SHERMAN,
4 Church St., Belfast.

Like all

great bodies it appears to move slowly,
but in due time, like a huge ship, it will
cast loose, get under way, and start on
its voyage.
VVtiat its destination will
prove to he is of momentous import a nee
to every human being on this earth, and
to millions yet unborn.
Its importance
politically and socially is so far beyond
anything in the past, that historically it
may almost rank with those great upheavals of Nature in which our Earth
was born.
That the men, upon whose
shoulders
rests the formation of a right ami lasting
settlement, realize their responsibility,
may he accepted.
The countercurrents of wind and wave
of suggestion which reach us, indicate
the careful approach of the actual negotiations, and give hopeful promise of sane
and safe decision.
The whole affair is so vast, and its interests and dependent interests so many
and far-reaching, the undertaking is
something like the ministrations of relief
and reorganization which immediately
follow a great Hood or conflagration.
However, as in those disasters, each day
tends to bring order out of
choas, although at first progress may seem slow.
In ttiis effort the best minds of the
world are enlisted for its
solution, and, it
seems, with generous harmony of pur1 he effort of the Huns to throw
pose.
monkey wrenches in the gears has thus
far only bruised their own hands.
To those of us who demand the personal punishment in the persons of the
chief offenders—which should include all
of us.—the sheriff seems a bit slow in artile criminals who have already
j resting
! been indicted in the court of world

opinion.
In the meantime it behooves us to keep
the faith, and, because the gas and liquid
j fires
are no longer being hurled at our!
j selves and the allies, not forget the spirit
I of arrogance and hate which conceived
them.
Not one single repentant word
has come out of Hundom. On the conthe
trary,
spirit of defiance burns as
brightly as evt r. Ever an 1 anon appear
allusions to “the next war,” while in an
appeal to the allies, Eisner says:
“We do not come to you in sackcloth
and ashes, doing penance.
We come as
men, conscious of having cleared away
the old system.
We come with pure
hearts.
That is why we remind you that
we are 70,000.000 human
beings who want
to live, and that it is your
duty to forget
and to help us reconstruct the new
! world
We may be more forgetful as a nation
than we should, but with our wounded
and dying reaching our shores by the
shipload, with thousands more to come
for months, we resent being told it is our
“duty to Jorget.”—and it will be noticed
we are not asked to
“forgive.”
W hat we need to guard ourselves against
is the danger of relapsing into indifference to the crimes and horrors which the
Huns inflicted on humanity.
Even now t he Hun in our midst is rapidly resuming his attitude of arrogance and
insult to our flag; cautiously, hut none
the less deliberately.
Ships already are
afloat headed this way with cargoes of
German-made goods, stored for years in
neutral (!) European countries, whose
value runs into the millions of dollars in
a single cargo
German agents already
here are taking orders from
mtffchants,
who are either pro-German or whose lust
for gain absorbs their honor. The moment the gates are open Hun salesmen
will swarm over here, prepared to sell
goods at a price at which no American
workman could produce them and live.
Merely for their own protection, the
American
workmen, of all citizens,
should refuse to buy goods made in Germany.

Having time and again proven themselves intriguers; deceptive,
barbarous,
liars, defilers, why should we open our
gates to
must be
but it’s

sue

It

a

people?

Of course, there

some there who are not so
black,
dangerous to empty a bag of
snakes in the room because a few are
probably harmless. It would be a righteous expression of our abhorrence
of Hun-

ism not to admit for residence
here, for
the period of at least five
years, any
emigrant from what was Germany or
Austria.
It would be more convincing of
our opinion of Kultur than the
exacting
of any possible indemnity iu
money—
which they would proceed to made out of
us and pay us with our own
gold. Nor
must we relax in our attitude toward
those flagrant offenders—those already
interned.
They must be tried and, if
guilty, convicted, and no foolish sentiment should plead for them “the war is
over.”
The war is not over in this country as
long as one single voice is raised against
our flag, our
institutions, and our high
iaeals of right and wrong. These offenders cannot understand these ideals because the noise of Kultur has been dinned
into their ears in the cradle, in the
school, in the home, and in the church,
until they simply cannot hear the clanging of the Liberty bells.
We should abolish in this country every

school, private, public, or Sabbath, conducted in any language but English.
When the Pilgrim Fathers landed they
thanked God for freedom in the English
tongue. When the minutemen fought for
liberty, they spoke English. When that
greatest of all human documents, the
Declaration of Independence, was framed,
it was written in English. The "StarSpangled Banner” and the “Battle Hymn
of the Kepublic” were written in English
The English language has been the
language of freedom, and opportunity,
and

self-respect,

and

deliverance from

oppression, throughout this broad land all
these years.
If this country is good
enough for foreigners to leave their
homes across the

here,

sea

to

for

Infants

The Kind You Have Always Bought has born <> nl0
ture of Chas. II. Fletcher, and has been nia
ii!,,|
personal supervision for over 30 years. A ii< ... ,,,
to deceive you in tliis.
Counterfeits, Im;
Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and < n ;
health of Children—Experience against Exp

The Kind You Have

THE

CtNTAIIH

COMPANY

It is

unusual to shake hands with

a

wearing an artificial arm and be
gripped tightly with thumb and lingers,
but these natural finger, thumb, and
wrist motions are closely imitated by a
person

Cir.

STATE Oi
To the Honorable jin

Judicial Court, nt\
fast, in and fur ti,
on

mechanical hand that is illustrated in the

February Popular Mechanics Magazine.
The new hand is remarkable not only
in performance, but also in construction
and operation. It consists of surprisingly
few parts—about 60 in number—and is
controlled by a single cord. This is connected to a comfortable harness that is
similar to the simplest form of shoulder
brace. The hand is carefully patterned
after the human one, is made of aluminum, and when gloved, has a most natural appearance.
Each finger has three
joints, and the thumb two. Sufficient
pressure can be exerted by the new liana
to permit an object weighing 10 lb. to be
picked up and held between the thumb
and linger tips.
A handkerchief can be
taken from a pocket with ease, a cigar
held in a natural position and extended
to the mouth, and a pen or pencil used
with splendid success.
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One of the great waste products of the
corn-producing district is corncobs but,
according to the February Popular Me- support.
Wherefore, and 1
chanics Magazine, they may become a
such case made ai
of revenue to the farmer.
Department of Agriculture chemists have
discovered that glue, cellulose, and glucose may be obtained from them and thus
a
protitable new industry may be desource
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WALDO SS
In Court
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Waldo E. Hall, administrat
Susan A. Hall, late of Brdeceased,having resent* »i
Susan A Hall, guardian
for allowance.
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1 would make it a condition for an
to land here, that every member of the family over eight years of age
must be able to speak English “so you
can understand it” unless he was dumb
or tongue-tied.
I would decree that after
the year 1920 no announcement, pamphlet or periodical should be in any language but English.
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FOR FLETCHER S

Always liougu
of

REMARKABLE MECHANICAL HAND
WAR PRODUCE

make their home

Children Cry

's

In Use For Over 30 Year

our

Our boys in France, with utter devotion to their country, have carved for
themselves such a high place in history,
the very least we who remained safety
here at home can do in their honor, is to
humbly and unceasingly maintain their
standard of loyalty and patriotism, and
never let it fall from, that exalted height
to which they raised it.

~

/J Bears the Signature

language must be good enough
for them to speak, and we should insist
on

Children.

and
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Waldo Trust Company, « x
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Heavy double runner delivery puns in
first class condition.
H. L. WHITTEN CO.
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BONDS TO PAY
THE GILT EDGED
DEBT OF HONOR FIFTH OF THE U.S.
Will Bring Home the
Fight Buyers of the New Liberty Loan
ing Men Who Have Won the
i Will Take It Not as Insurance
Victorious Peace.
j
But as a Great Investment.

of the Ameri-

This

warmth-giving, congestion*
scattering circulation-stimulating remedy penetrates without rubbing right to
the aching spot and brings quick relief,
6urely, cleanly. A wonderful help for
external pains, sprains, strains, stiff-

A
Company.
an” will be uncn and women
business, for the
r,.lards of pack-

headache, lumbago,

ness,

er express ship-

bruises.

Get your bottle today—costs little,
much. Ask your druggist for it
by name. Keep it handy for the whole
family. The big bottle is economy.
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me,

and
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or
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“No Mark” evil

From

July 1st to November 30th of la year,
127,859 shipments, an average of about
25,500 a month, were turned over to the
"No Mark” Bureaus maintained by the

h shippers and
impair the ex-

company, because all means of identification of either shippers or consignees
had been lost, and their delivery, except
in a few cases, made impossible. Per-

cried that

sonal

of dissatisfac-

■

all

baggage,

hardware and automobile

nd 300,000,000 tires
comprise the largest proportion of
traveling that the “No Mark”
shipments, which are atcrested in the tributed
largely to the failure of shippers
lately concerns to mark clearly and to pack their goods
many different
substantially. With the help of the shipic of which depers and through the influence of the
upon the

ex-

campaign,

the express company hopes to

solve tins

problem.
Many “No Mark” shipments lose their
individual character because the single
tag upon which a shipper depends to carry his package to destination, is torn off.

j
which led to
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drive of this
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owledged fact
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a

would do noth-
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of tags at all is discouraged by
but where it is abso-

use

necessary, shippers are urged never
less than two.
With personal

baggage sent by express, it is wise to enclose the name and address of the shipper, in case further identification is nec-

arrive in bad

r

use

the expressman,

damaged or
exposed dur- essary.
r
iv be, entire
Another cause of damage to or loss of
f inadequate shipments in transit is the use of a
poor
king, the cus- quality of wrapping paper and .twine, or
for explana- an insufficient quantity of good
paper.
<

j$jii|cL Nervous Mothers

i

They

The Fifth Liberty Loan
will be used
especiaHy and emphatically in
paying
a debt of honor.
‘s one owed
by the nation

.™e

.l°

fishtms

forcesWho could
w
think
for a moment that it
would not
be paid eagerly in the
finest spirit and
with pride in
meeting the obligalions?
This
Loan
the
•—

VICTORIOUS
FIFTH—which will be offered in
about,
three months, will
bring home the men
who
fought through France from
Chateau-Thierry right to Sedan, thousands of whom are
today on German

soil.
The President says that a
large proportion of them must remain
during
the period of occupation.
Those who
will be brought home will be
transported and demobilized at a veryheavy expense for months to come.
The Loan will pay these
charges.
To avoid them in any
w-ay, to try to
cut down on them, to fail to
provide
money for them, would be an incredible act on the part of the
people of
the United States.
The men who went to France,
ready
to give their lives if need be for the
nation, did not halt half way—did not
stop when they- thought, the end
seemed almost near.
They went to
the very limit. They saw- the war to
the very close, however bitter it
might
be.
To look after them in the period of
the making of the peace, to bring them
home in comfort and safety and honor,
must be the one effort of all the war
loans in which the nation will join
to

a

man.

The realization of what the men
have done is written across the history
of the United States the past eighteen
months.
The opportunity to pay the
debt of honor will be met in returning them to peace and prosperity.
The opportunity lies in the new
Liberty Loan bond, that is the Fifth
Loan.
Use the next three monlhs in preparing to join in paying the country's
debt of honor to her soldiers who have
won the victory.

Should Profit by the Experience
of These Two Women

The Fifth Liberty Loan, but three
months away, will have a strong apmen
peal to the 30.000.000 patriotic
bonds
and women who hold today the
of four other loans.
The patriotic support they gave In
time of greatest stress to the Governwill
ment and to its fighting forces
needs
not fail now in financing the

Buffalo,

N. Y.—“I am the mother of four
children, and for
nearly three years I suffered from a female trouble with pains
X in my back and side, and a general weakness. I had
pro-

fessional attendance most of that time but did not seem to
get well. As a last resort I decided to try Lydia K.
'Wr Pinkham's Vegetable Compound which I had seen
advertised in the newspapers, and in two weeks noticed
I continued its use' and am
\ a marked improvement.
\ now free from pain and able to do all my houseVV'A work.”—Mrs. B. B. Zieeinska, 202 Weiss Street,
Buffalo, N. Y.

|jj||h

of peace and reconstruction.
The extent and urgency of the demands are not lessened. The debt of
honor, which we owe to our soldiers
to bring them home in comfort and
to fit them anew to the tasks of peace,
is one that can be met only with pride

:^KJ

Portland, Ind.—“I had a displacement and suffered
badly from it at times I could not be on my feet

so

at all. I was all run down and so weak I could not
do my housework, was nervous and could not lie
down at night. I took treatme ats from a physician
\ but they did not help me. lily Aunt recommended
\ Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. I tried
/ \ if and now I am strong and well again and do
1 my own work and I give Lydia E. Pinkham’s
( Compound the credit.”—Mrs. Josephine
Kimble, 935 West Race Street, Portland, IniL

and joy.
an added incentive in
of the Fifth Liberty
Loan. If the bonds have lost the element of insurance they have gained
even more in that of Investment.
Those who have bought from feelings of patriotic duties may well buy
of the
now
to secure investments
highest grade. They will aid In placing the "Libertys" in their proper rank

There will be

buying bonds

Every Sick Woman Should Try

s

1 Hey will carry a nign race oi
£
interest, one much higher than the
United States Government will ever
pay in normal times, which will accordingly send them with the return
of earlier conditions to a good premium.
3. They are accepted at par In payment of all estate and inheritance
taxes.
4.
They are exempt from the 12%
normal tax of the new revenue bill.
5. They are exempt up to $75,000
from income and excess profit taxes.

The wise and patriotic Investor will
in the next ninety days to
buy largely of the Fifth Loan Bonds
to keep.
prepare

elsewhere.
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A special effort will be made to secure
the help of business executives and managers of large concerns in all trades and

industries, in the belief that the proper
preparation of express shipments is a
matter of importance to every successful
business.

They will be asked to give the
-.ife condition in subject personal attention and to look into their shipping departments to see that
to the express
the best methods of packing and marking
has
Experience
!arted right sel- consignments are followed.
The “Better Service Campaign” will
mg right’ means
be conducted for the purpose of bringing
-purely wrapped
-land up for it- j about a betterment of the express serin the interest of the people who
p perly marked, : vice,
iul address of depend upon it or use it occasionally.
But its success depends largely upon the
.se also of the
and co-operation of the shippers
response
of
poor quality
themselves, in the opinion of the officials
a n to the coned over to the of the express company directing the
thing which we drive, and there are many indications
Rut nothing is that (his help, on the part of the public,
will be forthcoming.
<
-operation of
“Start Express Shipments Right!” is a
keenly concernwhich will be carried throughout
slogan
of
hopeful
getthe country by posters on express wagons, placards in windows and by pamphBetter Mark- lets and other forms of printed matter.
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CONTINUOUS

CAMEEN, Feb. 1. Running continually
since 1869, is the good record of the Camden town clock in the belfry of the Baptist church. This old clock was purchased
at a cost of $500, by money raised by
public subscription in 1868. The late
David Knowlton started the subscription
paper and the amounts raised were from
$1 to $25.
The original subscription paper is now in the hands of Willis D.
Knowlton, and contains over 100 subscriptions. According to the records in
the Baptist belfry, the clock was started
on the 24th of February, 1869, at 5 in the
afternoon. The clock is high up in the
church and can be seen from almost any
point in the city. Its record as a timepiece has never been questioned, and it is
one of the best pieces
of workmanship
in the city. Sailing craft approaching
the harbor see the clock from a distance,
and it is one of the lirst pieces of the
hand of man which is seen after one begins to approach the village of Camden
at the foot of her high land.
Don’t
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zation in every
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but take the
4turai laxative—

gain's
Pills

«>• WorU.
M|®<ncin*“
8“»i. 10c 25c.
"

Spoil
a

every

a

Good Meal With

Bad Stomach

physician, specialist in stomach
diseases, came to you and said: “I will fix
up that miserable, worn out stomach for
you or money back.
“1 will make it as good as new so you
will not suffer from any distress and can
eat what you want without fear or suffering, or money back,” would you turn
down his offer?
And when you are offered Mi-o-na
stomach tablets, made from a prescription better than many of the stomach
specialists know how to write, are you
going to be narrow minded and continue
to suffer from indigestion, or are you going to-be fair to yourself and try Mi-o-na
on the money back agreement.
Mi-o-na stomach tablets are offered to
you on this basis, that if they do not put
your stomach into such good shape that
there is no dizziness, sour stomach, biliousness, sick headache, and stomach distress, your money will be returned. For
sale by A. A. Howes & Co. and all leading
If

i.

RUNNING.

a

a

druggists.

CASTOR IA
For Infants and Children

In Use For Over 30 Years
Always

bears
the

Signature of

Do You Want Your Kidneys
On?

Providence Washington Insurance Company
Providence, P. I.
Assets December 31. 1918.
Real estate,.$ 10".000 00
Mortgage loans
05.000 00

Fxperimented

Collateral loans
SIocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

Kidney troubles are getting more comGovernment health
every day.
bureau figures say deaths from this cause

are

72 percent

more

than 20 years ago.

Anybody who suffers constant backache, who feels blue, nervous and irritable; who has dizzy spells, headache and
urinary disorders should suspect kidney
weakness.
Overworked kidneys must
have a
rest. Take things easier; live
more carefully. Take a good kidney remedy to build the kidneys up again.
But be sure to get Doan’s Kidney Pills
—the oldest, the most widely used, the
best recommended of all kidney pills,

SELL IN MAINE
^

All other assets

quote what we pay, and pay
what we! Quote.

e

Portland Rendering Co.,

Portland,

Total liabilities aid surplus. $6 168,* 19 57
JAS. P ATT EE & SON. Agents, Belfast,

BELFAST

AND

DISABLED SOLDIERS TAUGHT NEW TRADES
The Victorious Fifth Liberty Loan will permit the Government to make
crippled soldiers self-supporting and useful members of the community.
Illustration copyrighted Dy Western Newspaper Union.

The

dollars

of

United States
supplied largely through four great
Liberty Loans were of tremendous
power in helping win the world war.
Through the forces they added to
the fighting strength of the Allies,
they tipped the balance of power
against the Germans for victory and

am.

the

peace.
The fighting men and the fighting
ships, the guns, the food, and $7,000.000,000 of loans to the Allies gave the
momentum needed to hurl upon the
Germans the avalanche that finally
swept them back to defeat and destroyed their menace to civilization.
The four loans from the American
people, by the American people, arid
for the American people, brought final

victory.
But there remains a groat chapter
to be brought out and finished.
To provide funds for this is tlx
purpose and need of the Fifth Loan-—
the VICTORIOUS FIFTH.
It will furnish means to the Government of this country to do Its part
in the tremendous work of concluding
peace, in restoration and reconstruction.
It is needed for the enormous demands created in the work of bringing
our men home and in restoring them
to their own places in the life of the
nation.
It will insure effective provision for
It
the call of prosperity and peace.
will guard the interests of the United
States commercially at home and
abroad, for the present and for the
future.
The dollars of the Fifth Liberty
Loan have a great duty to do, a great
field in which to do it.
Get ready to .loin in It with the
others.

Makes

The next and last Liberty Loan will
in the Spring, probably in April,

Fairfield,
Waterviile,
Portland,
Boston, p. m,,

come

it has already been named the VIC-

pose

This tells its pur-

Total liabilities and surp’us.... $7,350,771 66
R. R. SANBORN, Agent,
Stockton Springs, Me.
6

Removal
THE OLD CORNER
The

It will provide funds for taking

care

loan as well as a

magnificently in securing

there.

There

are

13

ma-

chines in the department, one of which is
running, with more to follow. The machine now running is the flour and poultry
sack machine. The first day it was in
operation, with but two shifts working,
40,000 sacks were made. This machine
has a capacity of 72,u00 sacks a day. It is
eitimated that when all machines are

unning they will manufacture 2,500,000
rags a day.

|2.32

8.05
12.40
8.29
c8.39
8.45
11.45
3.30

2.40
5.40

Total liabilities and surplus.$11,266,226 19
3w6

Main Street, next Webber Shoe Store
All

Waterville,
Bangor,
Fairfield,

Clinton,

for

Burnham, leave,

Winnecook,
Unity,
to be provided for them is being spent
Thorndike,
now.
Knox,
It must be spent if they are to go on Brooks,
properly with the great work they Waldo,
have accomplished; if they are to Citypoint.
Belfast, ariive,
come back
The money that is

in good order and are to be
as they deserve.

The billions raised in other loans
and taxes have gone to the expense
of actual fighting, guns and ships,
munitions, transportation, clothes and
food.

prepared to do all kinds of tr icking
piano moving a spicialty
Leave orders at the stable, corner of
Main and Cros3 streets, and they will re
ceive prompt attention.
I

am

Eurniture and

Telephone

connection.
W. W. BLAZO,
125

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

yrars known

a.m.

as

rCll'l.( lIE.itER’S
AMI ril.l.s, for 25
Rest, Safest. Always Relial 1«

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

9.00

7.15

12.40

6.50
6.40
6.57
7.09
8.35

10.40

3.40
2.24

10.48
10.58
11.15

|3.47

t8.45

fll.25

f4.25

8.55
9.05

12.00
12.30

4.37
4.45

f9.14

tl2.45

t4.52

The I hrice-a-Week Edition

3.58
4.15

9.34

1.42

5.10

t9.46
t9.58

fl.56
f2.15

f5.12
f5.25

10.05

2.25

5.35

The men have finished their work.
It is for the nation to finish its provision for them generously. And the
VICTORIOUS FIFTH will do this.
To do it in a way worthy of the men
who fought will be a source of pride
to every man and woman and child in
the nation.
It. will he done best if
the whole people begin now with the
new year to prepare for the last loan.

Dr.

Hester

Brown,
OSTEOPATH,

Odd Fellows Block, Belfast,Me.
Tel. 247-3.

Res. 265-11

For Sale
SiE&RTBURN

The Whitney House on Belmont
Avenue. Also the Golcord House in
East Belfast. Inquire of
WALTER B. DUTGH.

heaviness alter meals are
most annoying manifestations
cr

acid-dyspepsia.

OF THE

New York World in 1919
Practically

RhiqidS

j

FOR

digestion.

SALE

Heavy double.runner delivery pung in
first class condition.
1

H. L. WHITTEN CO.

a

of
No Other
Gives

so

Daily
a

at

the Price

say

CEJOnD HAND GOODS of every descripO tb>n. Furniture, bedding, carpets, stoves,
Antique furniture a specialty. If you
have anything to sell drop me a postcard and
will
receive a prompt call.
you
WALTER H .COOMBS.
Corner W tsbington and Bridge Streets,
Tel. 253-5
Belfast, Maine.

etc.

Weekly.

Newspaper

in the World

Much at

Low

so

a

Price.

The value and need of a newspaper in the household was never
greater than at the present time. We
have been forced to enter the world
war, and a mighty army of ours is
already in France fighting great battles and winning magnificent victories.
You will want to have all the
news from our troops on European
battlefields, and 1919 promises to be
the most momentous year in the history of the world.
No other newspaper at so small a
price will furnisn such prompt and
accurate news of these world-shaking events. It is not necessary to

FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE
Dissolved in water for douches stops
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflammation. Recommended by Lydia E.
Pinkham Med. Co. for ten years.
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh,

1

sore throat and sore eyes. EconomicaL
extraordinary deansing and germicidal power.
Sample Free. 50c. all d uttgiiSs, or postpaid hr !
^man. The Paxton Toilet C onnnn) Boston. Mass. J

Has

more.

The Thrice-a-Woek World’s regular subscription price is only SI.00
per year, and this pays for 156 papers.
We olTer, to all who pay in advance,
this unequalled newspaper and The
Republican Journal together for one
year for S2.50. The regular subscription price of the two papers is S3.00.
Address, The Republican Journal

HR. W. CL LIBBY,
DENTIST,
Masonic Temple.

Belfast

Me

Publishing Company.

Correct Weight

Highest

Prices

at present paying the highest
I
prices possible for scrap iron, metals,
rubbers, paper, rags, and all waste materials.
Rubbers, 6c.; rags, 2c.; bags, 5c.
For correct weight and prompt attention
SAM FREEDMAN,
cali
16 Cross St., Belfast, Me.
Tel. 229-4
am

pleasant to take, neutralize
acidity and help restore

WANTED

WE HAVE EVER OFFERED

BOYS WANTED

fought gloriously.

^3A

TRUCKING

”n SPILLS

To sell Vanilla Flavoring, ^fter schoo
hours and Saturdays. For $1.00 we will
send you 8 bottles that retail for 25c. each
Send postcard for free, sample bottle. Address
WAKEFIELD EXTRACT CO.,
8wl
Sanbornville, N.H

brought the peace for which we have
worked and for which our forces have

MADE BY SCOTT A BOWNE
MAKERS OF SCOTTS EMULSION

new

GECHGE f. KENT. DRUGGIST.

--

_I

And with these funds the war has
been won. The victory has destroyed
the menace to civilization.
It has

normal

prescriptions
proprietor and
time.
Everything

firm’s

be refilled at any
in druu supplies on hand at all times.

3.20
5.55
9.25

fFlag station.
cStops to leave passengers.
i
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
M. L. HARRIS, Gen'l Pass. Agt.
;
D. C. Douglass,
General Manager, Portland, Maine. !

demobilized

of

former

ran

a.m.

war

peace

the

carefully fileil by the

..

2.45

Portland,

loan. The men have done their share
the whole world.

f.7.57

2 10
2.20

Store

p.m.

soldiers home.
peace

fl.57

1.42

Drug

533 483 67

Admitted assets.$11,366,226 19
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
N-Jt unpaid losses. $ 1,266.030 86
Unearned premiums.
2.892.332 49
All other liabilities.
1 028.176 97
Cash capital.
5.000 000 00
Surplus over ail liabilities..
1,179,685 87

Boston,

ing occupation and in bringing the
a

ft. 15
f 1.26

Belfast

WILLIAM A. BANKS, Prop,.

1,00",518 05
61,514 42
122,012 25

t7.01
7.14
t7.29
7.36
7.45

a.m.

of the American Army in Europe dur-

It is

1.10

t6.50

STORE

WITH

31, 1918.
3.166,047 91
7,253,6-9 53

Gross assets.$12,145 205 83
Deduct items not admitted
778,979 64

p.m.

6.45

DRUG

IS NOW

TO BELFAST

in three words.

Paper Bags.

Paper Company has installed a paper bag department at its mill,
which is altogether a new industry fcr
Augusta, as paper bags have never been
The Cushnoc

manufactured

Citynoint,
Waldo,
Brooks,
Knox,
Thorndike,
Unity,
Winnecook,
Burnham, arrive,
Bangor,
Clinton,

It Will Be Called the “Victorious
Fifth’’ and Will Celebrate
the War’s End.

TOR1U3 FIFTH.

Assets December

Real estate.$
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office and bank.
Agents’ balances.
Interest and rents.
All other assets.

FROM BELFAST

Belfast, depart,

Will Provide Funds Needed
to Finance Peace and Reconstruction Work.

BRANCH

On and after Sept. 29, 1918, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterviile with
through trains for and from Bangor, Waterviile, Portland ami Boston, will run
daily, except Sunday, as follows:

THE FIFTH LOAN
They

BURNHAM

American Surety Company of New York*
100 Broadway, New York.

I

13

Net unpaid hisses. $ 866 766 16
Unearned premiums
8 165,367 25
All other iabilities.
176.450 00
Cash capital. l.O'iO.i 00 00
Surplus over all liabilities. 2,142,188 25

3 v6

X

1,011,958

Gross assets. $7,428,763 29
Drduct items nut admitted
77,991 63
Admitted assets.$7.3f0,77l 66
Liabilities December 31, 1918.

Me

Agricultural Insurance Company,

RA1LR0AD~

MAINE CfMAL

0 00

4,670.597 94
£01,547 68
Agents’ balances.
961,408 51
Rills receivable
17,002 51
Interest ar d rents
41,248 52

mon

Y\ atertown, N. Y.
in use all over tne civilized world.
Don’t experiment with your kidneys.
Assets December 31, 1918.
Thousands have already tested Doan’s. Real estate
$ 44,705 65
You have their experience to go Ly. I Mortgage loans.
607,932 00
98,825 50
Plenty of cases right here in Belfast. Collateral loans.
Stock* and bonds. 4 728.212 22
Here’s one:
Cash
In
office
and
bank
67
545,088
Mrs. Hattie Wallace, 8b Waldo avenue,
Agents' balances.
371,572 08
says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills did me a
Biils receivable.
0 00
world of good when I suffered from kid- Interets and rents.
56.9.8 90
ney trouble.
They cured me of this com- All other assets.
18,009 97
plaint and during the past few' years, I
Gross ass ts.$6,371,324 S9
have had no mure trouble from my kid202,905 42
I have previously recommended Deduct items not admitted.
neys.
Doan’s Kidney Pills and what 1 said in
Admitted assets.$6..68,419 57
my former statement bolds good today.”
Liabilities December 31. 1918.
Price 60c. at ail dealers.
Don’t simply
ask for a kidney remedy—get Doan’s Net unpaid loeses.$ 487,170 15
Kidney Pills—the same that Mrs. Wallace Unearned premiums. 2,872 691 27
377,700 00
had. Foster-Milburn Co.,Mfgrs., Buffalo, All other labilities
Cash capital..
500 000 00
N Y.
Surplus over all liabilities. 1,930,858 16

second hand cartons and other
containers, which do not stand up or

merit of the
-nany

SEE HERE!

now

or

f

LYDIA E.PINKHAM MEDICINE CO. LYNN.MASS.

tion.

_

•s

LYDIA E. PINKHAM’S
VEGETABLE COMPOUND

gilt edged securities.
From a strictly commercial basis
the bonds of the Fifth Loan will command the highest position.
1. They are the world's safest Investment, having behind them the reof the greatest creditor nasources
>

4

GEO. t. JOHNSON,

Attorney at Law
BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all

specialty.

Courts.

Probate

2ft

practlca

in

Oiilia spent Tuesday in Bangor.

Capt. J. P. Butman is confined to his
home because of a slight illness.
Charles Havener has resumed his position with the Penobscot Coal and Wharf

Company.
load of stove coal is expected for
the Searsport Coal Co. in about two
car

town for stevedore

weeks.

Fred

to making

B.

Mrs. C.

was

Brown,

N.,

who is

Capt William R Gilkey, who has been
seriously ill with influenza, is now able to
resume
his business.
Mr. Edward W.
Gilkey, his son, is also reported gaining
satisfactorily.

the Primary sehcol at Milford, spent the
week-end at her home here.

Congratulations
and

His wife will make her home for

road.

Following a picnic supper in the Conference Room, the first scene of Any
Girl was staged by the Ranetota Girls on
Friday evening. Books have been ordered and the production will go on as fast
as the limited time of the girls will per-

Saturday,

death ot

their sister,

Feb. 1.

Mrs.

was

Edwin

the

at his home here

their sociable given Tuesday of last W'eek
under the care of Mrs. B. F. Colcord.
A
violin solo by

George Dean Littlefield
pleasing part of the program and
received hearty applause to which the
The proceeds of
young artist responded.
the evening were live dollars.
was a

I

Sacrament of the Lord’s Supper was
observed at the First Cong’l church on

Sunday afternoon, two children received
Christian baptism and nine young girls
were received in full membership, eight
by confession of faith and one by letter
from the Congregational church of Brewer.
A hymn of consecration sung by the
girls was an impressive part of the cereCertificates of membership in at- i
mony.
tractive form were presented as visible i
reminders of the obligations of member-

ship.

j
|

family !

Sidney Moody
renting the town property on the I
Black road; William McRensie has vacated the John Black house, recently
purchased by William Bragdou, and
moved into the house owned by Miles
Towers on Prospect street, wdiile Albert
Cunningham and daughters will occupy

are

tile Adams apartment on Elm street
from which Bragdon is moving.
Charles
Irving is moving from the Averill house

L.

Blaisdell

barrels,

has

sold

to H.

his

will learn of

apples,

j

Visitors are al-

welcome.

William J. Donoghue, station agent at
this village, died at his residence on Sylvan street late Saturday afternoon.
He
was horn in St. Andrews, N. ii., 45 years

who has been

as

usual

on

Friday,

he suffered

an

determination with

Page

B.

attention.

j

Spalding,

everything

Mrs. Charles P. StaRufus L. Mudgett, Mrs. Earl

McKenzie.

In

Swanville,

Feb. 2, to

Mr. and Mrs. George L. McKenzie, a son.
SELIERS. In Orono, Feb. )!, to Rev. and
Mrs. H. 15, Sellers, formerly of Belfast, a,
son, David Preston
WOOD. In Belfast, Feb. It), to Mr. and
Mrs. Irvin Wood, a daughter.
MARRIED.

FLANDERS-ESTES. In Belfast, Feb. 8,
by Rev. David Brackett, Everett S. Handers and Mrs. May Estes, both of Belfast
DIED.

Beautiful

February

in

Light and

14th

Breathe Hyomei for Two Minutes and
Relieve Stuffed Up Head.

Children Cry

casxoria

mei.
It should clean out your head in two
minutes and allow you to breathe freely.
Hyomei often ends a cold in one day, it
will relieve you of disgusting snuffles,
hawking, spitting and offensive breath in
a week.

Hyomei is made cnieny irom a soouiing, healing, antiseptic, that comes from
the eucalyptus forests of inland Austra-

lia, where catarrh, asthma and consumption were never known to exist.
Hyomei is pleasant and easy to breathe.
Just pour a few drops into the hard rubber inhaler, use as directed and relief is
almost certain.
A complete Hyomei outfit, including
inhaler and-one bottle cf Hyomei, costs
but little at druggists everywhere and at
A. A. Howes & Co.’s. If you'already
own an inhaler you can get an extra bottle of Hyomei at druggists.

STATE OF MAINE

SATURDAY

VIVIAN MARTIN

February

in “Mirandy
Only

15ti

a

MONDAY

COMEDIENNE

February

Lovejoy

has in and

to

the

same or

had

on

the

day of November, A, D, 1918, at 11.15
o’clock in the forenoon, the time when the
second

attached on the writ in the same
or parcel of land,
I suit, to wit: A certain lot
with the buildings thereon, situated in said
Belfast, on the northerly side of the back road
from Belfast to Searsport, bounded and described as follows, to wii: Bounded northerly
by land of Jennie E. Leavitt; easterly by land
of Nahum Nickerson; southerly by said road,
and westerly by land occupied by Porter Cottrell; being the same real estate conveyed in
two parcels to Esli Bowen: the first by George
Woods by deed of warranty dated February
25,1882, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds,
Book 200; Page 247; and the second by deed oi
Jennie E. Leavitt, dated October 26, 1895, recorded in Waldo Registry of Deeds, Book 246,
Page 161, and by said Esli Bowen conveyed to
Willis E, Lovejoy by his deed of warranty
dated June 5, 1918, to be recorded in said Regsame was

istry of Deeds.
Belfast, Maine, February 8, 1919.
FRANK A. CUSHMAN, Sheriff.

Smiley

Little Scrub Lad\

PATHE NEWS

PATHt

TaiiiJj

Constant

in “The Studio Girl

17th

-

Miss Talmadge Portrays Am
American Girl.
’Twill W,

TUESDAY

S&TSJS FANME
WAR?
in “A Japanese
Nightinga|e„

February

The Love of

18th

a

Man for

Maid is

a

MUTT AND JEFF

WEDNESDAY

The

P

Stupendous Drury

Lane

“SPORTING LIP
The

February

World’s

Most Famous K;

Derby! A Thrilling Prize Figl
Intrigue. Everything. Big Si
Don’t Miss this Tremendous I’l

19th

HOUDINI in “T he Master M

STATE OF MAINE.

Scottish Union & N:5

Edinburgh

COUNTY OF WALDO. sS.
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme Ju-

dicial Court next to be holden at Belfast,
within and for the County of Wald-*, on the
third Tuesday of April, in the year of our
Lord one thousand nine hundred and nineteen.
BLAGDON of Stockton Springs, in
the County of Waldo and State of Mane,
respectfully libels and gives this Honorable
Court to be informed: that she was lawfully
married to Samuel Blagdon of Stockton Sprii gs
aforesaid, at Buckaport, in the County of Han
cock arid State of Maine, on the twenty-sixth
day of January. A D. 1915; that since said
marriage one child has been born to them, to
wit Madeline L Blagdon, four years old; that
since said marriage your libelant has conduct
ed herself towards the said Samuel Blagdon as
a
faithful, chaste and affectionate wife; yet
the Baid Samuel Blagdon. wnolly unmindful of
his marriage vows and duty, since said mar
riage has treated your libelant with cruel and
abusive treatment.
Your libelant further avers that said Samuel
HI igdon, in March, 1915, at said Stockton
Springs, utterly deserted her and has continued such utter desertion to the present time,
being more than three consecutive years n» xt
prior to the filing of this libel. Libelant avris
that the residence of said libjlee is not known
to her anil cannot be ascertained by reasonable
ililigi nee,
Wherefore your libelant prays that she may
be decreed a divorce from the bonus of matrimony now existing between her and the said
Samuel Blagdon; and that she may be given the
care and custody of her minor child, Madeline
L. Blagdon.
Dattd at Belfast, Me., this seventh day of
February, A D. 1919,
(Signed) LOUISE BLAGDON,

Assets D*c

Mortgage loans..

Collateral loans
Stocks and bonds..
,in ffice and bai
Agents’ balances

Mutual

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

I

Assets

j

Dec-

Admitted

assets.

i

Liabilities Deceit
Net unpaid losses
Unearntd premiums

j

Cssh capital..

1

Ail other liabilities

Fire

Surplus

over

al! liai

1

3*7

JOSHUA TREAT, J
.St. Paul Fire 6c V.
St. Paui.
Assets Dec.
Real estate,..
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans....
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in ffiee and ban

Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable
Interest and rents.
All other assets.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not ado
Admitted assets
Liabilities Decern!
Net unpaid losses
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities

Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabiii'i
Total liabilities and

s

_3\v 7
The Lumber Mutual
pany of Host

33,673 36

Assets Decern

assets.$1,190,722 91
Liabilities December 31, 1S18.
13,027 69
Net unpaid losses.$
328,028 39
Unearned premiums.
100,088 18
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 764,578 65
Admitted

Total liabilities and surplus

a:

Gross assets.
Deduct items not

Gross^assets. $1,224,296 27

Deduct items not admitted.

)

Agents’ b.lances

00
93'5,8C3 00
90.000 60
32,652 21
13,998 66
28,341 80

....

:

Bills receivable.
Interest and rents.

31, 1918.

Interest and rents.
All other assets...

)

am

Real estate.
Mortgage loans
Coilateial loans.
Stocks and bonds
Cash in office ami

Mortgage loans..$ 322,600

Agents’balances.

|

}

^pringhcid Lire A
pany, Spn

Company, 806 Lafayette
Building, Philadelphia, Pa.
Assets December

!

Admitted asset*
Liabilities Deceit
Net unpaid losses..
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities
(’ash capital deposit
Surplus over ali ij«l
Total liabilities

Insurance

Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and bank.

j

Hills receivable
Interest and rent.-*.
All other assets

for said County, on the third TuesApril next, that he may then and there
in
said
Court and answer thereto, if he
appear
see fit.
CHARLES J. DUNN,
Justice Supreme Judicial Court.

Lumbermen’s

f

Cash

and

! Pennsylvania

i

Real estate..

LOUISE

$1,190,722

91

8w7

December 31, 1918.

Real estate.$ 50,000
Cash in office and bank. 310,*40
Agents’ balances aud accrued as172,571
sessments.
2,009
Bills receivable.

Bonds.
Cash in office and banks
Agents' balances
....

Interest.
All other assets.
Gross assets..
Deduct items not admit
Admitted assets

Vermont Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Montpelier, Vermont.
Assets

WALDO SS.
Taken this 8th day of February, A. D. 1919,
14, A. D, 1919,
on execution dated January
issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
Judicial Court, for the C >unty of Waldo, ..t
the term thereof begun and held on the
tirst Tuesday of January, A. D, 1919, to wit,
on the eldVenth day of January, A, D, 1919, in
favor of Esli A. Bowen of Belfast, against
Wiliis E. Lovejoy of Belfast, for two hundred
and forty seven dollars and thirty cents, debt
or damage, and ten ($10.01) dollars and one
cent, cost of suit, and will be sold at jHiblic
auction at the office of Fred W. Brown, Pythian Block, Belfast, Me., to the highest bidder,
of March, A. D.
on the twenty-second day
1919, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, the ollowing described real estate and all the right,
title and interest which the said Willis E.

v

WAR PICTURES

within
day of

_

ALLi^

Successful

Sprightly Melodrama

v.

BANISH CATARRH

,

COMEDY
PURPOSI

MAY

“The

BROWN. In Belfast, Feb. 7, Mrs. Emma
1 Brown, aged 18 years, 10 months and
20 days.
Clement. In Montville, Feb. 4, Susie,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Clement, I
aged 11 years.
In Swanville, Feb. 7,
CUNNINGHAM.
Emery W. Cunningham, aged 89 years I
and 9 months.
DONOGHUE. In Stockton Springs, Feb.
Personally appeared the above named Louise
8, William J. Douoghue, aged 45 years
Blagdon and made uatl that the allegations
and 2 months.
in the above libel by her signed are
contained
HILTON. Ill Belfast, Feb. 6, Mrs. Sarah
before me, this seventh day of Februar.,
A. Hilton, aged 85 years, 9 months and I t true,
H C. BUZZELL.
A. D. 1919
days.
Justice ol the Peace,
Lynds.
In Detroit, Mich., Feb. 11,
Velma Sarah Mitchell, wife of Charles
STATE OF MAINE,
Ernest Lynds, formerly of Belfast, aged ;
Waldo, ss.
27 years, 1 month and 15 days.
1
Supreme Judicial Court, in Vacation
MADDOCKS. In Swanville, Feb. 4, Herbert Maddocks, aged 82 years, 7 months 1
Belfast, Feb 12, A. D. 1919
and 28 days.
Upon the annexed writ and libel, it i.« orIn Boston,
Feb. 8, dered by the undersigned, a Justice of said
McCorrison.
|
George 1.. McCorrison, formerly of Bel- Court, that notice be given to the libelee by
an attested copy of the same, or an
fast, aged 57 years, 6 months and 29 days publishing
bstract thereof, together with this order
SMITH. In Queenstown, Ire
Feb. 5, i thereon, three week* successively in The ReHarold E. Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs.
publican Journal, a newspaper printed in Bel
Fred B. Smith of Searsport, aged 30 years. fast, in the Ct unty of Waldo, the last publication to be thirty days at least heft re the next
term of said ( curt, to be holden at Belfast,

If you want to get relief from catarrh,
attractive “from soup to
cold in the head or from an irritating
high praise from all who par- cough in the shortest time breathe Hyo-

An impression appears to have gained nuts” won
ground that the average person now en- ticipated in the festivities. Mrs. Libby,
visited
Mr.
Mr. and Mrs, L. A. White
joying abnormal wages to match an ab- who long ago achieved a more than local
idreet.
and Mrs. Leslie Hawes in Prospect renormal h. c. of 1. is in no danger of fame for her culinary skill, upon thirgoccently.
breaking down from overwork. But in casion, relieved of all of Mr. Hoover’s
Seven of the older Ranetota Girls were
Mrs. M. J. Haley was the guest of her sharp contrast there comes a story from embarrassing restrictions for the first
their
guardian
entertained at the home of
Mrs. Wilmot Newcomb in Newburg the Stockton Yard of two
sportive veter- time in an age, fairly outdid herself. At
After an hour of aunt,
on "thursday evening.
1 p. m. the following members assembled
Feb. 6th.
of
an earlier manner of building ships,
ans
read
and
discussed
the
games the girls
about the inviting tables: Mrs. Caroline
the
ironwork
of
now
the
engaged upon
ReAimon Ritchie of Bradford visited at
Camp Fire playlet, “Any Girl.”
A. Gardner, Mrs. E. G. Billings, Mrs.
hearsals will begin this week and the the home of his brother, E. E. Ritchie, a two schooners building at the plant, who
recently felt the surge of youth and a Estelle Crosby, Miss Alice Hichborn,
play will he presented in place of Gus- few days recently.
Mrs. George H. Hopkins, Mrs. Eleanor
competitive
spirit, and each with two
tav’s Cap undertaken by the younger
E. E. Ritchie returned to his home SatColcord, Miss Nellie Hichborn, Miss
34
of
a
race
on
the
is
ran
Frame
cast
for
the
forging
Miss
Isabel
helpers
girls.
urday from Portsmouth, N. H., where he
Leora Partridge, Mrs. George S. Wardheavy chainplates for the schooner A.
leading part and will be well supported by has been employed since last May.
Whether Hiram Eaton or well, Mrs. Angeline Mudgett, Mrs. Chas.
Ernest Mills.
other members of the group who have
F. P. Clements, G. H. York and C. C. Edward* Batchelder ended the run with If. Emery, Mrs. William Avery, Mrs.
frequently appeared in junior production.
Everett Staples, Mrs. Charles P. Staples,
At nine, small tables were placed in front Clements attended the extension school the weather gauge, deponent saith not,
Mrs.
Charles A. Snow, Mrs. Rufus L.
the
Feb.
3-5.
at
in
village
feeding
dairy
was
the
Mrs.
that
fire
and
Duncan
was
said
the
asbut it is
job
completed
of
open
Mrs. Earle R. Richards, Mrs.
sisted by her daughter Martha in serving
R. C. Nealey has returned to his em- in a time equivalent to 28 hours for one Mudgett,
Elmer E. Thomphot chocolate, marguerites and maca- ployment in Stockton after an enforced lire, and that on brawn and grit without Page B. Spalding, Mrs.
son, Mrs. Harry R. Hichborn, Mrs. AlThe guests were, Miss Frame, absence, due to an attack of the prevail- power machines of any sort.
roons.
vah C. Treat.
Miss Valma W'ebher, Elsie Bell, Miss ing disease.
A. C. Treat, first selectman, has reMiss
Minerva
and
Gray
Marjorie Towers,
ceived a letter from the French ConsulGeorge Clarke who has been employed
the Misses Annie and Frances Rogers.
SANDYP0IN1.
General at New York, asking for inforin Bath for several months, returned to
mation concerning Antonio Rizzoagli in
The O. E. S. benefit card party given town last week.
is
in
Mrs. Clark
Lynn,
Mrs. J. P. Jordan spent Monday in
behalf of a French family in France,
on Thursday evening in the Service Club
Mass., for a visit and upon her return
whose daughter had become engaged to Bangor.
Kooms was an unusually delightful affair. they will go to housekeeping.
It was with pleasure
the young man.
Mrs. Ivan Grant spent last week in
Arrangements for the evening were made
C. C. Clements, president of the Maine that Mr. Treat was able to reply that Mr. Portland.
by Mrs. C. N. Meyers assisted by Miss
State Pomological Association was in Rizzoagli is a Genoese of good family
Mabel Griffin and Miss Florence Colcord.
F. S. Harriman returned Friday from a
Augusta Feb. 5th before a legislative who had been a self-respecting citizen of
filled.
The
was
game
business trip to Boston.
Eight tables were
committee in regard to the proposed this town for a decade. Fired by tales of
500 and the evening a very merry one.
Snow and cold weather are much needchange in the Maine apple law.
Hun atrocities “Tony” left for Camp
in
the
convenand
Cake
coffee, prepared
ed for hauling and ice cutting.
Devens last summer swearing that he
ient kitchen, were served. Popular songs
Fannie Cunningham of New York
j Plenty of exercise, fresh air, would take no prisoners if he got to the is Miss
followed the game, Maurice Dolliver actthe guest of her sister, Mrs. Berry,
it
that
the
debut
transpires
firing
line,
hours—is
all
the
A
similar
gathering
regular
preing as accompanist.
returned to
Miss Alice Russell has
mination has been modified by exwill be held in the near future. The winscription you need to avoid ter
alter spending the week-end with
influences.
Bangor
traneous
soan
unusually
quiet
has
been
ter
one,
Influenza—unless through
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Page.
cially and the series of parties planned by
Robert Nickerson, whose wife is slowly
or otherwise, a cold
neglect
Mr. George Wardwell, master builder
the members of Anchor Chapter will be
Waldo
at
the
County Hospital
recovering
was confined to the
gets you. Then take—at
The proceeds will
sure to prove popular.
from serious burns suffered at the fire at the shipyard,
last week with a seonce
be devoted to the purchase of a much
which destroyed their home and the life house several days
vere
cold.
needed set of dishes fer use in the chapof their youngest child, recently received
ter room.
Mrs. George Wardwell and Mrs. Chas.
a letter from a summer resident of Belannual mid-winter
The community was shocked and sadfast who upon reading an account of the Snow attended the
Events Club at
dened on Saturday night by a dispatch
tragedy felt to express substantial sym- dinner of the Current
last week.
village
Stockton
and
Mrs.
form
of
Springs
Mr.
an
enclosed
in
the
check
informing
from Washington
pathy
for one hundred dollars. The temptation
Fred M. Smith of the death of their older
Standard cold remedy for 20 years—In tablet
to print the name of the generous donor
son, Harold, in Queenstown, Ireland, on
form—safe, sure, no opiates—breaks up a cold
FOR FLETCHER’S
in 24 hours—relieves grip in 3 days. Money
is restrained by the thought that the man
February 5th, from bronchial pneumonia.
backif it fails. The genuine box has a Red top
to do a fine thing of this sort is one who
Harold Fred Smith was the son of Fred
with Mr. Hill’s picture. At All Drug Stores.
day.

born

of the
Old

--———.

FRIDAY

RETAIL MARKET

RETAIL PRICE

1 90
Beef, corned, 35a38 Lime,
98
Butter, salt, 18a22 Oats,
8
1 79 Oat Meal,
Corn,
Cracked corn, 1 64 Onions,
5
Corn meal,
17
1 64 Oil, kerosene,
15
38 Pollock,
Cheese,
Cotton seed,
3 50 Pork,
30
8
23 Rye meal,
Cranberries,
Clover seed, 37a42 Shorts,
2 80
12
50a
14
10
1-2
00
Flour,
Sugar,
Id. G. seed,
1 35
0 00 Salt, T. 1.,
8
32
Sweet potatoes,
Lard,

FREOERf

Daughter
DEN

Mr. Walker will pass some of the time in
the woods hunting.

acute

attack

regret, for their services has ever been ples, Mrs.
marked by a display of good taste and R. Richards and Mrs.
William Averv,
consideration for those requiring their and
the result of their effort to make

A. French of

lion. C. M. Conant and son Amos called
H. A. Conant at North Searsport Spry,

their

“A

A play of exceptional interest
anr,
MACK SErsNETT

13th

Donald Walker of New York City and
maid, Bridget Whalen, arrived last week
for a few weeks’ stay at the Hunt home.

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Stiles, Charles Foster, Dennis Elliot,
Ralph Pendleton, Jennie Batchelder, Alice
Corrected Weekly for The Journal.
Johnsou, Grace Blanchard, Frederick
PAID PRODUCER
Morrison, James Flemming, Avis Part- PRODUCE MARKET
$18 00
Hay,
ridge, Orillie Lanphier, Doris Bickmore, Apples, per bbl.,
$3 00a 4 00 Hides,
14
Ethel Fraser. The school has a travelling
11 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
25
library from Augusta, and parents and Beans, y. e., 11 1-2
Lambskins, 1 00a 1 50
friends are invited to join the students in Butter,
50a55 Mutton,
10
14a 16 Potatoes,
its use. The reading table is supplied Beef, sides,
1 25
f.
13a
14
cp,
Round Hog,
22
with the Bangor News, Bangor Commer- Beef,
36 Straw,
Cheese,
10 00
cial, Boston Post, Boston Herald, The Chicken,
35 Turkey,
26a32
37 Tallow,
Pathfinder, Current Events, American Calf Skins,
2
35
Duck,
20a 22
Veal,
Magazine, Popular Mechanics, Farm
56 Wool, unwashed, 50
Eggs,
Journal, Human Life, Red Cross Maga- Fowl,
30 Wood, hard,
9 50
zine, School Life, Youth’s Companion, Geese,
32 Wood, soft,
6 50

McClure’s and McCall’s.

nouncement that William H. Morrison
has been chosen president of the recently

Etna.

on

and Mrs. L. C. Morse.

lost.

]

about 600

the brick building on East Main street
owned by F. A. Nye of Belfast.
Edward
Davis has returned to town.
Murch

Knowlton,

one

immediately after supper, and
formed Maine Coast Fishermen’s Asso- later lapsed into unconsciousness from
bean supper will be served.
ciation, and George C. Fletcher on the which he failed to rally. Mrs. Donoghue,
who has recently recovered from a severe
board of directors.
The first Dairy School of Instruction to j
left on the Friday morning train
illness,
Many persons are interested in the rebe held in Waldo county took place at
to visit her people at Atkinson and later
that
H.
former
J.
terminal
port
Gerrish,
Monthe I. O. O. F. hall in this village
j
return with her two small children. She
at this place until the office was
day, Tuesday and Wednesday of last agent
was recalled
by wire and reached her
: abolished, has resigned as statistician of
and
direction
supervisweek, under the
husband’s side Saturday morning. Drs.
the
&
Aroostook
railroad
and
Bangor
ion of Mr. Donahue, county agent, of
Britto of Stockton, Fairchild of Searsbeen appointed agent at the Guilford
Belfast. It was well attended by the
port and Nealley of Bangor were in atstation.
progressive and representative dairymen ;
tendance witnout avail.
Mr. Charles
Mrs. Harry Hulley was at the head of a
and farmers of the town, who report a
Snow and his son, father and brother of
committee, which gave a social and en- Mrs.
profitable and interesting meeting.
Donoghue, arrived Saturday, also
tertainment at Denslow hall Monday
Benjamin Donoghue, twin brothers of the
Mrs. Alice Donlin, wife of Edwin DonThe
attractive
night.
program carried a
deceased. A requiem high mass was celelin, died at their home in the lower vilflag drill by the children, a picture song brated
by Father T. J. O’Mahoney of
lage Tuesday afternoon of last week,
by the Camp Fire Girls, humorous read- Belfast at
the resit ence on Tuesday at
after a brief illness caused by a stroke of
ings by Mrs. Hulley, songs by Mrs. Far- 5.30 a.
m.
The body was later taken to
paralysis, which was followed by the ris
and Miss Herron, and other good
St. Andrews for burial.
second, from which she never rallied.
things.
She was a woman who possessed many ;
1 he annual mid-winter dinner of the
Irving Littlefield, who enlisted early in Current
friends and was a devout member of the
Events Club at Mrs. Eben Libthe war, but has met with nothing but'
Catholic church. Beside her husband she
by’s on Feb. 5th proved a highly sucI
in his ambition to get
cessful function in every detail, save the
left two daughters, the Misses Mildred disappointment
across to do a
little real Hun strafing, !
and Ethel Donlin; two sisters, the Misses
absence of several prominent members
arrived home from Camp Upton Friday ;
Sadie and May McCormack, and three
through sickness. As a woman’s club
morning for a furlough of ten days. His ! this
Frank
and
brothers, Thomas, Lawrence
organization has reached an age
Mrs.
Arthur
with
her
sister,
two
Hanson,
McCormack. Funeral services were held
when anniversaries acquire dignity from
children came from Brewer Saturday
at Saint Gabriel Catholic Church on Frilong observance.
It was on June 27,
night to remain while he is in town.
day morning.
1895, that this club was formed at a meetAlbert M. Ames and Simeon B. Merri- ing with the late Mrs.
Esther A. Hichfor many years engaged in business i born, and it became a
thew,
member of the
WHITE'S CORNER. Winter port as Ames &
Merrithew, announce in an- State federation in 1899. For the current
other column their abandonment of their year Mrs. Alvah
C. Treat is president;
Mr. and Mrs. C 11. Libby visited relaundertaking business.
They offer for Miss Nellie Hichborn, vice
president;
tives in Swanville Feb. 4th.
sale the appurtenances of the business Mrs.
Edgar M. Colcord, secretary; Miss
C. B. Jewett and W. H. Bickford were including a horse drawn ambulance or] Alice
Hichborn, treasurer. The commitbusiness visitors in Troy last Thursday. undertaker’s wagon.
The community
tee for the dinner was composed of Mrs.
A.

to

this kindly act will prove an effective
tonic for the suffering mother.
Already
funds are available to provide an even

PAULINE
In

February

j

George Palmer has sold his foundry
business and machine shop to Donald H.
Matheson, the transfer being made last

engaged in; Red Cross nursing at Bing- ago and has been connected with the
ham, where conditions at one time were Bangor & Aroostook railroad for many
most deplorable, arrived here Friday af- years.
From a long service at Sherman,
ternoon and is with her sister, Mrs. A. A. he took a leave of absence owing to a
serious break in health, coming to this
Varney.
About business
Local interest is attracted to the an- station late in the fall.

There will be initiation at the next regular meeting Feb. 19; after which a baked

The Junior Boy’s class of the Cong’l
are delighted with
the success of

P. Palmer

would not care for that sort of publicity.
It goes without saying, however, that

ways

home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.

Miss Freda

Mizpah Retekah Lodge balloted on and
accepted live applications for membership
at its last regular meeting and also received several applications for membership.

S. S.

THURSDAY

in Ban-

Ronald Dakin, who has been overseas
with the anti-aircraft guns, arrived in
town Thursday and is with his wife at

few' days last week, and while here attended to his professional business.

winners of two amusing contests.

new

County Attorney Ralph I. Morse spent
Sunday in town with his parents, Hon.

COLONIAI^
THEATRE

11c. and 6c.

Ivers and Pond piano arrived at
the home of Dr. and Mrs. C. B. Hoit last
A

2.30

Prices

an

Autun, France.

Cowan, representative to the

Legislature,

at

Miss Izora Duncan of Islesboro has
Mrs. Lucy P. Leach, the principal of been engaged to finish tile winter term of
aged
the High school, with her assistant, Miss High school, which Mrs. Newell has been
obliged to give up on account of her reMaude Herron, is doing all possible to im- cent
illness.
Miss Duncan arrived SunHarold Knox was recently brought
prove the condition of the local school.
day and school opened Monday, Feb. 10th.
home from the Waldo County Hospita', She
reports an honor roll for January as
Rev. Mr. Davis, the evangelist who has
having undergone an operation for ap- follows: Not absent, tardy or dismissed: been
holding meetings here and at South
I Grace Blanchard, Dennis Elliot, Josie La- Montville for the past few
pendicitis.
weeks, has
called
out quite a good many people. Mr.
Miss Nellie Hichborn returned to Bel- Furley, Raymond Morrison, Frederick
Davis is a fine sneaker and
singer, and
fast Friday after attending the club din- Morrison, Ruth Smith, Ralph Pendleton.
those who have not been to the meetings
ner and making a short visit with Mrs.
The highest rank for the month: Leon have missed something.
Eleanor Colcord.
Grant, Edna Grant, Marieta Turner, Elsie
were

Melvin Harriman.

A.

Hubbard

better home than the

cently been heard from overseas, where
he is a private in the military police at

a

hostesses serving delicious hot chocolate,
Mis. William Goodell and Miss Lillian G. Runnells were

af-

Fred M. Barnard, who was assistant in
the High school two years ago, has re-

The Misses May and Sadie McCormack
of Boston were called here last week by

Maine

as

son, formerly df pfonsect, have moved into town and will occupy the Otis Barney house on Union

McCormack who were

son.

W.

brownies and cake.

ami

extended to Mr.

Donlin.

The regular meeting of Anchor Chapter was held on Monday evening.
After
the business session, Mrs. A. S. Trundy

and

who teaches

the Primary school Friday during the absence of the teacher, Miss Grace Thomp-

the

mit.

The annual exodus is well under w'ay
End loads of furniture are moving in all

Frank

Thursday

Angus Holmes, Jr., sailed as junior officer on the U. S. transport Atenas Feb.
1st for St. Nazaire. The ship goes loaded
with provisions and will return with
troops.

Mrs. Katherine Norwood substituted in

the present with her parents, Mr. and [
Mrs. W’illiam D. £>mart of Mt. Ephraim

acted

Mrs.

are

united in marriage

Charles Hamilton shipped recently on
one of the coal steamers sailing from this

Thompson

Nealley,

meets

convenience of the public

convalescent.

Miss Winnifred

Aid

The line conditions of the road has enabled McLaughlin to run his auto bus to
Belfast two trips daily, greatly to the

of Bucks-

Friday and Saturday because of illness, is improving from a severe cold.

now

on

Mr. and Mrs. John Howes

on

port is caring for Mrs. E. P. Goodrich,

on

Ladies’

with Mrs. Elzina Treat

of last week.

Prof. Frederick R. Sweetser, who

Universalist

ternoon.

Clements Tuesday of

R.

SPRINGS.

gor Sunday for the funeral of
relative, Mr. Samuel G. Strout.

unable to conduct his classes in Belfast

wife

The

Clements of West Winter-

Mrs. Ralph 1.

—

Owens Brothers

In

port visited Mrs. Amos Wilson Tuesday

reco-

Dwight

By

STOCKTON

last week,
Mrs. C. C.

Daily Matinee j

week.

Jewett of White’s Corner

visited Mrs. R. L.

mendations for its disposal.

Clark,

Sold

friends here Tuesday.

the guest of Capt.
Butman.

as

The selectmen and budget committee
inspected the Nichols schoolhouse last

directions.

L&mson

sur-

Palmer of Monroe called

F.

distinction

I

week.

WIMERPORT

Mrs. George L. Merrill has opened her
on Main street, after spending the

and Mrs. Melvin B.

of

Watertown, l’a.,

house

port.

and son Arthur were
business callers in Belfast last Saturday.

vived by his sisters, Mrs. Leon Corbett
of Brockton and Lillian of Searsport, and
his brother, Earl P. Smith.

is the guest of her sister, Mrs. Edwin C.
Fairchild of Searsport Harbor.

Saturday, preparatory

George Sprague

in which he

service,

the remains to this town for burial.
addition to his parents, Mr. Smith is

Sears l.odge, I. O. O., entertained the
newly instituted Stockton Lodge of Odd
Fellows last Friday evening.

Mrs. dames P

LIBERTY.

engaged at the time of his death.
Arrangements are being made to bring

his position in the C. O, Sawyer Hardware store for the past week.

anil

born

was

Fred M. Perkins has been unable to fill

past two months

was

family and neighbors which he never
outgrew, and his death is sincerely regretted by all who knew him. After
finishing school he was employed by
local merchants and in Belfast, serving
his employers with good will and faithful
interest.
In August, 1918, he enlisted in
the Naval Reserve. After a period of
training he was sent overseas, reaching
Brest just after the signing of the armistice. From Brest he was sent to Queens-

Mrs. Frank E. Whitcomb and daughter

Miss Nellie Fisher of

He

A quiet boy,
he formed close relationships with his

Mrs. Alfred Pendleton is suffering from
an attack of laryngitis.

A

Gilkey Smith.
Searsport, Sept. 10, 1888.

M. and Mary

SEARSPORT.

CO
23

Liabilities DecembeNet unpaid losses..
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities
over all liabilit'

Surplus
Total

66
26

66

33
88
93
01

Total liabilities and surplus.$635,421 15
3w7

Traders and Mechanics Insurance Company

Lowell, Massachusetts*
Assets December 81, 1918.

Mortgage loans..$ 29,318 00
Stocks and bonds. 313,926 00
36,636 14
Cash in office and bank.
09
Agents’ balances. 20,205 88
6,247
rents.
Interest and
1.330 70
All other assets.
Gross assets.$407,561 81 j
7,894 74
Deduct items not admitted.
Admitted assets.$399,667 07
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses.$ 6,302 36
Unearned premiums. 254,640 62 j
6,674 ??
All other liabilities.
Surplus over all liabilities. 188,250 09
Total liabilities and surplus.$399,667 07
3w7

s1;

Continental Ca>i
Chicago. I

Gross assets.$535,421 15
70,834 49
Deduct items not admitted..

Admitted assets.$464 586
Liabilities December 31, 1918.
Net unpaid losses.$ 14,823
Unearned premiums. 202,969
All other liab lities.. 51,676
Surplus over all liabilities. 266,451

liabilities and

Assets Decern.

Real estate
Mortgage loans.

Stocks and b mds
Cash in office and bank
Agents’ balances.
Bills receivable.
Interest and rents
All other assets.
Gross assets.
Deduct items not admit
Admitted assets

Liabilities Decemb.
Net unpaid losses...
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities..
Cash

capital.

Voluntary Reserve
Surplus over all liabilit i•
Total liabilities and sui}
3w7

WANTED
A girl to do genera
Apply to

“

wl){>

MRS. J. F. PEKK>
M
54 Bay View

